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Imagine a digital reverb that is so good you can make
records with it. And is so affordable you can easily put
several in a 4 track home studio.
You've just imagined MICROVERB" II. The almost impossible combination of professional sound quality and
affordability. 16 classic digital reverb programs. The
cream of the crop in one box. What could be more
simple? Or useful. For records, demos, on stage; anywhere and everywhere your music needs to sound
inspired.

From sparkling vocal chambers and natural ambient
rooms to deep instrumental washes and explosive
gates. With the simple turn of a knob you choose the
right one. As your imagination sees fit.
A personalized statement is hard to come by in music.
It takes sweat, guts, a passion for excellence. And

imagination.

MICROVERB

It

II

also takes the right equipment.
lets your imagination run wild.

A1ESIs
STUDIO ELECTRONICS

LOS ANGELES:
Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege
Avenue Los Angeles. Ca. 90016

LONDON:
Alesis Corporation 6, Letchworth
Business Center
Avenue One.
Letchworth. Hertfordshire SG6 2HR
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Introducing the DAT
oecorder a pmfessioiml
can't afford to ignore.
The future of audio lies in the all- digital facility. And Panasonic's new
SV-3500 DAT recorder /player answers the need for a fully -professional digital
audio tape machine.
The SV-3500 is a full- function studio DAT machine from a company corn mitted to servicing and supporting the demanding needs of audio professionals. It features: Dual 18 -bit ADCs for encoding, and twin 18 -bit DACs
per channel for playback. Industry standard sampling and replay frequencies. Interface for digital -to- digital transfers. XLR inputs and outputs. Switchable +4 / -10dB output level. Full -feature wired remote.
Comprehensive programming
200 -times high speed search mode.
and loop functions. High -precision peak-reading meters. Erasure and
re-recording of Start and Skip IDs.
Drop by a Panasonic dealer and ask to see the SV-3500. Because without
a DAT recorder with these features, you never know who might ignore you.
For the name of your nearest dealer, call 714-895-7278. Or, write to
Panasonic AVSG, 6550 Katella Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630.

Panasonic
Professional Audio Systems
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The needs of film
recording often
require tailoring an
existing console
design to fit this
specific application.
Photo courtesy of
Neve, Bethel, CT.
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0 Series to the V Series and Digital Studio Systems, Neve
do
prpvides a fill range of multitrack consoles.
_ThgFormarít Spectritm Equalizer, a technological breakthrough integral
to thelacclaimedsoundof Neve, is now teamed up with the most comprehensive
in- console dynamics units ever developed. By combining total control of limiting and
compression and comprehensive noise gate with hysteresis control, processing has never been
-easier on the V Series and Digital Studio Systems. More than a decade ago,`ieve introduced moving fader
automation. Now in hundreds of installations worldwide, Necam 98-&fives the finest production and post production projects in the world's top studios.
Contact us to make neve'*.Sound quality, reliability, consistency of pedormancg,.speed andNK of offeration your tools for translating ideas into recorded reality.
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RUPERT NEVE INC., BERKSHIRE INDUSTRIAL PARK, BETHEL, CONNECTICUT 06801, U.S.A....
TELEPHONE: (203) 744-6230. TELEX: 96 9638. FACSIMILE: (203) 792 -7863
NY: TEL: (212) 956-6464 - CA: TEL: (213) 874-8124. FACSIMILE: (213) 874-1406
TN: TEL: (615) 385-2727. FACSIMILE: (615) 297-5092.
NEVE ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, MELBOURN, ROYSTON, HERTS SG8 6AU, EIOLAND
TELEPHONE: ROYSTON (0763) 60776. TELEX: 81381. CABLES: NEVE CAMBRIDGE.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
By Bob Predovich

The ES Bus:
Is It
Adequate?
March 1988 heralded the arrival of the
long awaited "ATR Dialect" for the ES Bus,
the language standard set out by the EBU
(E) and SMPTE (S) for communication with
audio transports via the previously agreed
upon RS -422 serial bus architecture.
With it came a flurry of activity from
manufacturers announcing that they had,
or would have soon, equipment that
would use the new standard, or a derivation of it. Considering the number of years
that had gone into the development of the
standard, professional observers might be
slightly confused as to why, as soon as it
was announced, some manufacturers immediately felt it necessary to modify or
augment it for practical industry use.
For years, the industry, especially the
broadcast sector, has longed for a common form of communication among
equipment in its physical plants. The problems that are inherent in trying to integrate brands A to Z smoothly into an efficient team are horrendous. There are just
so many different means to a similar end
that trying to achieve harmony among disparate designs, each with its own merit,
ends up with the whole being less than
the sum of its parts. Enter two of the industry's governing bodies to develop a
standard to help solve the problem. High
on the wish lists was a common protocol,
an electronic "language" that all relevant
devices would speak and understand. An
easily implemented electronic path was
also needed to put devices in touch with
each other.
A framework resulted that would embrace the latter by using "serial" data, via
the RS-422 38.4Kbaud standard, as the
communications link, and new "dialects,"

Bob Predovich is vice president and general manager of
Master's Workshop, the electronic audio post-production
division of Selkirk Communications Ltd., Toronto. He is also
the co-designer of the Soundmaster Integrated Audio Editing
System.
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or tailored languages, that would be
developed to exchange the information.
RS -422 was chosen because of the long distance runs it could handle, the small,
9 -wire cable that was needed, the ability
to run a single cable to a studio to daisychain the equipment (rather than the need
for an individual cable from each control
device to every controlled device), and the
speed of its communication, which is
twice as fast as the more-common RS -232.
However, the choice of a serial communications format over parallel was
clearly one of ease and convenience, not
speed, as the following analogy will
demonstrate. Think of rush-hour traffic in
a big city. Compare the time it takes for
traffic to reach a common destination
when moving in a single lane (serial), with
the same number of vehicles traveling
along 12 lanes or more (parallel).
Because of the bottlenecks and "accidents" that can result in serial communication, "traffic signals" in the form

The choice of a serial

communications format
over parallel was clearly
one of convenience.
of interrupts and time sharing have to be
installed to control access to the "road:'
Devices wait their turn to get onto the
highway (data bus). And although some
parallel systems employ these traffic
signals too, there are current designs that

don't require interrupts or time sharing.
Devices get on the bus at will.
To get around the RS -422 bottlenecks
and time delays, for the most part,
designers have distributed the intelligence
of serial systems so that less information
needs to be sent down the line, keeping
the highway less congested. A "coded"
transmission triggers an intelligent device
at the receiving end to implement a preprogrammed instruction set. Timesensitive programmed "events" are sent
earlier than needed to this intelligent unit,
which then executes the event, on time,
on its own, at the required moment.
But it is at this point that electronic
audio post -production entered an arena
that had been primarily dominated by
broadcast and video concerns. The needs
are quite different. Whereas the broadcast /video industry is dealing with increments of 1/30 of a second (1/25 in

1988

Europe), the audio industry insists on 106
times more accuracy (1/3,000 of a second).
Unlike videotape equipment that is released to reference its speed to video sync
(after it's initially synchronized), analog

audiotape recorders must be continuously controlled externally, and to a much
higher resolution. Further, in the 1990s,
electronic time code systems will be asked
to replace, and significantly enhance the
current capabilities of, decades -old
sprocket technology. This is no mean feat.
Therefore, is a standard that was designed
to be a very elegant "remote control" for
the broadcast industry, and that can be
quite readily adapted to video post -production, adequate to the needs and sophistication required in audio post-production?
The answer seems to be before us, and lies
in the derivations of the standard that are
now being implemented.
Paraphrasing one manufacturer's literature: "Although the ES Bus delays are
minimal, we felt it important to implement
a separate Crash Record Bus:' Explanation: The music industry, for example, is
used to manually "punching into record"
rhythmically. This is not a preprogrammed event, so an instantaneous
response speed is required at the remote
control.
If the ES Bus standard alone is used, a
possible delay will result. Depending on
the number of devices daisy -chained on
the bus at the time, the delay could be inconsistent (randomly variable, caused by
the traffic jams we spoke of earlier). In
fact, as more devices are added to the bus,
all wishing to be able to communicate on
it, this cumulative congestion can cause
problems in other time -sensitive areas.

Are there solutions?
Yes. For

example, real-time recalculation

of reference data into a new timebase is

available allowing varispeed synchronization between two transports, while their
numeric difference remains constant. To
maintain this resolution requires rates of
information exchange more than 1,000
times faster than serial communication.
This is achieved via parallel lines running
at clock rates of 5MHz to 10MHz. Currently, this cannot be achieved relying totally
on controller -to- synchronizer and
synchronizer-to- synchronizer data communication at RS-422 rates.
It can be clearly demonstrated that
features such as those described above will
be needed to achieve future demands.
Communication among devices such as

If Only More Expensive
Consoles Performed As Well.

For a 16 or 24 track studio owner, the future looks

very good.
With MIDI systems and digital outboard gear, you're
faced with extremely sophisticated productions.
But it's very hard to find a recording console to match
the requirements without spending a small fortune.
That's precisely why we've developed the new
Series 6000, an evolutionary design that clearly
demonstrates the forward thinking of Soundcraft.
Behind the classic layout is a revelation in performance and capability.
For one thing, it's equipped with enough busses
and routing options to make adventurous productions a pleasure, not a nightmare. The 6000 is a full
16 or 24 buss console with six auxiliary sends per
channel. The split format of the 6000 means each of
the tape returns will double as extra inputs, with EQ.
We've also provided each input with push- button
routing, EQ by-pass, and programmable electronic
muting that eliminates the clicks produced by
ordinary switches. You even get true solo -in- place,
sadly lacking on more expensive consoles.
But it's the 6000's sonic performance that really sets
it apart from the competition. Our revolutionary
input design gives you 2dB to 70dB gain without a
pad and virtually unmeasurable distortion, crosstalk,
and noise.
Our new grounding system yields superb
hum immunity and a routing isolation of 110dB
(1kHz). And our active panpot comes close to
theoretical perfection, exceeding our competitor's
performance by a full 25dB.

The Series 6000 input module gives you
programmable electronic muting under
optional MIDI control, solo -in-place to
get a clear picture ofyour progress, and
a patented active panpot with isolation
of 90 dB (IkHz).

To give you the subtle control
it takes to achieve dramatic
results, you also get four -band
EQ with mid sweeps on each

input channel.
When you specify Soundcraft's
Series 6000, with options including 16 to 56 channels, stereo
input modules, and built -in
patchbay, you'll find it an
affordable slice of progress.
Series 6000, simply the most
comprehensive production
console in its class.

Soundcraft

6000

Soundcraft USA/JBL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge, CA 91329
©1988 -JBL Incorporated, A Harman International Company

GUEST
EDITORIAL
PC-type command units and the hardware
processing those commands must be so
fast as to produce a single virtual entity,
unifying these two physical components
to act as one.
Does this mean that the audio post production industry has to give up the
flexibility that serial communication will
bring to the broadcast and video sectors?
Not at all. It simply implies that we should

should use serial
communication for data
links that are not so
time-sensitive.
We

here is no magic involved in

Cater Professional's incredible
powerdo-weight rafla. But there is
a great deal of intelligence.

kftJY!l11!
Model Pm -2.0t

use serial communication for data links
that are not nearly so time sensitive (such
as communication between the implementing hardware mentioned above),
in this case, a synchronizer and the controlled device, such as a multitrack
recorder.
Always keep in mind the need to augment the serial data with dedicated control lines for real -time requirements. It
follows that these serial lines are totally
independent and isolated from other serial
communications occurring in a multi machine system, and thus not susceptible
to the congestion resulting from a daisychain configuration. It also follows that the
information interchange among the synchronizers themselves, and between the
synchronizers and the command unit, is
occurring at far higher data rates. This
leaves serial communication to do what
it does best: act as a very flexible, long distance "remote control" for commands
issued from the synchronizer, removing
the specialized needs of the audio post production industry to another area that
is better equipped to deal with them. The
net result: Tasks given to the serial part
of the system are more equivalent in difficulty and resolution to those found in the
broadcasting and video sectors, and the
special needs of the audio industry today,
and for the future, are accommodated.

RF/P

Please write or call for our new full color brochure:
20121 48th Avenue West
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IF YOU WANT
THE BEST PRODUCTION

16 TRACK,
YOU'LL HAVE TO SPEND
A LITTLE LESS.
There's no getting around it. No one
beats the 60/16 on features. At any price.
Check it out. Two speeds without
recalibrating each time you switch. Proprietary head technology so accurate that
final EQing decisions can be made right in
sync mode without rewind and repro verification. Gapless /seamless punch in/out
with superior transparency. And unlike
other 16s, the 60/16 has built -in diN professional Type - I.
The compact, rugged 60/16 also gives
you lightning fast lockup for use with
synchronizers, incredibly precise spot erase,
D -sub multi-connectors for faster setup with
fewer cables and, oh yes, brilliant sound.
There simply is no finer 16 track available. Compare it with any other machine
out there. Then compare the price. If
money is an issue, you may have to settle
for the best.

TASCAM

©1988 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebelb, CA 90640. 213/726+0303.
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NEWS
E -V

recalls loudspeakers

At its own initiation and in cooperation

with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission, Electro -Voice has recalled
EVX sound reinforcement loudspeakers
built and shipped between July 31, 1987
and Feb. 8, 1988.
The speakers contain uninsulated lead
wires and overly long terminal lugs, the
commission says, and may ignite the
speaker cones during maximum excursion. Model numbers affected are EVX-150,
-156, -180, -184, -1500 and -1800. As of late
June, approximately 65 speakers were
unaccounted for, sold mainly in New York
and Northern California. The majority of
the speakers are said to have been taken
out of the United States.
Speakers should be taken back to the
place of purchase. New speakers with a
tested modification will be given to
holders of EVX-150, -156 and -180 speakers.
E -V will issue credit to holders of
EVX -1500, -1800 and -184 speakers.
The commission says that all EVX
loudspeakers purchased after Feb. 8 have
improved performance characteristics and
full safety modifications.

PAN debuts new system
The Performing Arts Network, whose
System /1 is for musicians and others involved in creating music, has opened PAN
System /2, designed for professionals who
sell, market and support music. The
primary emphasis is on people serving
major tours and releases, and access is
limited to users involved in some way with
a major tour. PAN users can contact the
system on-line for more information; for
non -subscribers, contact PAN at Box 162,
Skippack, PA 19474; 215- 584 -0300.

NED

establishes training school

New England Digital has established an
official training school for the Synclavier
and the Direct -to -Disk system at the Full
Sail Center for the Recording Arts, Orlando, FL.

The school, which has three systems,
will provide courses in beginning and advanced Synclavier and Direct -to -Disk
operation. The courses will be directed by
Richard Head, owner of Song Bird Digital,
a Nashville -based independent NED dealer

for the Southeast, and an expert
Synclavier user.
Classes will run six days a week for two
weeks, with 48% of the time devoted to
small lab groups for on -line training. The
curriculum has been developed with NED

8
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and will be updated quarterly. Full Sail also
plans to open a second facility in Los
Angeles in 1989.

awards Lyras
to audio teams

3M

3M has presented its seventh annual
Lyra awards to five audio teams nominated for Academy Awards in the achieve-

ment in sound category.
Receiving the awards were:
For "Empire of the Sun ": Tony Dawe,
production sound mixer; Robert Knudson,
supervisor, re- recording mixer, dialogue;
Don Digirolamo, re- recording mixer, music; and John Boyd, re- recording mixer,
SFX.
For "The Last Emperor ": Bill Rowe, dubbing mixer; and Ivan Sharrock, re- record-

ing mixer.
For "Lethal Weapon ": Bill Nelson Ill, production sound mixer; Les Fresholtz, supervisor, re- recording mixer, dialogue; Verne
Poore, re- recording mixer, music; and
Richard Alexander Cas, re- recording mix-

for Dec. 3 and 4 at the Sheraton Centre
in New York. The expo will showcase the
entire range of MIDI products for all
aspects of music production, with 100
companies expected to exhibit. Also
planned are demonstration rooms and a
seminar program. For more information,
contact Tony Scalisi, show manager, Expocon Management Associates, 3695 Post
Road, Southport, CT 06490; 203-259 -5734.

News notes
Lakeside Associates has moved to 1540
E. First St., Suite 243,

Santa Ana, CA

92701; 714- 836 -6496.

Ultimate Support Systems, Ft. Collins,
has celebrated its 10th anniversary in
business.
CO,

Gentner Electronics has appointed rep

Lyra awards were Shawin Murphy, "Empire of the Sun "; Mike Jarratt, "The Last

firms for the following areas: Audio
Resources, Westmont, IL, North and South
Dakota, Wisconsin, northern Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky; John B. Anthony
Company, Stamford, CT, metropolitan New
York and the surrounding area, northern
New Jersey and Fairfield County, CT;
McFadden Sales and Marketing, Columbus, OH, Ohio, West Virginia and western
Pennsylvania; Northshore Marketing, Seattle, Washington, Oregon, northern and
western Idaho, and western Montana; Plus
Four Marketing, Walnut Creek, CA, Northern California and northern Nevada; and
Pro Tech Marketing, Salt Lake City, Utah,
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, eastern Montana, southern Nevada
and El Paso, TX.

Emperor"; Robert Fernandez, "Lethal
Weapon"; Eric Tomlinson, "Robo Cop";
and Armin Steiner, "The Witches of
Eastwick:'

Fostex has manufactured a limited edition
of its T-20 studio headphones, to be given
to 200 industry professionals in perform-

Nagra to finalize portable
digital recorder

ing, recording and music production. Each
hand-made set comes with a personal
thank you from Yoshiharu Abe, company

er, SFX.

For "Robo Cop ": Robert Walde, production sound mixer; Michael J. Kohut, supervisor, re- recording mixer, dialogue; Aaron
Rochin, re- recording mixer, music; and
Carlos de Larios, re- recording mixer, SFX.
For "The Witches of Eastwick ": Art

Rochester, production sound mixer;
Wayne Artman, supervisor, re- recording,
dialogue; Tom Beckert, re- recording mixer, music; and Tom Dahl, re-recording mixer, SFX.

Original scoring mixers who received

Nagra has announced that it is working
out the final details of a portable digital
recorder, which will use a 1/4-inch open reel, rotary -head digital format, helical
scanning heads and 7 -inch open reels. According to the company, the open reel design will allow edits to be made easily in
the field.

NY MIDI

Expo

set for December
The second MIDI Expo, a conference
and exposition of MIDI music, is scheduled

September 1988

president.

Innovative Electronic Designs has appointed rep firms for the following regions:
Repworks, New England states; Darmstedter Associates, upstate New York; Bi
State Marketers, northern New Jersey and
metropolitan New York; Sigmet Corporation, the Eastern Seaboard; Secom
Systems, the Southeast; C.L. Pugh Company, North Central states; Ludwig
Marketing, the Ohio Valley and Illinois;
CM Sales, Michigan; BC Electronic Sales,
the Midwest; Marketing Concepts, the
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Prepare to expand your horizons. With the Yamaha DEQ7, the
completely digital equalizer. With
not one but 30 different EQ and
filter configurations, in stereo.
To be specific, it has 11 graphic
EQs, four parametric, three tone
configurations, five band pass/band
reject filters, six dynamic filters
and one multi -notch filter configuration, plus up to 738 ms of delay
per channel.
But, in theYamaha tradition of
never leaving well enough alone, we
did some expanding of our own.
Like memory. The DEQ7 has
sixty user-programmable memory
locations, so you can store and title
your favorite curves, and recall them
any time manually or via MIDI. There
are digital I /Os for direct connection
to other digital components, as well
as analog inputs and outputs.
Circle

d

100 H.
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Since were on the subject of output, it's equally important to mention
that, in the opinion of many critical
users, the DEQ7 produces an open,
natural-sounding EQ. Which means
that you can create extreme EQ
settings without creating extreme
anxiety.
The Yamaha DEQ7 Digital
Equalizer.
It'll throw you a few new curves.
Catch one at your nearby Yamaha
Professional Audio dealer.
Yamaha Music Corporation, Professional Audio Division, P.O. Box
6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In
Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd.,
135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario M1S 3R1.

YAMAHA
Engineering Imagination

Facts Card

NEWS
Texas Panhandle, Oklahoma, Arkansas
and Lousiana; Torbett & Associates, Rocky

Mountain states; North Shore Marketing,
the Northwest coastal area and Alaska;
and Island Instruments, Hawaii.

Audio Technica has appointed three new
sales agents. The Torbet /Keiser Group,
Loveland, CO, will handle Montana, Idaho,
Utah, Wyoming, Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico and west Texas. Progessive Audio
Representatives, Little Canada, MN, will
cover Minnesota, North and South Dakota
and western Wisconsin. On The Road
Marketing, Upper Montclair, NJ, will cover
New Jersey, Long Island and upstate New
York.

two foreign distributors: Gould Marketing,
Montreal, for Canada, and LEAB,
Stockholm, for Sweden.

Total Audio Concepts Ltd. has received the Export Award for Smaller
Businesses, a national competition in the
United Kingdom for independent smaller
businesses. More than 300 companies
entered; five received awards.

Optical Disc Corporation has received
an Emmy Award for Outstanding Achievement in Engineering for the company's
Recordable Laser Videodisc System. The
award was presented Aug. 27 during the
non -televised portion of the Emmy
Awards.

BASF has named Leo Burnett Company
of Chicago as the agency of record for the
audio /video department, and will assume
the strategic advertising role for the company's consumer and professional lines.

Promuslc Incorporated

is now the ex-

clusive U.S. representative of the Coloursound Music Library.

Aphex Systems Ltd. has signed a licensing agreement with Proton, allowing the
company to market the Aphex ESP-7000
surround decoder as the SD -1000. Aphex
will no longer market the consumer
model but will retain the right to market
a professional decoder using the surround
technology. The company has also signed
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housing sales, marketing, accounting,
manufacturing and dispatch in Partridge
Green, West Sussex, in response to a 60%
increase in sales in 18 months. The company's Capel facility, which formerly
housed operations, will be used for raw
cabinet quality control, wood finishing and
painting. The company's new address is

Rainhill Tape Specialists, a Northern
England cassette duplication plant, has
taken delivery of a Lyrec P -2000 duplication system.

CompuSonics has announced that sales
of its DSP 1500 have passed 100.

New England Digital has been awarded
the International Teleproduction Society
Monitor Award for engineering achievement, one of three engineering awards
given this year by the ITS. The award was
for the implementation of SMPTE time
code in the Synclavier.

Ampex 467 digital audiotape has been
chosen as the worldwide primary
reference tape for digital open -reel audio
recorders by the International Electromechanical Commission. The reference
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Soundtracs consoles in the United States,
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Turbosound has moved to a new facility

RECORDING ENGINEER /PRODUCER is edited to relate
recording science to recording art to recording equipment,
as these subjects, and their relationship to one another, may
be of value and interest to those working in the field of commercially marketable recordings and live audio presentation.
The editorial content includes: descriptions of sound recording techniques, uses of sound recording equipment, audio environment design, audio equipment maintenance, new
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is the new name of the
console and mixer manufacturer, known
previously as Allen & Heath Brenell and
AHB. The use of the company's original
name is the first of a number of changes
designed to increase visibility, according
to the company.

Jeff Burger, Computers
Paul D. Lehrman, Electronic Music
David Scheirman, Live Performance
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Imagine spotting

effects to 0.1 -frame
accuracy. Perfectly. The first time. Every time.
In half the time.

Imagine

ADR and Foley on the first try

.

Imagine

conforming 100 -plus edits of original
audio from a video EDL by pressing a single key

imagine

all this -and more -with just

one addition to your conventional analog or digii.il
studio hardware.
The ADAMS -SMITH

2600 A/V Audio -for -Video

It boggles the imagination.

ADAMS SMITH
34 Tower Street, Hudson, MA 01749
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NEWS
tape, designated IEC primary reference
tape #8000, is available from Ampex in
1/4 -inch, 1/2-inch and one -inch widths.

elected president and CEO, and Verlyn M.
Simon is vice president and secretary. The
company has moved to 707 Clear Haven
Drive, Agoura Hills, CA 91301;

Simon Systems has incorporated in the

818-707 -9980.

state of California as Simon Systems
Engineering Incorporated. Richard A.
Simon, the company's founder, has been

DAX Audio Group has named the following sales reps: Smith & Company, New

Post Production

Editing Made Easy

England, New York and northern New
Jersey; Taug Sales, southern New Jersey,
eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and Washington, DC;
Raleigh Perry & Associates, Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi and the
Carolinas; Northland and Associates, the
Dakotas, Minnesota and western Wisconsin; Rowe Marketing Group, Illinois and
western Wisconsin; and Michael Welch
Enterprises, Florida.

Pro Media has consolidated its equipment
sales, contracting and rental division to a
new building at 3563 San Pablo Dam
Road, El Sobrante, CA 94803;
415 -222 -0307.

People

John Howe, president

of Telex Corn -

munications, resigned June
reasons.

9,

citing health

Murray Shields has been named director of sales at Auditronics.

Margaret E Coppenrath has been
named regional distribution manager for
Agfa- Gevaert's Atlanta distribution office.

Randall Smith has been named Western
regional sales manager for FOR -A Corporation of America.

announced three
appointments. Keith Scott is account
representative for professional products in
the magnetic products division. Tom
Volpicella is professional district sales
manager in the Northeast and Scott
Petrozzini is senior account representative in the New York metropolitan area.
Fuji Photo Film USA has

The Softtouch -PC /Shadow II Editing
System makes post production audio and
video editing simple. It's the ultimate in
production flexibility for all types of edits.
Plus it's affordable -$2,195 for the Soft touch-PC and $3,395 for the Shadow II.
The Softtouch-PC allowsfor independent
autolocation for up to 4 transports via 3
Shadow ll synchronizers. Through the use
of 16 programmable Softkeys, you can
execute repetitive or intricate post production routines with a single key. Combine
this with the power of a PC type computer
and you have a system that provides EDL
display plus hard copy capabilities.
The Shadow II, with its powerful microprocessor and improved time code reader
lets you control virtually any audio or video
transport on the market. It's the state of the
art in synchronizer /controllers for today's
professional.
Let Cipher Digital make post production
editing easy for you. Call today, (800)

MASTER
TRANSPORT
(VIDEO)

TRANSPORT

David Armon has been named director

r
SHADOW II

SHADOW

CDI-750
(OPTIONAL)
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II

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

SHADOW

II

SOFTOUCH PC

digital,
CPO BOX
P.O.

of international sales for the Mitek Group.

Any Combination
of Audio, Video
and /or
Film Transports

(AUDIO)

Inc.

FREDERICK, MD 21701
13011695 -0200 TELEX 272065
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331 -9066.
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Shure Brothers has announced two appointments. Lottie Morgan has been
named vice president of sales. Alan G.
Hershner has been named director of
sales for domestic distributor products.
The company has also named Steffey
Marketing, Northbrook, IL, as its sales
representative of the year.
Full Sail Center for the Recording Arts has

announced two promotions. Garry Jones
has been named senior vice president.
Dana Roun has been named director of
education.
REA)

Audio professionals everywhere are turning to the
Fostex E- Series recorders for tneir production and
post -production needs. So much so, you hear the
in movie
results of their work nearly every dey
soundtracks, commercial and cade television
shows, industrial and educational films and videos
and, of course, hit records.

-

Tne E-Series features gapless

`

puna-ing" so there's

no blank space after the punch -oit point. Only
recorders which are much more expensive offer

this sophisticated function. But since you can't run
a fully automated system without it, Fostex includes gapless punch -in/out as s andard equipment on the E- Series.

Also standard is a synchronizer pert which will interface with all SMPTE time code eased systems.
When used with the Fostex syndhronizer., Model
4030, you can then use our softy ire program to
perform sophisticated audio ass -mbly editing.

Models E-8 and E -16 are multitracds recorders with
built -in noise reduction.

Models E -2 and E -22 (not shcwn) are 2 -track
master recorders with a third, calter channel for
SMPTE time code control. Thy is a standard
feature, not an option. You will haire complete compatibility with existing 2 -track tares, plus the ability to run computer derived edit decision lists and
full automation.

Servo control of the reels in the edit m ce will help
you pin -point cues and spot erase. When the pitch
control is engaged, the exact percenta cf speed
deviation is displayed so that when you need to
re -set the control, you can do so precis6iy, and the
real -time counter features search-to-zero even from

the negative domain.

I

1ps (15 &
at 7 -1/2 Sr
30 1ps speeds are optional); the E-22 uses 1/2"
tape at 15 & 30 1ps.

The E -2 uses 1/4" tape

--

When an E- Series recorder is used with Fostex
Model 4050
autolocator and SMPTE to MIDI
controller you have programmable punch -in/out,
100 -point autolocate capability. 10 programmable
edits, a SMPTE time code generator /reader (all
four formats), plus the ability to locabe to the bar
and beat.
So if you're looking for a professional recording
instrument, there's a Fostex E-Series recorder that
can help you wth two important `E' words: Efficiency and Effectiveness. The E-Series can also
help you achieve the most importan- "E" word of

all: Excellence.

O5fl?X
15431 Blackburn Ave., Norwalk, CA 40650

(213) 921 -1112
©1988 Fostex Corporation of America
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An investment in a recording console
represents a partnership you plan to live
with for some time.Which is why the
Sony MXP-3000 series console is a
sound business decision.
Its design concept is based extensively on sonic performance. Boasting
features such as low-noise hybrid
amplifiers, gold-plated connectors and

large crystal oxygen-free interconnect
cables that produce unparalleled sound
quality. These ingenious features tell the
inside story as to why this console is so
quiet. And countless installations tell
the outside story as to why this console
is so successful.
Ofcourse, sonic performance isn't the
only story behind our console. Flexibility is a necessity in the creative recording process, as well. Naturally, the
MXP-3000 offers a host of flexible features at an unmatched value.
For instance, you have your choice of
five distinct equalizers, and five different channel input modules. Plus, there
are many other options available to suit
your individual needs. All of which
come housed in an ergonomically
designed control surface.
For a demonstration of the quietest
addition to your control room, contact
your Sony Professional Audio representative. Or call 1- 800 -635 - SONY
And remember, when you want a
quiet mixer to back you, put a Sony
MXP-3000 in front of you.

Professional Audio
1988 Sony Communications Products Co., a division of Sóny
Corp. of America, 1600 Queen Anne Rd..Teaneck. NJ 07666.
Sony is a trademark of Sony.
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MANAGING MIDI
By Paul D. Lehrman

A MIDI

Primer

One of the joys of writing a regular column is that you don't have to please every
reader every month. So sometimes I write
for the MIDI veteran, who's been struggling with the stuff for years, and sometimes
I write for the utter novice, who's just joining the good fight.
This month, the column is for the rank
beginner. But even the most grizzled
MIDiot shouldn't turn the page -there
might be something here for you, too.
I spend a lot of time at classical and
traditional music concerts, among other
reasons to keep fresh in my mind what
real musical instruments are supposed to
sound like. At one such recent concert, an
experienced recording engineer of passing acquaintance who specializes in
acoustic music accosted me and asked, "If
MIDI only has a bandwidth of 31kHz, how
do you get 16 channels of audio onto it ?"
His question reminded me that, although
little kids now talk about sampling and
flangers as if they were candy bars and
bicycles, there are still many fundamental misconceptions about MIDI among experienced audio professionals.
MIDI is not digital audio. Digital audio
is a numerical representation of the
waveforms that, when they travel through
air, are interpreted by our ears as sound.
If you put a MIDI signal through a D/A
converter and a speaker, you would hear,
if anything, a nasty whine.
MIDI is not music. Music is organized
sound, and MIDI has nothing to do with
sound.
MIDI is an instruction set, like a computer program, a piece of sheet music or
the directions that come with a model
airplane kit. By itself, it is nothing. But
when it is interpreted by some device that
knows how to, all sorts of things can
happen.
MIDI instructions, or commands, mimic
not musical sounds, but musical performance. The most common MIDI commands
Paul D. Lehrman is RE/P's electronic music consulting editor
and is a Boston -based electronic musician, producer and
free -lance writer.
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are "note-on" and "note-off' which, as you
might imagine, are produced when you
press a key on a keyboard and when you
release it. These commands are accompanied by three important pieces of data:
which note is being played or released,
how fast the key is moving down or up
and which channel the data is supposed
to be sent on.
How these commands are interpreted is
up to the device receiving them. A noteon command can result in a single drum
stroke, or it can initiate a series of events
using an arpeggiator or sequencer, or it
can trigger a five- minute sample of a full
symphony orchestra.
Besides note commands, MIDI has
what's known as "continuous controller"
commands, which are used to represent
more subtle musical changes, like the
movement of a volume pedal, the bending
of a guitar string, or the wavering in
breath that a wind player uses to create
vibrato. These commands are not really
continuous the way an analog volume
control is, but they offer much higher
resolution -128 values -than the simple
on-off of a keystroke. If that's not enough,
often two controller commands can be
paired in double-precision mode, to give
16,384 different values.

The MIDI specification allows more than
100 different types of controllers on each
channel, so the range of musical expressivity that is conveyable over MIDI is
very wide.
Another type of MIDI command is "Program Change." Composers writing for
traditional orchestras understand this one
pretty readily: Tell the third wind player
to put down his alto flute and pick up his
soprano sax. When a MIDI synthesizer
receives a program change, it knows it is
supposed to reach into one of its internal
memory banks and pull out a new sound.
Program changes allow synthesizers to
perform double, triple, etc. duty, changing their identities as a piece goes on.
They can be sent down the MIDI line as
fast as any other commands, so that each
note of a piece could conceivably have its
own program change. Some synthesizers
don't often respond very politely to program changes, however, so this is usually
not considered good practice.
All of these commands have musical
names and uses, but the beauty of MIDI
is that they don't have to be used strictly
for musical events-they can be used for

September 1988

other types of audio events, or even for
things that have nothing to do with sound.
MIDI- controlled mixing consoles use program changes to go from one "scene"
complete set of fader and other control
settings-to another, automating the mixing process. An even greater degree of
automation is provided by consoles that
let the user assign MIDI continuous controllers to individual faders, EQ settings,
sends, etc., so that all of the controls on
a console can be operated remotely, or
from a sequencer's memory.
Processing devices can also recognize
MIDI data. Graphic equalizers that can
store multiple curves can recall them

-a

when sent the proper program change
commands, and compressors and limiters
can do the same. Much exciting work is
going on now with reverbs and effects processors responding to MIDI control in real
time, with one type of controller determining RT60, another taking care of flanger
speed, and yet another controlling delay
feedback.

Now, about

all those channels. Having
channels on a MIDI line does not mean
the bandwidth has to be 16 times greater
than if there were just one channel. MIDI
bandwidth is always the same: 31,250 bits
per second (that's not bytes, mind you, so
it would make a pretty awful digital audio
format on even one channel). A certain
amount of room is not put aside for each
channel: getting data onto a MIDI line is
always first -come, first -served, somewhat
like a rush-hour subway train. If there's no
room at a particular instant for a particular
command, the command waits until there
is, regardless of what channel it's on.
Receiving MIDI data is akin to getting
TV signals off the air: picture 16 different
TV sets connected to a single antenna, but
each tuned to its own station. Now picture
one MIDI line running through a dozen
synthesizers, each one tuned to a different
channel, and each one playing its own
music. Now imagine each of those synthesizers as a section of an orchestra, and
a sequencer is not only keeping them
together in time like a conductor, it's also
feeding them the sheet music as they play.
I think that's as good a way as any to
start thinking of MIDI. I hope my acoustic
friend can see now that MIDI and music
are important allies, but they are not the
same thing.
16
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The Telex 6120XLP
A new audio tape duplicator with
8X speed and tougher specs.

tougher specs for a
difference you can hear.
ew,

Send me a free demo cassette for my
evaluation- Include my reservation form
for a personal demonstration.
Send me literature only at this time.

Telex is still the leader in high speed duplicating (16X speed)

with its famous 6120XL series, providing outstanding audio
quality, unlimited expandability and highly profitable production
capability. However, if you have higher critical audio needs,
the new Telex 6120XLP with 8X speed and XL Life heads should
be your choice. For full details and specifications or even a
demo tape, call or write to: Telex Communications, Inc.,
Minneapolis, MN 55420.

TELEX.
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Telex Communications, Inc.
9600 Aldrich Av. So.
Minneapolis, MN 55420
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SPARS ON -LINE
By Tom Kobayashi

Opportunities
in Film and
Video PostProduction
In the

1940s and 1950s, before the growth
of television, the only way anyone could
obtain a position in audio post-production
for the motion picture industry was to be
related to someone already in the
business. With its new technology, the TV
industry created a large number of new
jobs and opened up opportunities for
audio technicians. However, as the industry matured, most of the jobs became
unionized similar to the motion picture in-

dustry. Entrance into these positions also
became difficult to obtain.
Have things changed? How does one get
the opportunity to design sound effects for
"Star Wars;' to mix a movie like "Top Gun;'
or to be involved in post -producing the
sound for "Miami Vice"?
Things are changing. With the advent
of new technology, jobs are becoming
more challenging, and we are seeing
many new positions being created. But it
is still difficult to enter the work force in
places like Hollywood, where the majority of the work is unionized and large
numbers of people are available. Knowing the right people, having patience and
being in the right place at the right time

are still important.
However, the situation is evolving in the
post -production field, both in the type of
jobs that are being created and in the
background needed for these positions. No
longer can someone's offspring be brought
into a studio and expect to work their way
up to becoming a sound editor or mixer
without the proper training and a
thorough understanding of digital processing. Fortunately, skill and experience are
becoming the determining factors in landing a job.

Tom Kobayashi is vice president and general manager of
Sprocket Systems, a division of Lucasfilm Ltd., and is a
regional vice president of SPARS.
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The

merging of technologies from the
video, music and computer industries have

made great inroads into the television
post-production arena. Because television
was born of the electronic age, it has accepted new technology more readily than
the motion picture industry. Digital
samplers, synthesizers, the compact disc
and hard disk editing systems are examples of the new technology that is accelerating the editing /mixing process and
eliminating some of the drudgery of audio
post-production. Much of this technology
was developed in the music industry.
Manufacturers are now adopting these
new tools for television and some areas
of the film business.

The use of digital

processing equipment has
opened the doorway for
audio engineers in the
music industry to cross
over into the video and
film post-production field.
The use of digital processing equipment
has opened the doorway for audio
engineers in the music industry to cross
over into the video and film post production field. The knowledge and experience gained from the use of synthesizers and MIDI devices has given them
the background necessary to be hired over
technicians with only sprocketed film
experience.
On the down side, changing the
methodology of film post -production is a
slow and difficult process. With escalating
budgets, no director wants to experiment
with new technology on a major motion
picture. The risks are too great, and there
is usually no time in which to experiment
during tight post -production schedules.
For the most part, sound for films is being edited and mixed in the same way it
was 30 years ago. The exceptions are that
consoles have become automated and the
recording machines are more versatile and
complex.
Change is on the horizon. Digital consoles are being developed and sound effects are being put into random access CD
jukebox or R-DAT libraries. With the proliferation of new technologies, the positions for editing, recording, transferring
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and mixing are beginning to overlap, thus
eliminating specialized jobs. The number
of educational institutions offering training in computers, digital signal processing
and video post -production will continue
to grow.
In the past, maintenance engineers for
the film industry usually gained their experience through on- the-job training. Today, the maintenance engineer must have
a specialized education and must con-

tinually study and know sprocketed,
sprocketless and digital audio equipment
in order to perform the job and keep the
company competitive. The need for training through a trade school or college is
becoming a necessity.

Another change that is opening up jobs
in the post -production field is the move by
major TV and motion picture production

toward hiring non-union personnel. Even
in union negotiations in Hollywood there
has been a request by producers to
eliminate union rosters. If the roster is
eliminated, jobs would open for those who
are qualified to work with the new
technology. A qualified person, depending
on skills, would not be barred from being
hired and accepted into the union.
The result of these changes occurring in
the film and television fields is the gradual
opening up of the industry to accept the
new breed of audio technician who, in the
past, had an extremely hard time getting

that first job.
Despite the apparent change, there is
still a long way to go. There is a great need
to re- evaluate the hiring process and in-

crease awareness through comprehensive
educational programs and curriculums.
SPARS has contributed to the change
through its examination program and the

very successful internship projects
launched at various studios. It would be
wise for more companies to set up internship programs with universities that have
music, video and cinema schools. This
would allow students to develop into
future engineers and technicians who are
able to effectively deal with the everevolving technologies.
If you are seeking an audio position in
film or television, or if you are a company
wishing to explore new territory, please
contact SPARS.
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DON'T GET STUCK WITH
TIME ON YOUR HANDS.

-

-

-V

G

3

settings. Syncro is easily the most
sophisticated and versatile synchronizer
around, yet so simple to use. There are
absolutely no manual adjustments. All
parameters are loaded by software. Why can
we do the impossible with such simple
hardware and sophisticated software?

SMART SYNC IT.

You don't have time to try to salvage a major
project once you discover the sound transferred to your
59.94 time coded master was locked to 60 Hz line frequency. Or, when your client hands you the revised picture,
sped up 10 %, expecting you to lock it with the original
multi- track. With our exclusive, patent pending, Smart
Sync feature (SoundMaster Auto Restored Timebase
SYNChronizationT "), set your varispeed by entering four
digits, establish your offset anywhere in the show, roll and
record. Your Soundmaster'" Integrated Editing System will
treat that tape exactly as any other. How is the miracle
performed?

IT'S THE SOFTWARE.
That's right. As the time code is read from tape,
everything is handled for you automatically by some
sophisticated software. Everything. Your machine is
synchronized while running off its standard speed. And,
here's the clincher. Even though the time code on your
tapes is divergent, with the real world difference changing
every frame, Smart Sync maintains a constant system
offset. So you can start and stop anywhere in the show,
and pick -up locked with confidence. How does Smart
Sync do it?

G

IT'S THE SYSTEM.
Only the Soundmaster Integrated Editing System
offers you auto restored timebase synchronization. The
PC based controller, the revolutionary Syncro, and our

highly sophisticated software combine to perform miracles
that are impossible with any other system available today.
No, Soundmaster won't leave you stuck with downtime
on your hands. It will be profitable
time instead. Why not take a
moment, right now, and give
us a call. We'd love to
yncro
show you the true power
of the Sound master system.

IT'S THE HARDWARE.

Our Syncro'" machine controller can synchronize, not

just chase, from a fraction of, to several times play speed.
With Smart Sync, you control literally thousands of varispeed
©1987 -Soundmaster International. Inc.

so u nci mc S.eh inCernaC!onai
59 st. regis cres. n. toronto, ont. canada
tel. (416) 633 -6288 fax (416) 633 -8922

rraSLer usa inc

inc

stoneshead crt. westlake village, ca
tel. (805) 494 -4545 fax (805) 494 -4936
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THE BEST SOUNDING
WILL ALSO PREVENI

FROM BECOM:

Announcing the Wendel Jr. from Roger Nichols' Wendel Labs.

Three reasons why
Wendel Jr. sounds
better:
1) A

50 kHz sampling rate,

unsurpassed in this industry,
gives you a real 25 kHz frequency response! Beware of
units that claim a sampling
rate of 30 kHz
the true
usable audio frequency range
is only half the sample rate.
2) These samples weren't
recorded by some second

-

engineer, but by Roger
Nichols, one of the best
engineers in the world.
They were recorded direct to

the 3M Digital Mastering
System and then transferred
directly to the EPROMs used
in the Wendel Jr. So Wendel
Jr. samples have always been
in the digital domain! (Many
drum machines' samples are
from analog tapes.)
3)

Incredibly long samples

give you unmatched realism
and sound quality, superior to
any drum machine at any
price. Just listen to other ride
or crash cymbals and compare
them to the Wendel Jr. You'll
find that their typical cymbal

sounds last only 2 -3 seconds,
while the Wendel Jr. Ride
cymbal is 8 seconds long!
The most expensive drum
machines in the world can't
even come close to Wendel Jr.'s
long samples.

The world's fastest
trigger!
Wendel Jr. does not use MIDI
triggering because it's too
slow (as most of you sophisti-

cated MIDI users have
already found out). Instead,
Wendel Jr. drum sounds are
triggered by an incredibly fast
circuit. It is so fast that you
can listen to the original
drum sound and the triggered
Wendel Jr. sound side-by -side
and you'll hear no timing difference! The trigger input
can take virtually any signal
(drum machine output, tape
signal, shorted footswitch,
etc.).

Drum sounds so
real, they have that
human feel.
The optional "Snare Pair" cartridge gives a "left hand -right

hand" feel to the snare rolls.
This is a subtle effect, but it
makes your drums sound
human
as opposed to
machine -like. The Wendel Jr
is the only product that is
capable of giving you this
incredible "two-hand" feel.
When are other manufacturers going to realize that
nobody plays all the drums
with just one hand?*

-

Prevent your drum
machine from
becoming obsolete:
Wendel Jr. is a percussion
replacement device, not a
drum machine. As mentioned
earlier, you can use your existing drum machine output(s)
to drive the Wendel Jr. Or, for
example, let's say you wanted
to replace the mediocre snare
drum sound on track 3 of your
recorder. Just take the track
3 tape output to the trigger input of Wendel Jr. and record
the new Wendel Jr. snare
sound on another track. You
don't have to keep buying a
new drum machine every
year. Perhaps more important*Rick Allen notwithstanding
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)RUMS YOU CAN BUY
.'OUR DRUM MACHINE
iG OBSOLETE!
ly, you can now use the

drum

machine that's easiest for you
to program, and then replace
key sounds with the Wendel
Jr. as needed.

The ultimate drums
for sound
reinforcement:
Wendel Jr. is the perfect
answer for sound reinforcement problems. Just use "trigger" mics on the real drums
to feed a rack of Wendel Jrs.
patched directly to your PA
mixer. Bingo, you have incredible drum sounds without
any feedback loops. All in a
matter of minutes, not hours.

How to audition the
Wendel Jr.:

Pink Floyd,
Heart, Supertramp, George
Benson, Paul Simon, Christopher Cross, Bruce Hornsby
and the Range, David Foster,
Toto, Miles Davis,

BUY DIRECT
AND SAVE!
40 -60% off typical retail
prices.
Every product tested before

etc.

shipment.

Now here's the deal:

trial period - return
shipping extra.
Money Back Guarantee if
not fully satisfied.
2-day turn-around on service
we fix everything right
here.
Always on the lookout for
unique products like the
hot tips are.
Wendel Jr.
5 -day

Roger used to sell the Wendel
Jr. with one cartridge (kick
and snare) to his dealers for
$720 with a suggested retail
price of $1000. But direct

-

from us, the Wendel Jr. is

NOW ONLY $600! And if you

-

decide to buy before
September 30, 1988, we'll
send you a second cartridge
free. So take advantage of this
offer now! Many optional

welcomed.
Sneak Preview: Incredible
savings on highly rated
N.I.H. Labs PA gear and
the amazing R -16 Digital
Effects Processor.

sound cartridges are available.

Wendel Jr. Percussion Replacement Device

Just listen to "Hey Nineteen"

Digital Software Based
50 kHz Sampling
Hewlett- PackardTM
Cartridges Designed
and engineered by

on Steely Dan's "Gaucho"
album. Or try other albums
by Steely Dan, Steve Winwood, Rod Stewart, Starship,
Al Jarreau, Stevie Wonder,
Kenny Rogers, Diana Ross,
Duran Duran, Huey Lewis,

INN

MN MN
I

MI I=

Roger Nichols.

I=®I= MN

want the Wendel Jr. and love your price. I've enclosed
cashier's check
money order payable to Industrial Strength Industries;
American Express
Mastercharge
Visa
bill my
Account Number

Signature

Expiration Date
Date

Calif. residents add 6.5% sales tax ($639.00 Total).
[

J

Sounds great but I'd like more information. Please send me a
product review and excerpts from the owner's manual, written
by Roger Nichols.

6--- e

IM

I= NM =I MN MN MI I= NM MIN

IMM'

Name

1

Address

1

City, State, Zip

1

Mail to:

1

INDUS'T'RIAL S'I'RENG'I'H INDUSTRIES"' 1
13042 Moore St. Cerritos, CA 90701
Call TOLL FREE: 1-800 -537 -5199

In CA: 213- 921 -2341

1

Hours: 8 am -5 pm Pacific Coast Time

Circle (15) on Rapid Facts Card
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UNDERSTANDING COMPUTERS
By

Jeff Burger

Programming
Languages

Last

month, we looked at the heart of
the computer, the microprocessor, and
discussed how it interprets a stream of
data as commands in its native tongue.
Delving deeper, the microprocessor
responds to different bytes, or data words,
as instructions to perform functions such
as manipulating an intrinsic number of
subsequent bytes or words. This stream of
data is referred to as machine code or
machine language. Because working with
a stream of data that looks like EA 01 5F
23 4C B5 10 69 A3 is not the average programmer's idea of a good time, many
languages have been developed that are
more appropriate for people to deal with.
Programming environments that are
more akin to human languages are known
as high-level languages, whereas those
closer to the machine's native format are
referred to as low-level languages.
Programming languages fall into two additional categories- interpreted or
compiled. Interpreted languages can be
typed into the computer and run more or
less instantly. The name refers to the commands being translated on the spot into
executable machine code. Compiled
languages are typed into an editor, then
slowly processed by the language's compiler into an executable file of machine
code.
Each has its advantages and disadvantages. Interpreted languages have the
gratification of immediate feedback. A
program's integrity can be tested immediately, and mistakes are quickly
detected and corrected. While interpreting
is instantaneous by human standards, it is
slow compared to actually running the
machine code without interpretation time.

Jeff Burger is RE/P's computer consulting editor and is president of Creative Technologies in Los Angeles.
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The advantage to compiled languages is
that the final result is a program file in the
microprocessor's native lingo, which runs
much faster than its interpreted counterpart. The drawback is that compiling takes
time and feedback is far from immediate
at the writing and debugging stages. The
larger the program, the longer the compilation time. I've seen some programs
take the better part of an hour to compile,
only to find an error afterwards.
Assembly language is the lowest -level
language for any given microprocessor.
Each machine code command has a
mnemonic associated with it such as LDA
(short for Load Accumulator Register) or
INX (Increment X- Resister). Those
acronyms are the rudiments of making

The world of programming
languages is as interesting

and diverse as the many
human languages.

programming more intuitive for us folk of
the living, breathing variety. The resulting
file is compiled into the actual machine
code in a relatively short period of time.
Writing a usable program completely in
assembly language offers the advantage
of fast access to the complete power of the
machine but simultaneously requires the
programmer to take full responsibility for
every aspect of what the machine is doing, at a fundamental level! Assembly
language is more often used to write
small, fast, subroutines which can be
called from a higher-level language (more
on subroutines next month).
The world of higher -level programming
languages is as interesting and diverse as
the many human languages. Different
ones are better suited to certain tasks
sort of the "right tool for the right job" syndrome. The most common introductory
language is BASIC, because of its similarity
to English. It provides an easy way for
hobbyists, students and other first-time experimenters to harness the power of the
computer without facing a difficult learning curve. FORTRAN and COBOL are
languages more oriented toward scientific
applications. Languages like PROLOG are
being developed, which are specially
tailored to artificial intelligence. Certain
computers have languages dedicated to
getting the most from that specific

September 1988
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machine, such as MacAPP on the
Macintosh.
Music applications are most often written in compiled languages because of
speed requirements. It is not unusual for
time-sensitive portions of a program (such
as dealing with a MIDI port) to be coded
in assembly language for optimum speed.
These efficient, modular routines would
then be called by the main program written in a more manageable, higher -level
language, such as C.
The C programming language has
become very popular and provides an interesting case in point. It is designed
around the concept of libraries of small to- moderate -sized routines that can be
reused from program to program. For example, say you have a routine that gets
input from the user and tests it against
valid entries. Why start from scratch every
time a program is written that needs such
a routine? Instead, this proven code goes
into the archives and can be linked into
any future program.

The other reason C is so popular is that
it is transportable to arty machine that supports a C compiler. In this way a sequencer

program, for example, that has been written on an IBM can be ported over to a
Mac, Amiga, Atari, C-64, or Apple II,
because they support the C language.
Let's say the sequencer program needs
to create an audible metronome "beep"
through the computer's speaker. The main
program might simply include a command
that in effect says "beep the speaker:' Each
machine's compiler contains a library of
routines that knows how to handle the
common tasks like, you guessed it, "beep
the speaker:' In this way, languages like
C are machine independent, and development time across many brands of computer is substantially reduced.
Again, you may use a computer all day
long running various applications without
having to even begin to think about the
language it was written in, let alone how
to program. Before we leave the subject
of programming languages, next month
we'll actually look at how a simple program might look.

Orban's "Blue Chip" equalizers excel because they offer unsurpassed flexibility and
because they sound more musical on a wider range of program material than any other
equalizer. Our parametric designs are capable of creating broad, gentle EQ curves with
minimum phase -shift and with less ringing than graphic equalizers. Their extraordinary
range and versatility allows Orban parametrics to solve a wide range of recording, production,
and system problems that graphics and ordinary parametrics typically can't handle effectively.
642B Parametric Equalizer /Notch Filter: Orban's newest, elegant, "constant -Q"
parametric. Four bands per channel (can be switched at the front panel to dual 4 -band
or single -channel 8- band). Features infinite -depth notching made more convenient by a
vernier on the frequency control for fine tuning. Continuously -tunable 18dB /octave high pass and 2dB/octave "Automatic Sliding Besselworth "TM low -pass filter. Noise and disI

tortion specs better than 6-bit digital.
674A/672A Graphic Parametric Equalizers: Combines eight bands of "reciprocal"
parametric EQ with tunable high and low -pass filters (12dB /octave). Graphic -type controls
simplify set -up and operation. Can be used as a full electronic crossover cascaded with the
main EQ in one cost -effective package. Ideal for room and system tuning as well as a wide
I

range of production chores.

787A Programmable Mic Processor:
Combines 3 -band, "constant -Q" parametric
EQ with a compressor, de- esser, and
in a fully programmable package. Designed for both mic and
line -level inputs, the unit can be used to store
99 commonly -used instrumental and vocal settings for instantaneous recall. MIDI, RS -232,
and remote control interface options.

compressor /noise gate

Security Covers: Attractive,

acrylic security
covers are available to fit all standard 19"
rack -mount products -from one to four rack
spaces, in opaque white, clear, and
transparent blue.
Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957 -1067 Telex:
Circle (16) on Rapid Facts Card
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FAX: (415) 957 -1070

Film
Re- Recording
By Dominick R. Tavella

Film e- recording requires specialized hardware
.

and engineering techniques.

.-4,11
_Ems

There

are many differences between
music recording and film recording, both
in console design and engineering technique. Let's start by discussing basic film
release formats.
There are several common formats for
film audio, from mono to 8-track with
stereo surround, but the most common are
standard mono and 4 -track stereo.
A

standard, mono film soundtrack is

usually known as an academy mono track.
The academy in question is the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, the
Oscar people. Besides the Oscar, the
Academy has given us a standard for the
theatrical response of a mono film soundtrack, known as the academy curve. This
is a rather severe frequency response
curve, with a rolloff starting at 1kHz, and
basically cutting off all above 8kHz. Severe
as it is, the academy curve is a reflection
of what happens in the real world: how
your film will sound in the local Bijou.
In the late 1970s, Dolby Laboratories invented a system for making multichannel,
high- fidelity theatrical sound possible at
reasonable cost to both filmmakers and
theater owners. This system takes four
channels of audio (left- center -rightsurround) and encodes them into two
channels (called Lt, for left total and Rt,
for right total), because photographic optical tracks can only handle two channels
of audio. On playback in the theater, the
system decodes the 2- channel audio into
the four original channels.
The process works like this: During encode, left channel goes to Lt, right goes
to Rt, center goes to Lt and Rt evenly and
Dominick R. Tavella is re- recording engineer at Photomagnetic Sound Studios, New York.
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separate track, only this track needs to be
re -done, and the music and effects (known
as the M &E) can remain intact. Similarly,
any changes to the music or effects can
be done easily without having to re-create
the entire mix.
When recording a Dolby stereo film, the
four tracks on the dubber are for left, center, right and surround. However, dialogue,
music and effects still have to be kept
separate. This is done by using multiple
4-track dubbers, one for dialogue, one for

in phase, and surround goes to Lt and Rt
evenly and 180° out of phase. When decoding, everything in Lt only goes to the
left speaker, anything in Rt only goes right,
anything in both Lt and Rt that is equal
and in phase goes to the center speaker,
and all Lt /Rt out -of -phase information
goes to the surrounds.

Film sound is usually mixed onto 35mm
fullcoat, which is just 35mm film with a
magnetic emulsion on it. Up to six tracks
can be recorded on fullcoat. The machines
used to record and playback mag film are
called dubbers.
A mono film soundtrack is never actually recorded as a mono, or single- track,
mix. Rather, it is usually recorded as a
3-track, or more commonly, a 4-track mix.
The tracks are usually broken up into the
broadly defined categories of dialogue,
music, and sound effects. The fourth channel on a 4-track record is sometimes used
for voice -over narration, common in documentaries, or for additional effects, such
as ambience tracks or Foleys (dubbed effects, such as footsteps or clothes rustles).
One of the main reasons for this separation is to facilitate dubbing into a foreign
language. Because the dialogue is on a
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music, one for effects. These are called
"stems:' From these stems, the Lt /Rt
2- channel master is made, and a separate
L /C /R /S M &E mix can be derived.

Different skills
The skills and equipment needed are
somewhat different for film than for music.
Music recording usually occurs in two distinct phases, the tracking phase and the
mixdown phase. Although there are studios that specialize in one or the other,
most music studios, and certainly most
commonly used consoles, are set up to do
both.
Because of this, most consoles are
equipped with a full set of mic pre -amps
for laying down the musicians on tape,
plus a large and versatile set of auxiliary
or cue outputs, for creating several different headphone mixes. There are two
sets of output buses -the 24 (or 48) group
outputs, to feed multitrack recorders, and
the main stereo outputs, to feed a 2 -track
final master.
There are also two distinct signal
paths-the main path (fed to the output
buses), and the secondary, or monitor path
(fed to the speakers). Both main and secondary paths can be EQ'd, fed to aux or

cue, and panned from left (odd) to right
(even) outputs.
Film mixing doesn't require a buildup
of elements. Because the tracks are built
up by sound editors beforehand, there is
small need for a full bank of mic pre -amps.
Although there are ADR (automatic dialogue replacement, or dubbing dialogue)
and Foleys to be recorded, these are usually done in specialized facilities, before the
mix, transferred to 35mm mag, and physically cut into the tracks by the sound
editors. (However, it's nice to have a few
mic amps on hand, as there may be the
need to record a quick Foley or dub that
was overlooked in the editing stage.)
There is little or no actual recording taking place in a film studio, so there is little
need for an elaborate cue/phone system.
The actual name for film mixing is "re-

recording:'
The largest differences between standard consoles and film-specific consoles
are in the panning and monitor sections.
Because film is true 4- channel sound, provisions must be made for quad panning.
Although simple left /right panning will
suffice in many situations, there must be
a way to do complicated special moves,
circular swoops and the like.
Also, true quad panners allow for precise
positioning in the L /C /R /S field. Because
of the nature of the Dolby matrix and the
way it separates channels, this can become
important.
The monitor section of a film console
is usually where most of the custom work
goes. Film monitoring is significantly different from music monitoring. A secondary monitor fader is not used in a film console. Rather, all signals to be monitored,
both the sends to the recorders (the console bus outputs) and returns from the
recorders, are routed through a central
switching matrix. This matrix allows the
engineer to toggle between send and return on any particular channel, or combination of channels.
In addition, any channel can be soloed
or muted. The individual channels are
then routed to up to eight different speaker positions (left, left- center, center, right center, right and L /C /R surrounds). This
monitoring is all done at fixed unity gain
because the monitor signal must be an accurate reflection of the mix as printed to
fullcoat.
Because all EQ and reverb are done in
the original recorded mix, there is no need
for these functions in the monitor path.
There is no need for dynamic panning, either, as the return from the fullcoat track
designated "Right :' for instance, must go
to the right speaker and nowhere else.
In addition to this matrix, there is usually a custom panel installed in the console
for machine transport function and record-

er control, as there are no standard remotes or autolocators for dubbers, nothing
"out of the box:' There are individual record on /off switches, as well as safe /ready
switching, for each recorder channel, with
masters for each machine.
Film transports allow forward and reverse motion in real time, as well as up
to 6x speed. One of the real advantages
to film mixing is the ability to print a mix,
in real time, while going in reverse. This
feature can save a lot of time in certain
situations. Another advantage is the ability
to easily slip sync any element in the mix,
because they're all on different transports-and there could be a lot of transports involved.

Large consoles

to the center speaker position, ending up
sounding fairly mono.
For this reason, any film intended for
L /C /R /S film release should be mixed
through a Dolby matrix and monitored in
a L /C /R /S environment. The final mixing
processes should also be done through the
Lt /Rt matrix to discover any anomalies
before it is too late.
Effects tracks are the most numerous in
a fix mix and come from many different
sources, such as location recording, SFX
libraries or a Foley stage. Once again, they
have to be blended within the rest of the
track and made to sound consistent with
each other: the dialogue and music tracks,
and the visuals of the film.
As you can see, a film mixing studio is
a somewhat strange beast compared to
the average music room. Film rooms almost always require custom consoles and
have to spend a lot more for transports.
(A single dubber costs about $9,000. Multiply that by 25 or 30, and compare that
to the price of a 24 -track recorder.) Film

not unusual for even a modestly
budgeted film to have 50 or 60 tracks, and
complicated films can end up more than
100 tracks. As a result, film consoles tend
to be very large. A traditional Hollywood
mix uses three engineers, one each for the
mixing engineers need demanding and
dialogue, music and effects, so film conin
specialized skills, so good ones are hard
built
and
split
to
be
tend
soles also
to find. There is a limited demand for film
sections.
difmixing services as well.
a
little
is
film
session
a
Engineering
All this adds up to a high client cost for
ferent, too. For one thing, the soundtrack
film mix, so studios have to provide a
work
a
to
It
has
vacuum.
in
a
exist
doesn't
high degree of client satisfaction to remain
with and support the visuals, as well as
profitable. This brings out the best in
add to the thematic structure of the film.
everyone, from console manufacturer to
There are also purely technical conre- recording engineer.
of
optical
nature
the
Because
of
straints.
RFA3
soundtracks, there is a limited frequency
response and dynamic range available. In
order to maintain consistency from studio
to theater, there are published frequency
response curves to equalize the studio to,
and monitor levels are fixed at 85dB /SPL
per speaker.
The actual mixing requires some specialized skills. First and foremost are the
dialogue tracks. The dialogue has been recorded in a variety of locations, all out of
sequence, sometimes with differing equipment from shot to shot.
Thus, the quality of the dialogue is often
vastly different from scene to scene, with
wildly divergent amounts and types of
background noise, traffic, airplanes, you
name it. Throw in the odd dubbing line,
done in a dry recording booth. These
tracks have to be made to sound consistent from shot to shot and scene to scene,
and pleasing throughout. As a result, a lot
of signal processing (EQ, gates, compression, de- essing, etc.) is done.
The music tracks are usually less of a
problem, having been recorded in a controlled environment (usually). A problem
can arise if the music was recorded in
2 -track (L /R) stereo, and is to be used in
a 4 -track (L /C /R /S) film. Because of the
way the Dolby matrix works, a stereo
music mix can, more or less, collapse inIt is
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Custom Consoles:
Sound One
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By Phil Wagner

Recently, Rubert Neve

Inc. had the op-

gineers like to operate. The setup is as
follows: The dubbers (single- channel reproducers) feed the console line inputs.
These are processed, mixed and routed to
the 24 output buses, which feed up to four
6 -track mag recorders. The output of these
6 -track recorders feeds 24 monitor inputs
of the console (see Figure 1).
However, the manner in which the console output (bus) and the machine output
(mag) are monitored are different on film
consoles. A secondary monitor fader is not
used, as is common in music recording.
Instead, a centrally located, monitor
switching matrix is used. This matrix enables the engineer to rapidly change between the bus or mag signals for level

portunity to design a custom film
re- recording console for Sound One Corporation, which was looking for new film style consoles for two studios under

construction.
The project began when Dominick Con stanzo, project engineer of Sound One,
and I were introduced at the SMPTE show
in October 1986. About a month later,
Dominick called to discuss plans for their
next phase of expansion.
Dominick gave an overview of their film
mixing process and how Sound One's enPhil Wagner is Eastern regional sales manager for Rupert
Neve Inc., Bethel, CT.
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matching, while constructing music, dialogue and effects "stem" mixes or the final
mix. Mag returns are then routed to one
or more of the eight speaker feeds for positioning in the mix. In addition to monitor
switching, the matrix provides solo and record "ready" for any of the 24 mag tracks.
All dubber and mag machines are electronically interlocked to the Magnatech
8LR The 8LB feeds a biphase signal to the
Adams -Smith synchronizer that runs the
console automation. It also feeds a biphase
to the film chain for motion control.
Because film engineers can mix in either forward or reverse, motion controls
are used to change direction and speed of
the machine transports in the film chain.
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"U566-Says
You Can't Find a
Better Gate!"
Marvin Caesa President

Aphex we have a problem with
the President. Marvin Caesar
wants everything the company
makes to be the "best." Marvin is not
an engineer, he is an audio zealot
who doesn't understand the word
"impossible."
When engineering approached him
with a design for a gate, he wasn't satisfied. He wanted the ultimate gate, an
expander/gate that was extremely fast,
perfectly click -free, loaded with features,
with traditional Aphex audio quality.
Impossible with available technology
they said. Marvin wasn't satisfied.
So, the engineers developed a new
VCA, the Aphex VCA 1001. Then they
created the Aphex 612 Expander/Gate.
Marvin was finally satisfied.
In fact, he is so confident that the
Aphex 612 is the world's best expander/
gate he is offering $2500 to the person
who finds a better one. If you think you
At

know of a commercially available
expander /gate that can begin to compete with the Aphex 612, write for full
details of this offer.
If you would rather spend your time
more usefully, contact your professional
audio dealer for a demo of the best!
Here are a few highlights of the
world's best expander /gate:
Attack time -variable from less
than *Sec (with no clicks!) to
100mSec
Ratio -variable from 1.2:1 to 30:1
to 100dB
Range
Bandwidth -5Hz to 100kHz,

-0

+0, -0.2áB
THD @ + 20dBm -0.006 %
IMD (SMPTE) @ + 10dBm- 0.006%
Noise and hum -fully attenuated

- 94dBm

Servo -Balanced Transformerless

Inputs and Outputs
Can you beat that?

APHEX SYSTEMS LTD.
Aphex Systems Ltd. 13340 Saticoy Street North Hollywood, CA 91605
(818) 765 -2212 TWX: 910 -321 -5762
Circle (17) on Rapid Facts Card
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Figure 2. Control panel for

bus/mag monitor switching, record ready, motion control and display
for automated record in /out function (AV! Box).

Talkback and stripe (single- channel recorder) controls are also provided.

Console configuration
early stages of discussion, Dominick and I looked at the possibility of
repeating the existing design of the Studio
F console which was practical for compatibility between the other rooms. A second
idea was to supply a standard V Series
modified for their application.
The console configuration was to be as
In the

follows:

Channel in to bus out: 60x24.
2. Aux input to bus out: 32x8/8x24.
1.

3. Mag return to monitor out: 24x12.
4. Necam 96 moving fader automation.

Mechanically, the console consisted of
five buckets (12 inputs each), two master
sections, patchbay and a two-bucket-wide
producer's desk. The overall console length
was about 16 feet.
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In February 1987, after a few preliminary designs variations were discussed,
design engineer Andrew Bachelor of Neve
U.K. met with the Sound One staff to
speed up the design quotation process.
This was done because of the time constraints under which Sound One was

working.
During this meeting, all design possibilities were thoroughly examined. At that
point, it was felt the best approach was to
provide a custom version of the V Series.
The new consoles were to include an automated monitor switching matrix, which
was being designed by Avi Laniado, Bob
Troeller and Dominick Constanzo of
Sound One. The monitor matrix box was
dubbed the AVI Box, with all hardware
and software to be designed on a CAD system, and manufactured by the Sound One
staff and integrated into the console design

architecture by Neve.

September 1988

Technical provisions for the proper interface and installation of the AVI Box had
to be carefully planned. The AVI Box was
to be installed by Sound One after the console was delivered. Close attention was
placed on the input and output connections, connector types, grounding methods
and interface levels. Neve was to provide
the metalwork for the AVI Box, which
would be electronically and physically
compatible to the console.
This monitor section was to incorporate
a microprocessor enabling automated control of the bus /mag monitor switching, record "ready" status, and record punch in /out. Facilities were incorporated for the
record in /out times of all functions to be
entered on the fly or preset manually in
foot /frames via a numeric keypad. An
LED footage counter was to be provided
showing the current position as well as
record in /out times (see Figure 2). This

Dolby SR is About Listening.

We'd like you to listen

to Dolby SR. Then listen
to the alternatives, both

digital and analog. Listen
closely to high signal levels

and low signal levels.
Listen closely to the
music. We think you'll

find Dolby SR a more
natural, pure sound. So,
contact your dealer and
discover why we've sold
16,000 channels of Dolby
SR

DO

throughout the world.

DolbySR

spectral recording

Dolby Laboratories Inc., l00 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103 -4813, Phone 415- 558- 0200,Telex 34409, Facsimile 415 -863-1373. 346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP
Phone 01- 720- 1111,Telex 919109, Facsimile 01- 720-4118. Dolby and the Double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. C, Dolby Laboratories Inc.1988. 588/8323/8337
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Figure 3.

V Series channel strip orientation for Sound One custom film console. EQ and
Dynamics/front end are placed close to mixer for ease of operation.

receives its foot /frame location from a
Magnetech 9F footage counter.
The implementation and placement of
each function on the board were addressed. The Sound One engineers wanted
the equalizer and dynamics sections to be
close to the operator. These could be located directly above the channel fader,
because the in -line monitor on the channel is not necessary for film mixing.
The eight auxiliary sends (four with individual pre /post and on /off, four with
pre /post for the pair and stereo operation)
were to be placed at the top of the module
(see Figure 3), and the routing for the 24
buses was placed in the overbridge section for easy access and identification. All
of this was possible due to modular construction techniques.
Sound One asked if we could provide
auxiliary line inputs for pre -mixes in projects that exceeded 60 dubber and mag returns. As this discussion took place, Andrew drew a module that was small
enough to fit 32 inputs into an 8- module
wide (12.8 inches) console monitor section.
These 20mm wide inputs have basic facilities such as level, mute, and A and B
aux sends, which can be assigned to the
eight aux sends. Each aux input has eight
sub assign buses that feed the 24- output
bus routing.
A master facilities section was also designed from scratch to handle output levels of all buses, an 8-way ganged speaker
level pot, speaker muting logic for various
mixing tasks and other master controls.
Simultaneous VU /PPM plasma bargraph
metering was to include 24-bus /mag signals, eight sub assign buses (aux inputs),
eight aux send buses, eight monitor sends
and eight aux monitor sends (stripe,
stereo, mono).
Two monitor switching control panels
were to be placed strategically in the console. One was placed between inputs 24
and 25, below the 32-channel aux input
mixer. The second was placed between inputs 48 and 49, below the master facilities
section. They were in parallel control of
the AVI box and film chain.
The next two months were spent refining the design, including several issues of
drawings, until Sound One was satisfied
that every critical detail was reviewed and
incorporated in the design.
All of this culminated on June 1, 1987,
when Sound One agreed to purchase two
purpose built Custom V Series consoles.
Sound One took delivery of the first console for the new Studio L on March 1,
1988, and was fully operational in two
weeks. The second console was delivered
for the redesigned Studio D in August.

W./P
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THE WORLD'S FIRST RESYNTHESIZER

The ACXEL is the very first system to

phasing, timbre interpolation, harmonizing,

use Artificial Intelligence for simulating

attack exacerbation, FM, double DLFO
modulation, simulated multi -mode filtering,

musical sounds. Simply enter your sound;

the ACXELIZER (Acxel's sound analyzer)

will automatically program a large
number of "Intelligent Synthesis Cells" (ISC)
and combine them so as to form your
resynthesized sound.
The GRAPHER" allows you to modify
the ISC settings at the touch of a finger,
hearing the results in REALTIME.
Numerous effects can then be achieved:
time compression and expansion, polyphonic
transposition, voice processing, simulated

to every finger movement, providing
instantaneous visual feedback of the

modifications performed. The ACXEL would
have been workable without the GRAPHER;

detunable additive synthesis for macro -chorus
effect, inverted enveloping, echo, speech

synthesis, noise simulation plus millions

but then what would have come first,
your programming skills or your musical

of new possibilities attainable ONLY

personnality?
The ACXEL is not

through the resynthesis process.
The GRAPHER is a new type of terminal,
adapted to facilitate realtime operations
on the ACXEL. It is user friendly and
beautiful to behold. When close to it,
you feel the urge to touch it. Please do!
The GRAPHER's surface is skin -sensitive

a

sampler: the

resynthesis process is comparable to
the way the "human brain" actually
perceives a musical sound. To settle for
anything less could stifle your musical

creativity...

For a demonstration in your area: U.S.A. 1.800.463.5593; CANADA 418.835.1416
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1. Series SL 5000 M 72-channel, 3- position
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console at Todd-AO's stages.

year, Solid State Logic has begun deliveries of its SL 5000 M Series film
production consoles, its first board designed specifically for the film market. The
technical building at Lucasfilm's Skywalker Ranch is the home of the first four consoles off the production line, including one
Foley console and three re- recording
boards [see the August issue].
With the development in 1985 of the SL
5000 M Series consoles, which have a
user-specified modular design, the staff at
SSL saw the opportunity to build a film
board. Initially intended for the broadcasting market, the film console consists
of a mainframe of four different depths,
each with a fader and from three to six
"cassettes" (modules).

The minimum channel configuration
consists of an input /output cassette, a pan
cassette and a fader. Up to three additional
cassettes may be ordered per channel,
with the most popular being the equalizer,
auxiliary sends, dynamics and channel input meter. The configuration may be
swapped. For example, at Todd-AO in Los
Angeles, the equalizer was placed immediately above the fader.

Custom modules
In adapting the M Series broadcast consoles for film work, the design and engineering team had to come up with custom
modules for the varied demands of motion picture re- recording. Two of these
concern panning, which is normally a simple, single, knob in record or stereo TV

consoles.
One of the mandatory cassettes in each
fader channel is pan cassette, which can
be either the two -channel model (SL507)
inherited from the broadcast version, or

Photo 2. Master center section of the stage S with an
Studio Center.
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SL 5000 M console,

at Todd AO's CBS

Larry Blake is a sound editor and mixer at Waddington Productions, North Hollywood, CA.

Let's assume that results
are what's important,
not which tools you use.
Audio production is at least as
much art as science; there will always be those who ascribe a magical aura to certain pieces of
equipment. But if your client list is
built on quality and consistency
rather than techno- voodoo, the
DCM 232 in -line console with CAT
automation can give you more
of both.

You need more console,

not more headaches.
You're working for more demanding clients, on bigger projects,
with tighter deadlines. You need
greater flexibility, expanded features, enhanced performance.
What you don't need is a "mega star" console -or the jumbo mortgage that goes along with it.
DDA's AMR 24 has already set
new standards of audio performance and versatility in the "classic" split configuration. Now the
in -line DCM 232 combines the accuracy of digital -quality audio, the
flexibility of digital control and the
capacity to handle a pair of synchronized digital 32 tracks.

CAT Central

Automation
Terminal: engineered to
speed your work flow.
The DCM 232's Central Automation Terminal controls one of the

most ingenious automation systems
ever to shorten a mixing session.
Along with the precise fader and
muting control you'd expect, the
CAT system includes advanced
functions like Channel Copy that
lets you duplicate a channel's signal
flow as many times as you need to.
The computer will recall a "snapshot" of most console switch settings
manually or via SMPTF. code.
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With all of its convenience functions, this CAT won't leave footprints all over your tracks. The
DCM 232 maintains an overall dynamic range of 100 dB with at least
22 dB headroom at each stage,
thanks to exacting calculation of
every circuit component.
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A console

investment that
instantly doubles
your returns.
Each of the DCM 232's
channels, including the
four band EQ section,
can be split during mix down. So a 56 channel
frame can handle as
many as 112 inputs
from samplers, synths
and digital storage media. You'll probably run
out of control room
space before the DCM
232 runs out of inputs.
The advantages of
the DCM 232 in -Lne
console with CAT automation are explained
more fully in our brochure. To get a copy, write on your
letterhead to the appropriate address below.

ID IDA

DCM 232

sw°

Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc., 30B Banfi Plaza North
Farmingdale, NY 11735 (516) 249 -3660
Unit #1, Inwood Business Pk., Whitton Rd.
Hounslow, Middlesex, UK TW3 2EB
01 570 7161
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cassette model SL597.

Figure 2.

Two-, 3- or 8-channel pan mode master cassette model SL599.

The SSL Total Recall and Studio Computer systems may be installed, although
the data are not interchangeable between
4000 or 6000 Series consoles. A new implementation is Instant Reset, which
allows the position of almost all switches
to be reset in less than a film frame.
The exact time depends not on the
width-the number of channels -in a console, but on the depth (the number of cassettes). A 5300 Series (fader plus three cassettes) can be reset in 21ms, with each additional cassette level "costing" 7ms in
response time.
One of the most obvious ways for mixers to use Instant Reset in stereo film dubbing would be to facilitate moving quickly between pre -mix, final mix and print
mastering modes. Among the switches
controlled are equalization and aux send
in /out, output bus assignment and monitoring mode. Total Recall and the Studio
Computer allow for storing the position of
rotary knobs and matching dynamic fader
and joystick panner movement.
At the moment, the Instant Reset system
cannot be referenced to time code addresses, but studios that choose to could
buy a SMPTE -to-MIDI reader. Because "Instant Reset" communicates with MIDI and
has a MIDI In , changing any of the standard preset numbers, on an external device, can change the console setup.

Monitoring
the SL597 Film Pan cassette (see Figure
1). The SL597 can be adapted either for
standard 2- or 3-channel "behind-thescreen" panning, or in the 8-track mode
(full surround panning between any points
in a mono or stereo surround format).
Mode switching for all channels in the console, or each section, is controlled by an
S1599 Pan Mode Master cassette (see
Figure 2).
For more elaborate programmable panning, the SL598 Programmable Joystick
Pan can be used. A small microprocessor
in the console converts movement and
controls selection to MIDI to communicate
out to the machine room to another microprocessor that drives VCAs. The joystick gives X-Y coordinates of its location
and the processor converts the coordinates into VCA levels.
In addition to all standard output configurations, the joystick panners allow for
a user -definable mode where parameters
can be placed into a PROM slot. Each panner can have a maximum of eight outputs,
which are normally sent to one of the four
groups directly.

Output bus configurations
The console design allows for a mini-
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mum of four output buses and a maximum
of 32, depending upon how many 4channel SL594 bus master cassettes are installed. In addition, each channel contains
a direct output, which is selectable as pre or post-fader.
The Lucasfilm consoles take this design
a bit further, with a total of 128 main mix
buses. Each section-dialogue, music and
sound effects -has 32 separate mix buses.
Brian Kelly of Lucasfilm, who played a
large role in the development of the SSL
film consoles, says that this specification
comes from having "done so many bizarre
movies -on "Captain to :' we used two
32 -track digital machines, a 24- track, two
6-track film machines and all our playback
dubbers. Times like that make you say
'We're not getting stuck here again:
"It's not that much more expensive to
make it more flexible and if you only use
it two or three times it pays itself back in
a matter of hours-instead of the downtime to reconfigure everything :'
Because of the infrequent need for more
than 32 buses simultaneously, the standard
dubbing configuration at Lucasfilm has the
A/D groups summed to the recorders so
that, operationally, the mixers are sharing
the same 32 outputs.

1988

Probably the biggest single difference
between the SL 5000 M Series and its sisters, the SL 4000 and SL 6000 recording
and post-production consoles, is the monitoring section. In the process of recording
the dialogue, music and sound effects
stems, across as many as 32 tracks (as opposed to the eight in most stereo TV mixes), provision has to be made for off tape /input switching by each mixer. In addition, monitor and recording insert points
have to be provided for the stereo film encoding formats. The matrix inside the
monitor section of the film console is
112x56x8. The first two numbers accommodate off-tape /input switching, with the
last conforming to the maximum number
of speaker channels in a theatrical mix
format.
Although all crosspoints are accessible
for custom setups, presets are used for
common recorder/monitor configurations.
This presumably reduces the chance of error that is present when setting up a complex configuration.
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Audio For Video
Post Production:
A Basic System
By Wilber W. Caldwell, Bill Quinn
and Joe Neil

Understanding the basic hardware requirements will help any
studio that is considering entering the audio for video post
production market.

We got your attention, didn't we? You're
probably thinking, "These guys are going
to presume to define for me the elements
of a 'basic system ?"
Well, actually we are, but in a different
way than you think. First, we are going
to make the definition completely
nonspecific when it comes to equipment
brand names. Second, we are going to try
to work backwards, as it were; that is to
say that the definition of the system itself
is purely a function of what the system is
going to be required to do. Now this may
seem obvious to you, but the point here
is that you can accomplish some pretty
sophisticated tasks with a pretty simple
system, if you know what you are doing.

Defining the basic system
"What do I need to get into audio -forvideo post-production ?" Studio owners ask
this question over and over. The constant
Wilber W Caldwell is the president of Doppler Studios. Bill
Quinn is the chief engineer at Doppler Studios. Joe Neil is
the senior engineer and the chief technician at Doppler
Studios and owner of Sam's Tape Truck, a remote recording
service.
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recurrence of this inquiry has triggered
some soul-searching on our part. On the
surface the question appears naive. But try
to answer it and you will quickly see that
it is a sophisticated question indeed. Each
part of the answer is multilayered.
Where do we begin? By understanding
that the audio-for -video post -production
area, like the rest of the audio industry,
is poised on the threshold of the digital
age. Digital videotape is very much a reali-

and the audio performance and
capabilities of the D -2 format appear
exceptional.
Disk -based audio recording and all of
the new digital editors and workstations
are naturals for A/V post. Indeed, they offer almost every advantage, including improved sound quality, faster operation in
ty,

many cases, and improved audio
manipulation via SMPTE code.
Nonetheless, they have their disadvantages as well.
All of these devices require some sort
of downloading to archive or to transport
component material from studio to studio.
The last-minute, emergency remix in New

September 1988

York presents a problem for the studio in
Los Angeles, where all of the component
tracks are on a hard disk. The likely solution for now is to transfer it all, track by
track, to multitrack tape and call Federal
Express. No doubt, satellite data links and

compatible, transportable, intersystem,
digital storage media will provide solutions
to these and other digital problems in the
near future.
All of this said, today's analog systems
are numerous, affordable and, at last,
reliable and functional.
Digital aside (but not for long), what do
you need? Well, let us first ask another
question: "What do you want the system
to do?" We don't mean, "Do you want to
sync two audio decks to a 3/a -inch
videocassette deck?" We mean, "What
tasks do you want to accomplish ?"

Describing the basic system
The sidebar "Basic System Configurations" describes a system for an independent "for hire" recording studio. Although
it may seem like a tall order at first,
remember that this is a basic system.
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First you need something that will
playback picture on videotape. The
minimum acceptable format is probably
a 3/4-inch video tape. It is not absolutely
necessary to have a machine that can access address track time code. The address
track is a third, longitudinal analog track.
Code can be recorded on one of the audio
tracks, but remember that some off -line
video editors work with address track
code, and a significant portion of the pictures that you receive will come from an
off -line suite. You will probably save
yourself a heartache if you have a
machine that can, at least, read address
track code.
If 3/4-inch video playback is the
minimum, then 1 -inch, type C is the present optimum. This is a very real option
today. With the advent of better and
slicker 1 -inch, type C machines, and with
D -2 around the corner, the used machine
market is quite soft. Although you can get
by without 1 -inch type C, it is difficult,
especially in larger markets. This is the online standard.
A lot of audio comes in the recording
studio door already synced up and laid out
on the -inch, and a lot of clients prefer
to walk out of that same door with the
1

mixed audio neatly "laid back" to the
same -inch. In addition, in smaller
markets, not every video facility can play
'/4 -inch tapes with code in sync to picture.
This is especially true of TV stations
where, in most cases, if the audio is not
on videotape, there is no synchronous
playback.
Now that you can play back the picture,
the next thing on your shopping list is a
machine upon which to record: an analog
multitrack with a servo capstan and a
similarly driven '/a -inch 2 -track recorder.
These machines are on hand in most
studios. There are sophistications of course
(center -channel time code, 4- track,
sprocketed components in sync via
SMPTE synthesizers, neopilot tone equipment and so on.)
Next, you need synchronization equipment: a synchronizer for the multitrack
slave and one for the 2 -track slave, and
a synchronizer or a synchronizer controller for the video master, depending on
the system you choose. It is advisable that
each potential slave have its own synchronizer, but there are ways around this.
For example, it is easy to run any
number of cables to a synchronizer, and
then plug in the appropriate interface
1

before the session, depending on the
audio recorders selected. In this case, preproduction and adequate setup time are
essential. You should be sure to choose
synchronizers that can accept an external
time -base and thereby act as a speed
reference as well as a sync reference for
the audio machine that it controls. The
choice of a synchronizer controller is
perhaps the most difficult and the most
critical decision of all.
We will not go into the features of the
various competitors in this field except to
say that it is advisable to choose a controller that has, at least, the following
features:
1. The ability to communicate with synchronizers, change status, and adjust internal registers.
2. The ability to preview edits in order
to determine edit points based on both the
location, the length and the internal "hits"
of the audio source material.
3. Some type of programmable, soft keys
for stacking complex commands, in order
to create and save personalized,
repeatable operator technique sequences
in a single key stroke. Synchronizer controllers that feature elaborate cue sheet
screens and interfaces with video edit

IN OUR

CONTINUING EFFORTS
TO SERVE YOU...

REPRINTh
Interested in ordering article reprints
out of this or another issue ?* Reprints
can be excellent learning tools for your
technical staff and great marketing tools
for your sales staff. Call or write Cindy
Baker at Intertec Publishing Corp., P.O.
Box 12901, Overland Park, RS 66212;
(913) 888 -4664.
*Minimum order 500 copies.

From time to time, Intertec Publishing Corp. makes its subscriber lists available to carefully
screened companies or organizations whose products, services, or information may be of interest to you.
In every case, list users must submit

their promotional material for approval. They may use the list only
once.
No information other than name and
address is ever divulged, although
names may be selected by segments

to which the particular offer might
appeal.
We are confident that the majority of
our readers appreciate this controlled use of our mailing lists. A few
people may prefer their names not be
used.
If you wish to have your name re-

moved from any lists that we make
available to others, please send your
request, together with your mailing
address label to:

Direct Mail Mgr.

Intertec Publishing Corp.
P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212
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HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
Long before the reality of instant
global communications, the town
crier served people's information
needs. He delivered the day's news,
announced the time, and kept the
citizenry up to date. You could say
the town crier was the world's first

anchorman.
The broadcast industry now satisfies
the world's ravenous appetite for
news and entertainment via the
airwaves. Today, virtually everyone
has access to a radio or television
set. With the advent of satellite
broadcasting, news can now be
transmitted and received instantaneously anywhere on the planet.

AND NOW, A LATE -BREAKING
STORY FROM SWITCHCRAFT
Switchcraft keeps in step with the
fast pace of broadcast technology
with our new APP Series of audio
patch panels. The APP Series is fully
enclosed to contain all internal
wiring. This protects jacks from
shorts or damage caused by bending
or breaking. The rear panel is
removable and allows in- service
maintenance.

The real story takes place behind the
scenes. In back, the new audio patch
panels come equipped with innovative punch -down blocks. They
eliminate the need for wire soldering
and make termination a breeze.
Cable trimming and stripping are no
longer necessary. Color coded
punch -down blocks and convenient
plastic "organizers" provide easy
cable management.
With attention to detail, we've also
improved the designation strip of our
new patch panel series by making it
larger for easier labeling and
identification. The adhesive that
hclds the strip in place makes for
effortless removal and replacement.

NOW HEAR THIS
If you require an innovative audio
patch panel that outperforms the
others, specify Switchcraft. The
name of the game in patch panels is
jacks, and Switchcraft jacks are
world renowned for quality and
reliability. Fill out and mail the
attached coupon for more
information on our new APP Series
audio patch panels and our other
outstanding broadcast and audio
components.
Send me information on your quality
components:
Please have a representative contact me.
Please send me your C- eneral Line Catalog
My area(s) of interest is:
Power Cords
Connectors
Switches
EAC Receptacles
Jacks /Plugs

Molded Cable Assemblies
Current
My application is
Future (date)

Patch Panels

Name

Company
Title
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone (
Mail To: Marketing Communications Dept.,
Switchcratt, Inc.
5555 N. Elston Ave.,

LChicago, IL 60630

Switchcraft
A

Raytheon Company

5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 792 -2700
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decision lists are particularly useful when
dealing with long program material.
The last items on the basic system list
are perhaps the least expensive yet most
important. First is house sync: a first -rate
sync reference generator that conforms to
the NTSC RS -170A standard and will thus
put out reliable black burst and vertical
drive. Don't try anything without it. Next,
a high-quality time code reader /generator
that can lock to house sync, jam sync and
insert SMPTE code into picture. You will
also need at least two large video
monitors. Don't skimp on the video
monitors, the money spent will pay off in
the long run.

Using the basic system
Now, with the basic system in place, we
can go back to our list of functions.

Recording music to picture.
easy to see that the system can sync
a multitrack recorder to videotape and,
thereby, record music to picture. A very
useful tool in recording music to picture
is the event programmer, a device that
reads time code and closes a relay at a
1.

It is

Basic system capabilities
Record music to picture.
picture; keeping and editing "select" takes on the
multitrack while simultaneously
1.

2. Record voice to

keeping a synchronous safety
master of all takes.
3. Do some form of precise ADR
or film -style looping with a complete, simultaneous backup of all
takes.
4. Layout synchronous and non synchronous voice, music or effects
from a variety of formats, with

previewable edits using an
editor/synchronizer controller and
or a precise event programmer.
5.
6.

Accomplish Foley work.

Accomplish repeatable
automated mixdowns.
7. Calculate and correct speed errors to repair component synchronization errors.
8. Provide a house sync speed
reference.
9. Make the time code system
compatible with various MIDI
setups.
10. Repair or otherwise get
around faulty or damaged SMPTE

code.
11. Deliver a product with a time
code reference that is compatible
with the end user's technical
requirements.
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selected time code number. Applications
include starting the metronome when laying out click tracks for scoring and starting a sequencer for electronic scores.
2. Recording voice to picture.
With both a multitrack recorder and a
'/a -inch two track synced to the videotape,
the basic system can handle recording
voice to picture in several different ways
depending on the nature of the project.
On narrations for broadcast television or
industrial programs, an announcer might
be recorded directly onto a single track
of the multitrack machine using backup
and punch-in techniques, just like in music
recording. Recording announcers for TV
commercials usually requires the synchronized 1/8 -inch deck to record all
takes, while only the "selects" are saved
on the multitrack. In this way, the system
can accommodate the inevitable substitution of alternate takes and other subsequent incremental adjustments after the
announcer has gone home.
3. ADR and looping.
Any number of dialogue replacement
schemes can be devised within this basic
set up using the multitrack for "selects"
and the '/a -inch as a running backup for
all takes. Possibly the most sophisticated
of these schemes is an attempt to simulate
"film style" looping. Film people are pretty
set in their ways. In the case of looping,
this is not without good reason. The efficiency and quality of the classical,
sprocketed looping session is tough to
compete with on any analog SMPTE-based
system. (However, this is an area where
the new digital disk-based systems have
an opportunity to soar.) Here is a method
that we have worked out using the basic
system to accommodate feature film looping. It takes a little homework, and it is
usually a 2 -man job in session: one to
engineer and one to act as sort of a production assistant /clerk.
We begin with all the film reels transferred to 3/4 -inch videotape with burned in
time code and with the production sound
for reference on audio channel 1 and
SMPTE code on channel 2. At the picture
start mark of each reel we assign the time
code number to be the reel number in the
hours column and zero to the minutes,
seconds, and frames.
Then we take all of the film footage information for the loops from the cue
sheets and convert it to time code in order
to do pre-program edits. (We have a computer program that is designed to do this.)
Our synchronizer controller supplies
"beep" cues for the actors. During the
recording process, select takes are saved
on the multitrack. The engineer changes
the offset as is appropriate. All takes are
recorded on the 1/4-inch. (Most feature film
producers will prefer this 1/4-inch safety to
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be a neopilot tone tape referenced to the
house sync.)
Note that 35mm mag dubbers are not
part of the "basic" system, but at the end
of the session, the selects can also be
transferred, in sync, to individual 35mm
mag stripe reels, which are always locked
to the picture.
4. Laying out synchronous and non synchronous material.
If the material supplied is time -coded,
then it is a routine matter to lay it out on
the multitrack using the editor/controller.
The programmable "soft" key feature on
the controller is partially useful in this
scenario, for most engineers develop their
own pet tricks for finding offsets, adjusting
to various "select" takes and making subtle, incremental "sync trims:'
If it is non -synchronous material, it could
be transferred to pre- striped '/a -inch, or
leadered up and laid out using the event
programmer or even laid in loosely on the
fly. In some cases, leadering is still the
fastest way, regardless of the lack of
sophistication. This is usually true if using
a SFX or music library that is already
head-leadered, or if the music and EFX
don't require absolute sync.
5. Foley work.
Most Foley work can be handled using
the same procedures described in the
"Recording to Picture" sections above.
6. Automated mixdown.
Console automation is a must simply
because it does not take very long to construct a multitrack tape that is nearly impossible to mix. Remember that we are
mixing to picture, and, accordingly, it is
necessary to watch the picture, not the
console faders. Automation allows some
freedom in this area. At least an engineer
can review and then perfect a mix without
looking at the console marks. With
automation, identical mixes can be laid
back to multiple 1 -inch masters, to dub
masters and to various safety masters.
"Music only" or "effects only" mixes are
easy to run off, as are alternate versions,
not to mention the inevitable remixes and
revisions. In addition, many engineers
develop automation techniques that allow
them to use a kind of "mix as you go" idea
for the layout/tracking session, joining the
mixes section by section as they go.
Thereby they are all but finished with the
mix at the end of the layout.
7. Correcting speed errors.
The video world is not a perfect world.
It is not unusual to find that somewhere
along the line in the complicated video
transferring and editing process someone
has taken a nonsynchronous step, and
thus original sound components will no
longer match the reference audio on the
edited video.
Here the basic system is capable of some

pretty neat tricks. One approach is to time
a section of the original program and time
the same section of the reference audio
on the video tape and then calculate the
speed error in percentages. This done, the
original program is varispeeded to match
and then striped with SMPTE code. Synchronize the two tapes and check the
result. It may take a few tries to get it close.
Small timing errors can then be calculated
by lining up the very beginning of both
tapes and noting the offset and then lining up the very end of both tapes and
again noting the offset. The difference in
these offsets is the amount that the slave
must be changed during the transfer.
If, for example, the program is four
minutes long, and the difference in these
offsets is eight frames, then the offset must
slowly be changed at a rate of 25 sub frames every 7.5 seconds. While transferring, use your synchronizer in the slow
lock mode (capstan override is limited to
a rate undetectable as wow) and trim the
offset 25 subframes every 7.5 seconds.
Timing errors like the one described are
often encountered when working on
multitrack recording which began in "personal use" studios employing SMPTE to
MIDI converters. This type of hardware
often uses the SMPTE to start a sequence
but not to synchronize continuously, or,
just as often, the hardware is not told to
do so in the software.
8. Provide "house sync ": NTSC 170A
(black burst and vertical drive [59.94Hz]).
9. Make time code compatible with
various MIDI setups.
MIDI systems are often a bit squirrelly
when it comes to the time code that they
will accept. When feeding time code from
the basic system to a MIDI system, it is
essential to have the ability to flip the
phase, make it balanced or unbalanced
and to control the level. In addition, some
SMPTE -to -MIDI converters do not like to
see backwards or offspeed time code. Accordingly, it is sometimes necessary to
send code only in the locked, play mode
and not in shuttle, rewind or startup
modes.
10. Repair or jam faulty time code.
The basic system can accomplish this
only if there is a control track on the video
or a 59.94 reference tone on the
audiotape. If there is a glitch in the code
on the videotape, the reader /generator
can read and reshape the good code and
then be switched into the jam sync mode,
wherein it will continue to generate new
code and reference to house sync. The
repaired code is then audio inserted onto
the videotape before the glitch, and the
new code is restriped to the end of the program. A similar scenario can be realized
with a multitrack with bad code, if there
is a 59.94 reference track that can be

locked to house sync. Tapes with faulty
code that have no control track are non synchronous material to the basic system
and must be handled accordingly (see
item 7 above).
11. The delivery medium.
This is a matter of convention within
various areas of the industry and within
various markets. The question is: How can
the end user of the mixed audio product
best deal with the product: 2 -track with
code, 2 -track with center -channel code,
1-inch type C, 4 -track split track and so on?

The answer may not lie within the basic
system, for it is at the convention and the
whim of your clients and your market's
preference.
Anyone can buy equipment, but it is the
operator that makes the difference. The
basic system described above is nothing
but a tool. Nonetheless, and for all its
simplicity, it is a very powerful tool in the
hands of an experienced and imaginative
operator.
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...our

20 years experience building high powered Professional amplifiers right here
in Santa Ana, California, assures you of

Reliability and Direct Factory backup! ...
The new "X2" Studio Monitor Amplifiers
were designed for those applications where
sonic accuracy is the utmost goal. MOSFET
output stages provide Ultra- High -Current
capability for easily handling low impedance
loads...As with all Soundcraftsmen amplifiers, circuits are designed with absolutely
no current -limiting, thus eliminating the
harsh clipping characteristics associated with
current-limited amplifiers....
The PM860X2 Multi- Channel amplifier has 4
channels at 315 watts each into 4 ohms.

The 200X2 is rated at 145 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, 210 into 4 ohms.
The 450X2 delivers 210 watts per channel

into

8

ohms,

315

watts per channel into

4

ohms and 450 watts per channel into 2 ohms.
THD is less than 0.05Wo.
The 450X2M is the same as the 450X2 plus
calibrated LED metering.
The 900X2 delivers 400 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, 675 watts per channel into 4
ohms, 900 watts per channel into 2 ohms.
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Hands On: Scoring
Software Update
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Whatever computer system you use, there is a variety of
software programs available to simplify the scoring process.
By Charlton Pettis

When

I was young, I was told that music
and mathematics were both conducted by
the same part of the brain, and so were,
on some deep level, intimately related.

Charlton Pettis is

a

New York -based free -lance

composer/producer.
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When I was a bit older, I was told that
creativity thrived under structural limitations, the more limiting the structure the
more creativity flowered.
No wonder then, as I sit before a SMPTEburned workprint of a rough cut of
"Return of the Psycho Fur Pig" (no, not a
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real movie) with a massive click book on
my knee and crumpled wads of score
paper on the floor around me, I feel I have
been betrayed and lied to.
Scoring for film is, historically, a product
of nine parts tedium, math, and frustration ("If only that shot were 10 frames

longer..:' "What do you mean the director cut two feet out of the scene..:') and
one part creative joy.
Bring on the computers! There now exist several products on the market whose
sole objective is to free the composer from
the tedium and rigor of clicks and counts
and the myriad gyrations involved in
melding music to an edited picture.
There have always been different
methods employed by composers. Some,
working with counts supplied by the film
editor, have completely mapped out their
work in advance before the actual composing begins. Others have preferred to
improvise to picture, trying to capture the
feel of the cue, before going back to fit the
music to the hits and cuts precisely. (Hits
are specific visual cues to be punctuated
by the musical score, cuts are changes in
the scene or camera angles).
Software has developed to facilitate both
these methods of composition, and those
methods combining the two. The two
primary types of products, mirroring the
historical duality of methods, are the click
track/layout variety (like Cue and Auricle),
and sequencer programs (like 48 Track PC
and Performer), which have been expand-

ed to include film scoring and SMPTE lock
utilities.
While this makes the transition from
traditional to computerized methods comprehensible and relatively painless, it does
not, I hope, shut the door on a new way
of confronting the compositional process,
a way that uses the power of the computer
to integrate the creative and logistical
aspects of the task.
But until such a hybrid evolves, there are
several programs on the market that admirably serve the composer and markedly
lessen the gap between realization and actualization, between the art and the
science of scoring to picture.
This article will be subdivided by computer model, so the reader can quickly
evaluate the programs available for the
various machines.

Macintosh programs
The Mac seems to have garnered the
lion's share of the film scoring market. It
alone has two state -of- the -art dedicated
film click programs, in addition to another
for SMPTE-based automation and sound
effects and several impressive sequencers
with their own film and video hit -mapping

capabilities.
As if this wasn't enough, through MIDI
files, click tracks and meter maps from the
click programs can be dumped into the sequencers. First we'll look at a couple of the
click /layout programs, then a couple of

the composition -oriented sequencers.

Opcode Systems Cue
Cue is becoming pretty much a standard
for film music programs. With its Mdster
Cue Lists, Performing Rights Cue Sheet,
and score printing, it is clearly geared for
the working professional. This is not to say
that it is difficult to use, because it isn't.
It does a great deal, so it takes a while to
learn, but it is an extremely well designed and friendly piece of software.
It is so friendly, in fact, it allows for several
different ways of approaching the problems of film scoring.
A full review of the program by Bill
Cavanaugh appeared in the July issue, so
to avoid gross redundancy, I'll limit my
discussion here to a brief overview of the

program's capabilities.
Basically, Cue does just about anything
you could ask it to, and a few more you
probably never thought of. You enter hits

ss$sssssssssssss.
Finally.
A single -ended
2- channel
noise reduction
system that's both
effective and affordable.

Introducing the new Symetrix 511A Noise Reduction System. A quietly powerful way to clean up hiss, hash, hum, rumble and RF artifacts. In recording or
broadcast studios. In video post. In duplication and mastering. In electronic music

production.
The 511A employs both dynamic high frequency filtering and a new downward expansion circuit for astonishingly effective noise reduction without audible
signal degradation. Plus a front -end 18dB/octave low frequency filter that eliminates sub -audible grunge.
You get full control of downward expansion threshold, release time and ratio
(up to 6:1!) as well as dynamic filter threshold. Use both channels independently or
link them for stereo.
Call or write Doug Schauer today for a detailed brochure on the 511A.
And then stop getting hissed off so often.

Symetrix
i

t s

b e s t

(206) 282 -2555
24th Avenue West
Seattle, Washington 98199
4211

TELEX 703282 SYMETRIX UD
In

Canada call S.F. Marketing (514) 733 -5344
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in the Input window in any format you
want, such as filmic (foot /frames), various
forms of SMPTE, and EBU, along with optional descriptions of the hits and whether
they are key hits.
Only key hits are included in the next
stage, which is the Search Tempo function.
Here, you specify a tempo range and an
acceptable margin of error. Cue finds a
tempo that most accurately catches all of
your key hits. Alternate methods of enter-

ing hits include an onboard stopwatch,
which you summon up from the Input
window. This little utility allows you to
grab hit timings when your workprint
doesn't have a visual SMPTE window
burn.
On the slightly more sophisticated side,
the program locks to MIDI Time Code
(MTC) so you can grab hits on the fly. Getting increasingly sophisticated, if you can
get a workprint with Vertical Interval
Time Code (VITC) and a VITC -to -LTC
(longitudinal time code) converter, you can
grab SMPTE numbers off still frames. In
other words, you can find the exact frame
of the hit, pause the picture and pop the
frame number into Cue with a single
keystroke, all in all a pretty nifty trick.
Once you've grabbed the hits, searched
and found a perfect tempo, you can go on
to add accelerandos and ritards, move cue
points as the film edits change, make
multiple versions of the cue, scale the total
time of the cue (another handy trick, this
one keeps all your temporal ratios intact
but expands or compresses the total elapsed time of the cue), and retime within a
specified area to make the key hits fall
right on downbeats.
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Once you are happy with your cue, you
have to confront the vast array of decisions at the output stage of the program.
If you actually write out your parts, you
can print custom score paper with all the
information from the Clicks Window
displayed across the page, the times of all
the clicks, the hits and their descriptions,
tempo changes, and metric changes.
Having notated your piece, you can then
conduct with Cue, providing either an
audible click or a visual click with film style visual streamers and punches right
on the Mac screen. If you are working with
sequencers, you can lock Cue up to MTC
and drive the sequencer from Cue's MIDI
Out. If you don't have a SMPTE- to -MTC
converter and have only one Mac for sequencing, you can dump the beat map into an SBX-80 or equivalent (Garfield
Master Beat, etc.) through a system
exclusive dump.
Or, neatest of all, you can save the beat
map as a MIDI file. A MIDI file is a new
file format that allows information from
different products to be exchanged. In this
case, you can save your cue as a MIDI file
that can then be read by any one of a few
sequencing packages, notably Master
Tracks Pro and Opcode's Sequencer. You
can load the Cue file into the Conductor
(or equivalent) track in the sequencer and
all your tempo variations and metric variations will become part of the sequence.
In the case of Master Tracks Pro, your hits
will become markers so you can identify
them (although they get moved to the top
of the bar).
As a final handy little extra, there is a
small MIDI event sequencer on board. One
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should by no means confuse this with a
real sequencer package, but for an easy,
efficient way to trigger sound effects or
samples precisely, it is an invaluable little
perk, and, of course, it means if you are
just doing simple FX lay -ins, you can do
the whole job without ever leaving Cue.

Cue summary
have a hard time finding anything truly negative to say about Cue. It does what
it's supposed to do in an elegant, straightforward manner. It allows for a variety of
approaches to the process, from the traditional to the most high -tech. My only
reservation would be a philosophical one.
I feel the film scoring process really needs
to be integrated.
In other words, the separation between
the compositional process and the layout
process seems to me artificial and restricting. Since Cue is a layout -only program
and requires the electronic composer to
use an external program for the composing, it only exacerbates this condition. But
these are reservations to address in the
next generation of software programming;
in this "reel world;' Cue is an exceptionally
powerful and welcome tool.
I

Passport Designs
Click Tracks
Click Tracks is Passport's entry into this
market. It is similar to Cue, but its approach is more focused (or limited, depending on your perspective). Like Cue,
the main idea is you enter your hits on a
hit list. (These may be derived from an
editor's cue sheet or a stopwatch utility

while watching the picture.) Then you
type in a range of tempos to scan or tap
the Mac keyboard to enter a tempo
sample.
The program then scans a range of tempos and displays the results with the seven
best highlighted. Then you can change
tempos or meters, see where hits fall (the
Hit Map is excellent, by the way) and
generally manipulate the data until you arrive at an acceptable layout.
The only thing missing from this stage
of the process is a Retime command,
something both Cue and Auricle have.
This makes the process of perfectly lining
up hits a bit tedious sometimes. Once the
cue is laid out, you can either dump the
beat map to a sync box using sys-ex dump
or save it as a MIDI file to be loaded into
Master Tracks Pro or Opcode's Sequencer,
or anything else that reads them. The hits
pop up as markers in Master Tracks Pro.

ITIIITI

WM.
Auto.

Click Tracks summary
My biggest reservation about the program is its lack of any real -time SMPTE
features. But this is a philosophical difference of opinion rather than a criticism.

The designers were envisioning the product as a hit finder, not a hit grabber or a
hit maker. The program is clearly best
when used in conjunction with a compatible sequencer because it outputs no audible click on its own, so it is ill- suited as
a conducting aid. But used with such a sequencer (particularly Passport's own
Master Tracks Pro, which has Fit Time to
make up for Click Tracks' lack of a Retime
command), the program is an impressive
and useful tool for circumventing the math
and drudgery of laying out a musical cue.

your hits and then go back and fine -tune
your tempo, to lock the hits to picture
without losing the flow of the original
performance.

Performer summary
primary criticism is that Performer
doesn't implement MIDI files, which seem
to provide a spectacular breakthrough in
terms of interfacing layout programs with
sequencing packages. However, the guys
My

at Mark Of The Unicorn say they plan to
include MIDI files in future versions of the
program, which should be available to
owners at no extra cost (so send in those
warranty cards). Also there is a little program floating around (PAN and possible
other BBS) called Conformer that, yep,
you guessed it, conforms MIDI files so they
can be loaded into Performer.
Overall, I found the program to be exceptionally well written. It is among the

Mark of the Unicorn

Performer v. 2.31
Although not written exclusively for
film work, Performer is a sequencing program that, in addition to being powerful
as a straight sequencer, has a number of
functions geared for the problems of working with picture.
For the purposes of this review, I will
focus on the film application aspects.
However, should emphasize that the sequencing and editing features of Performer are as sophisticated as anything on
the market. Though it does not read MIDI
I

Will your

equipment survive
outrageous
fortune?

files like Master Tracks Pro or Opcode's Se-

quencer, Performer has enough SMPTE,
MTC, tempo and metrical flexibility to
function as a stand -alone film scoring tool,
for those who work directly with picture
and prefer not to work within the limitations of a layout structure.
Performer has three little extra goodies
that merit its inclusion here: the Conductor track, the Markers window and the
ability to lock to MIDI Time Code. The
Conductor track is a special track devoted
to tempo, metrical and key change data.
For our purposes, the heart of the Conductor track is the Tempo Map. Here you can
change tempos in a variety of ways: instantly (constant curve), in a linear, smooth
manner (linear curve), logarithmically, exponentially or polynomially (a curve that
starts gradually, is steep in the middle and
ends gradually). Tempo changes are
entered in beats per minute (BPM), and
times can be displayed in real time or
SMPTE time. Tempo changes are recorded onto the Conductor track. Further, using "markers;' you can label all your hits
and place them at the points where they
occur in time and manipulate your tempo changes until the hits occur on the intended beats.
Alternately, on the Change Tempo window, you can change your start and end
locations and let the program calculate the
necessary tempo adjustments. This
process, like Fit Time in Master Tracks Pro,
allows you to conform your hits to picture
relatively simply. This, taken in conjunction with the program's ability to lock to
MTC, allows you to play to picture, mark

cases safeguard your critical
gear from every bump, bang and jerk
you'll likely encounter -both in the air
and on the ground.
ANVIL

Our ATA cases meet or surpass all the
shock and vibration criteria in the Air
Transport Association's Specification
300, Category 1 -the industry's toughest
standard for reusable shipping
containers.

insurance for
the equipment you depend upon. And
isn't peace of mind worth the slight
additional cost?

ANVIL

ASES

Unit of

An ANVIL case is like

Or would you rather risk paying an
outrageous fortune?

CA:

;L111PIf©4Ad

800

/

+2i-+279
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818

/

242-4466
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575-8614

4128 Temple Cin Boulevard. Rosemead, CA 91770
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strongest of the stand-alone sequencers
I've seen for working with picture, given
its MTC capabilities and its exceptionally
sophisticated range of tempo change
options.

Passport Designs
Master Tracks Pro 2.1
Like Performer, Master Tracks Pro is an
excellent stand -alone sequencer. Without
going into the deep specifics of its
sequencing functions, suffice it to say it
does all of the things one has come to expect from a professional sequencing program and then some.
However, there are additional features
that really make this program a gift for
film composers. First of all, it reads MIDI
files, which means you can load beat maps
from Click Tracks or Cue into the Conductor track directly. As if that wasn't enough,
it has a command called Fit Time that
allows you to specify a beat where you

Additional information
For more information about the
software programs listed in this article, circle the appropriate number
on the Rapid Facts Card in the back
of this issue. Programs available for
more than one system appear only
once, in the section in which they
were first mentioned; circle the appropriate number for all system
versions.

Macintosh
Mark of the Unicorn -Performer
(150)

Opcode Systems -Cue (151)
Passport Designs Click Tracks

-

(152)

Passport Designs- Master Tracks
Pro (153)
IBM

Robert Keller-48 Track PC (154)
Roger Powell- Texture (155)
Voyetra- Sequencer Plus Mark 3
(156)

Commodore 64

Control Systems Auricle (157)

Atari ST
C-Lab- Composer/Notator (158)
Hybrid Arts- SMPTETrack (159)
Steinberg/Jones -Pro 24 (160)
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want a marker to occur. If the marker (a
hit to picture either entered directly or
loaded via a MIDI file) is locked to a
specific SMPTE location, the program will
calculate the correct tempo manipulations
to arrive at the correct beat.
In other words, you tell the computer
where the hits are in SMPTE time and
where you want them to fall musically,
and the program takes care of the rest.
Neat, easy and elegant (providing you
don't ask for mammoth tempo corrections
over short time spans, of course).
Version 3.0, which corrects some of the
vagaries of marker placement when
transferring from MIDI files, was shipped
as of early August for the Mac and is
scheduled to ship in September for the
IBM and Atari.

Master Tracks
Pro summary
Regardless of your approach to film
work, Master Tracks Pro would probably
suit your needs. If you work with a
separate layout program, it has the
necessary file compatibility to facilitate
easy interaction with your companion program. If you work with just the sequencer,
the Markers and Fit Time command allow
you to conform your music to picture
painlessly.
My only reservation was that version 2.1
did not lock to MTC, so it was extremely
difficult to work directly to picture.
However, version 3.0, I am told, will read
MIDI time code.
IBM

programs

While not blessed with the volume of
programs written for the Mac, the IBM
does have several excellent programs written for it. Also, with Yamaha's release of
the C -1 (a laptop AT clone with some extra features), we can expect to see more
good music software written for the IBM.
Among the programs already out, the
most useful for the film composer are
Roger Powell's Texture, by virtue only of
its ease of use and ability to punch in while
locked to MIDI Song Pointer; Voyetra's Sequencer Plus Mark 3, which has a Tempo
track and comprehensive editing and sysex capabilities; and Robert Keller's 48
Track PC, which has so many film- oriented
extras it merits a section of its own.
In addition, Passport is coming out with
an IBM version of Master Tracks Pro 3.0
(which should be basically identical to the
Mac version discussed earlier), and Auricle Control Systems is working on an IBM
AT version of the Time Processor that
does everything the Commodore version
does, but on a larger scale and all at the
same time(!). In other words, all of the
displays can be on screen and active at
once.

September 1988

All in all, the IBM software market looks
very promising, especially with Yamaha's
endorsement of the format.

Robert Keller's
48 Track PC v.3.0
This program is unique in IBM land, in
that it is actually designed for use by film
composers. SMPTE is not just an added
feature here; it is an integral part of the
system. The key to the success of the program is its flexibility in terms of recording
tempo changes. This sequencer allows the
composer to play to picture without worrying too much about catching cuts and
hits, then return, place markers at the
SMPTE locations of the key hits and let
the program perform the calculations
necessary to place those hits exactly on
musical beats.
As an alternate method, the pitch wheel
of a synthesizer can be assigned to the
tempo and ridden manually. All the tempo information and cue marks are stored
on a separate track, somewhat like the
conductor track on the Mac programs. The
program does not lock directly to MTC, so
it is, in effect, free -running after seeing a
MIDI start command from a sync box, but
its timing has proved amply accurate. The
capability to post -fit music to picture
simply by assigning a beat to a SMPTE
location makes this an extremely easy -touse and effective film scoring tool.
The only drawback I found in working
with the program, a slightly awkward interface layout, has been corrected in the
newest version, which should be available
soon. The new interface has a SMPTE
display right on the main screen and
mnemonic commands in addition to the
slower mouse commands and is generally laid out in a more natural way.
One footnote: It is strongly recommended you use this program with a hard
disk, as it frequently refers back to the disk
drive, which can be annoyingly slow on
a floppy system.

Commodore 64 programs
the Commodore 64. In a classic example of the ascendancy of brains over
brawn, or software programming over raw
computing power, one of the most
sophisticated and comprehensive film
scoring tools on the market runs on the
Yes,

lowly C-64.
Lest you be tempted to skip over this
section with an indulgent shake of the
head and a dismissal of Commodore-based
software as the realm of the hobbyist, let
me assure you that this program would be
first -rate on any machine. The fact that
it does what it does on a 64K model is just
a bonus. It's a convenience in a field in
which an affordable dedicated click corn puter is a blessing.

Control Systems
Auricle v. 1.8

quire additional hits, you create another

The program's full name is Auricle: The
Film Composer's Time Processor. Basically, the Time Processor is a click track
generator /hit maker like Cue or Click
Track (both discussed in the Mac section
of this article). However, unlike these programs, which share a similar approach to
the task at hand, the Time Processor has
a unique, individual look and feel.

When your hits are entered, the system
sorts them and the display indicates the
bar and beat at which they occur and how
early or late they fall (in hundredths of
seconds and a graphic display). Now you
can try different tempos. You can take a
tempo sample by tapping the keyboard or
simply type in the approximate tempo you
want in either filmic clix or BPM.

The interface between the user and the
machine is a little window called the Auricle. All commands to the computer are
typed into this box. There are no menus,
mice, pull -downs or any of the other
familiar means of communicating with the
machine. Like any new interface, the Auricle takes a little bit of getting used to.
However, once you become comfortable
with it, it is a surprisingly natural and effective way of communicating.
The interface seems natural because it
is patterned after that most - often - ignored
model, human conversation. All of the
commands are typed into the Auricle in
(God forbid!) plain English.
If you want to see the Meter Map you
type "meter map:' If you want to add hits
to the hit list, you type "add hits;' and so
on. Simple, huh? When the computer has
to talk back, either to inform you of a
mistake, ask a question, or confirm an entry, its responses pop up on the screen
(again, in clear and civil English) and
disappear as soon as you strike a key.
The effect is of a two -layered environment: on one level, the various maps and
displays, and on an independent plane, the
Auricle, in which you converse with the
program. This layout allows the user to address any aspect of the program from any
location rather than having to return to
one screen and point and click through a
succession of nested menus.
Users can further customize the working environment by assigning custom abbreviations or commands to the various
functions via Hooks or Equates. Thus you
could simply type "M" for Meter Map or
"Mike Tyson" to add hits, and so on. All
of the custom vocabulary can be saved on
the program disk, so the machine will retain your vocabulary.
The basic procedure runs something like
this: Let's assume that we are struggling
with our cue for "The Return of the
Psycho Fur Pig" once again. First, we
would go to the add hits page, where hits
are typed in. Hits can be entered in literally any format.
In addition to real time (mins. /secs./
hundredths) drop frame and non-drop
SMPTE, there is a user -definable Optional
Video format, which defaults to 25 -frame
EBU standard but can be set to anything.
The system takes up to 45 hits. (If you re-

The system does not accept fractional
values, and, further, BPM entries are actually converted to the nearest Knudson
(filmic notation, i.e., 12 -0) click value. This
can be inconvenient when you are working with a sequencer that functions in
BPM as your master. However, you can
trick the program into working with exact BPM values with the help of the

hit list.)

Remeter and Retime commands

if

necessary.

Silence is Golden and
less work with telcom c4.

The NR system
you just set and forget.
product of ANT Telecommunications, Inc.
not even for tape exchanges.
No wasting time lining up
A

-

-

the widest dynamic range
Up to 118dB dynamic range
available in any noise reduction system today.
No pre or post echo.

Over 15,000 channels in
use worldwide.
No breathing or pumping.
No

overshooting.

telcom c4
Silence by Design

Distributed by:

RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS INC.
346 W. Colfax Street, Palatine, IL. 60067
New York (516) 832 -8080

Chicago (312) 358 -3330

Tennessee (615) 689 -3030
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of hits that are outside the acceptable hit
tolerance and come up with a serviceable

Each time you alter the tempo, the
system recalculates all the hits. Once you
have arrived at the approximate tempo,
you can increment and decrement the
tempo by sprockets using the shifted
minus and plus keys. You can also change
the start of the cue with the "Set Start To"
command.
This method is perhaps a little more
cumbersome than Cue's Search Tempo, or
Click Tracks' Scan, but it also allows you
more quickly to assess the relative value

tempo.
So far, so easy. But, what if you can't
come up with a click that comfortably
catches all your hits? Several more options
present themselves. Let's say there is a key
hit that falls close to the downbeat of bar
24, but not close enough. You can use any
of the three versions of the Retime command to shift the tempo of the piece subtly
within a specified range so that the hit will
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occur exactly on the downbeat.
The versions of the command are
Retime From Bar, Retime Inside Bars and
Retime Over Bars. In the first two examples, the program simply calculates a
new tempo for the specified range, i.e.,
bars 21 to 24, to allow the hit to land at
the downbeat of bar 24. In the third example, Retime Over Bars, the program
calculates the necessary tempo changes
without altering any ritards or accelerandos (made with the Slope command) in the
intervening measures.
On a more musical note, the program
has the usual remetering commands to
allow you to create any time signatures
you require. There is an additional, extremely helpful command called Skip,
which, when used in conjunction with the
Remeter command, allows you to construct a meter map quickly with complex
time signatures. For example, a repeating
pattern of two 7/8 bars followed by a 4/4
bar.
Having constructed a beat map, a meter
map and a list of hits, you can use the program as a click generator to conduct an
orchestra, complete with warning clicks
and streamers, or use the click to generate
a beat map for an SBX 80 or equivalent.
Or, if you have the MIDI option, the Time
Processor can function as a master to
drive whatever sequencer you are using.
The program does not sync to SMPTE or
MTC, but it can be set to start from a MIDI
start command from any SMPTE- to-MIDI

converter or any MIDI sync device such
as the JL Cooper PPS-1 or equivalent.
This is, of course, not actual sync to tape,
as the program is free -running once
started, but it has proven to be extremely
accurate so as long as the tape machine

Sample screen, Control Systems Auricle software.

speed is correct.
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Overall, I've found the program to be exceptionally powerful and easy to use, a
rare combination. It was clearly written
from a musical rather than a "techno"
point of view. Its greatest asset is that it
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runs on an extremely inexpensive
machine, which makes it feasible to work
on the musical and technical aspects of a
cue simultaneously.
Its primary drawback is the lack of any
SMPTE lock capacity. If the machine could
lock to SMPTE or MIDI time code, it could
function as a transparent link in the
creative chain between the musician and

the picture. The program's authors,
brothers Richard and Ron Grant (a computer programmer and a composer
respectively), are now completing the IBM
version of the program, which promises
to take full advantage of the larger
machine's computing power. A beta
release of this program is discussed brief-

ly in the IBM section of this article.

Surprisingly enough, there are no other
Commodore 64 programs that address the
needs of film composers.

Amiga programs
The big brother in the Commodore
family has a frustrating history in the
music business, a history comprised
almost exclusively of "if only." I too have
looked longingly at this multitasking,
potentially thrilling machine only to be left
with vaporware dreams. When you think
about multitasking long enough, especially as someone who works with picture,
you find yourself salivating at the
possibilities.
Already there are video programs that
work well with the Amiga. Imagine adding
a click /layout program and a sequencer,
all RAM- resident and, in fact, all running
at once(!), all interrelated and communicating with each other(!!), all in real

Atari. Version 3.0, new and improved and
just shipped for the Mac, is supposed to
be released for the Atari by the time you
read this and should be top -of- the -line
stuff.
For the Mac and the IBM, there are
several good programs. For the others,
help is, we trust, on the way. Your choice
in software really depends on your style
of composition. You may want a
sophisticated layout program and a sim-

Atari ST programs
In marked contrast with the Amiga, the
Atari software story has been one of "just
wait." Anyone who criticizes an absence
in the Atari market runs the risk of watching his complaints proved false by the time
his words reach print. So, while I will say
that as of this writing there are no programs specifically targeted at film scoring
work, I do so with mingled trepidation and
optimism; with confidence that such software will arrive.
Already, several powerful sequencing
packages are on the market for the Atari.
Notable among the group are Steinberg/
Jones's Pro 24, Composer/Notator from CLab, Master Tracks Pro from Passport and
SMPTETrack from Hybrid Arts. Pro 24 is
a program that has dominated the European market for a while and is now
becoming popular in America. It is one of
the most comprehensive sequencers
around. Of interest for the film composer's
purposes is the Master track for recording
tempo and meter changes, MIDI files
capabilities (though perhaps not immediately useful, I'm sure it will be) and
best of all, locking to SMPTE, if you have
a SMP-24 or a Time Lock.
The C -Lab package also has extensive
editing capabilities of data and tempos,
and also provides score printing and exceptional ease of use.
SMPTETrack is another program with
extremely comprehensive SMPTE lock
capabilities and all the compositional
freedom that it provides.
Finally, Master Tracks Pro, discussed in
the Mac section, has a version for the

sophisticated sequencer that can conform
your playing to picture, may be more
appropriate.
The main thing is to work in a software
environment that reduces, rather than increases, the amount of tedium and nonmusical complications inherent in the
process.
RE/13
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time(!!!).
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Facility Profile:
NBC's Studio 1
in Transition
By Ron Estes

The NBC -Burbank studios were constructed in the early
1950s for live television as it was known then. The new
control rooms will have state -of- the -art equipment, making
them the most modern TV broadcast facilities anywhere.

The

"Tonight Show" will move into all
new audio /video control rooms by October 1988. The existing Studio 1 facility
remains, and a new building housing the
audience lobby, technical areas and offices
was constructed where the old lobby once
stood. The new control rooms will have
state -of- the -art equipment, making them
possibly the most modern television
broadcast facilities anywhere.

Ron Estes is the audio mixer for the Tonight Show at NBC
studios, Burbank, CA.

The NBC -Burbank studios were constructed in the early 1950s for live television as it was known then. Each studio has
a 40-foot -high grid laced with counterweighted light and "carpenter" pipes.
These pipes are divided into three sections
across the studio for easy access. Studios
1 and 3 were originally designed for black and-white and were converted to color in
the late '50s.
The air -conditioning system for the entire Burbank facility is enormous; in the
early days of color, the cameras were not
nearly as sensitive as they are today and

required much more light-sometimes as
much as 400 foot -candles. Studios 1, 2, 3
and 4 are all somewhat similar except that
Studio 1 has permanent audience seating
that is still used today.
Early audio consoles were designs that
worked well in ratio. The consoles had 12
rotary faders that could be assigned to
three submasters, feeding in turn into a
board grand- master. (See Photo 1.) A
Nemo (remote) master that had the same
priority as the board grand- master made
it possible to fade the entire show audio
to "black" and come up on a commercial
without resetting many different controls.
No EQ or gain-reduction devices were in
use at that time. The control room had a
total of 24 mic lines coming in from the
studio.
These consoles proved to be inadequate,
as more and more live music was being
used on shows such as "The Dina Shore
Chevy Show" and "The Dean Martin
Show;' both of which used rather large orchestras. At first, RCA OP -6 (4 -in /1 -out)
sub -mixers were stacked on top of the existing audio console to gain more inputs.
Early Altec tube compressors were purchased by Bill Cole, mixer for "The Dinah
Shore Show," for better control of high
audio levels. It was time to rethink the entire audio console requirements at NBC.
(See Figure 1.)

New design
Russ Nies, an audio /video design
engineer, was assigned to find out just
1. Close -up of the old console, showing assignment push- buttons under the armrest. Notice
the rotary submasters and masters immediately above the arm rest. Next are the 22 vertical faders
with 10 subfader groups above. The equalizers for the vertical faders are at the top.

Photo
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what the audio mixers at NBC really
wanted in a new audio console. He drew
up plans, made mockups, revised plans
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Simplified diagram of the old audio console built by NBC in 1965.

and finally built a TV audio mixing console from the ground up that was different
from anything available at that time. His
design became a series of 4 -in /1 -out sub fader groups. (Remember the RCA OP -6.)
Each one of the 10 subfader group outputs normalled through the patch panel
to a Langevin EQ 251 -A passive equalizer
and a Langevin AM -16 booster amplifier
to make up for the EQ loss. These fed into vertical faders that were in essence a

Photo 2. Main patchbay for the old NBC console. The original bay
had 960jacks, but 384 more were added for the stereo expansion. More
than 200 patch cords are used.

For ease of operation, the
console is configured in an
L shape with the first 16
faders on the left side and
the remainder in front of
the mixer.
master for the subfader groups. Each of
the pre -amps feeding the subfader group
could be bypassed so that a higher input
level ( -22dB) could be fed into the group.
Each of the subfader and vertical fader inputs had separate input mults so that pre fader feeds could be sent to the PA system
and stage monitors. Each of the vertical
faders also had separate isolated outputs
for postfader feeds that would follow the
fader.

Photo 3. Present audio mix area, with old NBC console in center and
the auxiliary Soundcraft 800B to the right.
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There were 22 vertical faders, with
associated 4 -in /1 -out sub -fader groups
above them. Ten others were single inputs
for booms and hand mics, and two were

for reverb return. The console design had
10 mixing buses, all mixing being done at
the 22dB level. The first six buses again
were routed through the patch panel and
returned to six Teletronix LA -2A tube
limiters.
The outputs of these limiters were
routed again through the patch panel to
six rotary submasters located just below
the vertical faders. Each of the six rotary
submasters (again with a separate pre fader and postfader patches) could be
assigned to the Cast Master and /or Music
Master. This brought the entire show down
to two rotary faders.
The Cast and Music Masters, like the
submasters above, had prefader and postfader patch points and fed into the Board
Master. There were four masters; the
Board Master controlled all inputs to the
console except those that were patched
to the other three masters. Two of these
were designated as aux inputs and could
be used as independent masters.
The Nemo master was fed from a "job switcher" that had various videotape
machines, film chains and other remotes
assigned. This relay switcher could be controlled by the video switcher when in the

STEREO PROGRAM
FROM AUDIO CONSOLE

LEFT

SUM

L +R OUT
(TO TRACK #1 OF VTR)

RIGHT

DIFFERENCE

L -R OUT

(TO TRACK #2 OF VTR)

Figure 2. Encoding

(sum and difference) matrix, an early "Tonight Show" recording method.

"automatic" mode, or by push- buttons on
the audio console when in the "manual"
mode. Three separate Channel Amps with
VU meters and input selectors made it
possible to select the input or output of
any of the 12 rotary masters.

Looking back over this console, we find
55x22x6x2x1 design, all in about 42
inches of width -an unusual and versatile
blend of rotary and vertical technology in
a limited space. The original patch panel
contained 960 TRS TT jacks and is still in
a

_......

MOVING?
TAKE US WITH YOU.

Just peel off your subscription mailing
label and attach it to the address
change card inside this issue. Please
allow 6 -8 weeks to process your
address change.
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FROM VTR

TRACK
L +R

PLAYBACK
#1

Left

TRACK #2
L -R

RIGHT

L+R

L+R

-(L-R)

+(L-R)

2R

2L

Figure 3. Decoding (sum and difference) matrix,

used to decode early "Best

of Carson" reruns.
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Kick: Sennhelser 421.
Snare: (top) Alton tube; (bottom) Countryman ISO Max.
High hat: Scheops CMC 5/MK 4.
4. Rack and floor toms: Scheops CMC 5/MK 4.
5. Overheads: Milab DC 96s.
6. Bass: (direct) Audlotek DB1 with Jensen transformer.
7. Guitar mops: Mllab DC 96s.
8. Aka! sampler: (direct) Audlotek DB1 with Jensen transformer.
9. Plano: (high) Scheops BLM -3 plate min; (low) Crown PZM.
10. DX -7: (direct) Audiotek DB1 with Jensen transformer.
11. Baritone /alto sax: Milab DC 96.
12. Tenor sax: Milab DC 96.
13. Tenor sax: Milab DC 96.
14. Trumpet: RCA 77 DX.
15. EVI: (direct) Audlotek DB1 with Jensen transformer.
16. Vocals: AKG 535s.
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use today. (See Photo 2.) Five of these consoles were built by Russ and his construction group for NBC's larger studios. The
last one to be replaced is the console in
Studio 1, "The Tonight Show" studio.
Because of the extreme flexibility of
these consoles and the extraordinary way
they were constructed, some have lasted
more than 25 years. The fader assignment
buttons were recessed in the armrest/
script area of the console with heavy
plastic covers. It was not at all uncommon
to stand on the console to change light
bulbs in the fixtures overhead. All
modules were removable, making for easy
troubleshooting. Modules were interchangeable with those in other studios.
An extender frame and test-fixture were
built for checks and alignment. Even the
knobs for the rotary faders were machined
in the NBC mechanical shop from blocks
of solid aluminum. Each console contained more than 100 Langevin AM -16 pre amp /booster amplifiers and five Langevin
AM-17 program amplifiers. Separate
regular and emergency program lines fed
the transmission/videotape areas. Three
pairs of power supplies provided redundancy for all amplifiers. The console was
"bulletproof" and would not clip until
+37dBm output!

1.

2.

Stereo from

3.

Figure 4. Sample setup for Billy and

Photo 4.
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Two racks

O LEAD

VOCAL AND GUITAR

16

the Beaters, a guest band.

of outboard equipment and auxiliary patch panels adjacent to main console.
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a mono console
With some idea now of how the hardware works, let's take a look at how a
stereo program such as "The Tonight
Show" has been mixed on this old mono
console with no pan pots.
As mentioned, some of the 55 simultaneous inputs to the console are patched
to the 10 4-in /1 -out subfader groups and
others directly to the remaining 10 vertical
faders. Orchestra sections of brass, reeds,
keyboards, etc., are premixed on the sub fader groups-with the equalizer, and its
associated vertical fader becomes the
master for this section. Any of the 22 vertical faders can be assigned to any of the
six submasters, and these submasters can
be assigned to the Cast and /or Music
Masters.
Here is where the stereo split is made.
The Cast and Music Masters became (by
definition) left and right outputs of the
console, each with its own program amp,
VU metering and monitoring. These two
masters "sum" to a mono mix at the Board
Master.
The six submasters are renamed as
follows:
#1-Cast /Left.
#2- Cast/Center.
#3- Cast /Right.
#4- Music /Left.
#5- Music /Center.
#6 -Music/Right.

MILAB DC96

MILAB DC96

A

JOHNNY -AKG
x

-*
-*

TRUMPETS
X

X

X

X

TROMBONES
X

X

BASS

X

DI

X

414

DRUMS

X

KICK: EV RE 20
SNARE: COUNTRYMAN ISOMAX
HAT: SCHEOPS CMC 5 /MK4
TOMS: SCHEOPS CMC 5 /MK4
OVERHEAD-MILAB DC96

á

x

X

X

X
BOOM

1

SCHEOPS CMC 4/MK41

X SHURE SM-63
ED

BOOM 2
SCHEOPS CMC 4 /MK

MCMAHON-ANNOC.

41

AUDIENCE AREA

SENNHEISER
416 AND 816
AUDIENCE MICS

X

X

465 SEATS

X

Figure 5. The standard "Tonight Show" setup.

The *1 submaster is assigned to the Cast
Master (left channel) only. The *2 sub master is assigned to both Cast and Music
(Cast /Center). The *3 submaster is assigned to the Music Master (right channel)
only. Subs 4, 5 and 6 are assigned in the
same was as 1, 2, and 3. Now there is the
option of assigning any of the vertical
faders hard left, center or hard right while
keeping them in the Cast or Music domain. Dialogue and applause are assigned
to 1, 2 or 3, while music is assigned to 4,
5 or 6. This configuration solved the placement problem without pan pots or an auxiliary console.
To help minimize the obvious extremes
in "panning;' the brass section, which is
assigned hard left, has its reverb return
assigned hard right; and the reed section,
which is assigned hard right, has its reverb
return assigned hard left. Any instrument
assigned music /center has its reverb
return center also. The different phase
characteristics of the dual channel AKG
BX 20 spring chamber make for interesting effects. Drums, piano, guitar and
bass are all center (subs *6, *4 and *5
went to the left and right, in this particular
case).
Perhaps one of the more unusual approaches to panning was achieved by
patching a microphone to the first input
(A) of two adjacent subfader groups,
whose vertical faders are assigned hard
left and hard right. Another mic was then
patched into the second (B) input of both

Photo 5. The Soundcraft 8008 auxiliary console.

groups and so on through input four (D).
By setting the vertical faders to the same
gain and adjusting the relative gains of
each pair of inputs, a sort of "variable pan
pot" was created. This arrangement was
used mainly with background singers to
position them slightly off -center.
"The Tonight Show" was mixed in stereo
on this console using these techniques for
some time. For the first few years, this
stereo output was heard only on the
monitors in the audio booth because the

show was still being recorded on 2 -inch
quad videotape with only one good audio
track.
Later, as the show moved to 1 -inch type
C videotape with two good audio tracks,
both channels were recorded-but not as
left and right. Stereo television was still
only being talked about and no system
had been approved by the FCC. The networks had only a one -channel delivery
system to the affiliates, and any stereo
shows had to be "summed" to mono. It
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Equipment List

Mixers
1

NBC custom mono audio con-

sole, 55x22x6x2x1 (built in 1965).
1 Solid State Logic 6048 TV production console, 80 mono/8 stereo
x 32 buses x 3 x 1 stereo.
2 Solid State Logic submixers,
18x4 stereo.
1 Soundcraft 800B auxiliary
ing console, 24x8x2.
1 Soundcraft 400B monitor
ing console.
1 Studer 962 NAB stereo
machine mixer, 16x2.
2 Yamaha M406 stereo
mixers, 6x2.

1

mix-

mixcart

Photo 6. The new

Yamaha 916 stereo mixer, 16x4.
mixer, 32x4.
Yamaha PM 430 sound effects

I Yamaha M1532 PA
1

mixer.

Outboard gear
12
10
10
1

I
1

3
4
2
2

dbx 903 compressor/limiters.
dbx 904 noise gates.
dbx 905 parametric equalizers.

Eventide H949 Harmonizer.
EXR EX 111 Exciter.
EXR EX Exciter.
Aphex Compellers.
Teletronix LA 2A tube limiters.
Lexicon 95 Prime Time H DDLs.
Effectron H ADM 1024 DDLs.

Reverb devices
1
1
1
1
1

AMS RMX 16 digital reverb.
Lexicon PCM 60 digital reverb.
AKG BX 20 El reverb.
Yamaha REV-5 digital reverb.
Yamaha REV-7 digital reverb.

Tape machines
I Otari MTR 90, 24 -track with
autolocator.
2 Ampex ATR 104 4- tracks.
1 Studer A710 cassette recorder.
15170 stereo NAB cart machines.

Other equipment
1

56

SSL 600

console for Studio

1.

sub was unrealistic to ask the videotape
department to mix the two discrete tracks
together to avoid broadcasting the left
channel only.
Compatibility was maintained, however,
by encoding a left- plus-right signal on
channel 1 of the videotape and a left minus -right signal on channel 2 of the
videotape. Channel 1 (left -plus- right) was
sent out to all the affiliates and broadcast
in the normal way. Channel 2 (left- minusright) contained the "difference" signal
that, when decoded, would return the program to full stereo. A matrix encode/
decode box was designed and constructed
by John Strain of the maintenance department to accomplish this task. (See Figure
2.)
"The Tonight Show" was recorded in this
format for more than two years. None of

None of these shows ever
ran in stereo the first time
they aired.
these shows ever ran in stereo the first
time they aired. They were later decoded, however, and were aired in stereo as
"Best of Carson" reruns some years after
being taped.

Dolby Cat. 43A noise gate.
TCG -80 time code

I Skotel

Stereo commitment

generator.

NBC made a commitment to be first
with network MTh stereo. During the startup period, many decisions had to be made
and much new equipment installed. All of
the studios in Burbank were slated for new
audio /video control rooms. Studio 11 was
constructed for daytime dramas. The
studio itself is 100'x180' and houses the
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first of the new generation of audio
consoles -the Solid State Logic 6000 video
production series.
Later, a new control room building was
constructed for studios 2 and 4. They also
received new SSL consoles somewhat
larger than the one in Studio 11. About this
time, the FCC approved the MTh format
for stereo broadcasting. KTLA, Channel 5,
a Los Angeles independent, began stereo
broadcasting shortly afterward. WNBC in
New York, the NBC owned -and -operated
station, had a "hand- built" stereo
modulator and was testing stereo transmission in the early morning hours.
All this time "The Tonight Show" was
being recorded in the sum /difference format in Burbank but not being broadcast
in stereo. Word leaked out that ABC was
planning to broadcast the opening
ceremonies of the 1984 Olympic Games
being held in Los Angeles on its owned
and operated station, KABC.
NBC, not wanting to be upstaged, decided to run one of "The Tonight Shows"
that was being mixed in stereo on WNBC
in New York. The program was fed out of
"The Tonight Show" studio through a
"patched -up" satellite system to New York,
where it aired on WNBC. Doc Severinsen
made a special announcement at the
beginning of the program about this "first"
network broadcast of MTh stereo. On July 26, 1984, NBC beat ABC with stereo by
two days.
It was soon evident that to continue
mixing "The Tonight Show" on the old
console would compromise the stereo.
New control rooms were to be constructed
for the studio 1 and 3 complex, but that
was several years down the road. The interim solution was to add another mixing

console to supplement the existing console. (See Photo 3.) Extensive outboard
gear such as compressors, gates, better
equalizers, digital delays, pitch shifters and
more reverb devices were installed in
racks adjacent to the main console. (See
Photo 4.) The console selected was a
Soundcraft 800 B, 24x8x2. (See Photo 5.)
All inputs, outputs and insert points
were brought out to added patch panels
installed in the racks that house the outboard equipment. Timing of all this new
equipment was to coincide with the first
broadcast, July 23, 1985, of "The Tonight
Show" in full -time stereo. Maintaining
tolerances in the sum -and -difference format proved in tests to be too difficult for
day -to-day operations, and discrete left and
right recording methods were adapted.
"Best of Carson" reruns, however, were
regularly decoded and aired in stereo for
the first time.

faders on the left side and the remainder
in front of the mixer. (See Photo 6.) The

monitor/computer /output section

is

followed by eight stereo faders.
In addition, all of the short (monitor)
faders directly above the long faders have
external pre-amps so that they can be used
for submixing. Two SSL mini-mixers, consisting of 18 inputs and four stereo outputs,
occupy the left half of the extended left wing area. The main console has 40 fader
inputs with 4 -band EQ, compression and

gating on each input; 40 small fader inputs for premixing; and 36 inputs to the
two mini-mixers. Most of the recently purchased peripheral equipment used in the
old control room (extra gates, EQ, corn pressors, DD[:s, etc.) is also being installed.
The audio control room is approximately 25'x23: Acoustical design of all the new
NBC control rooms is by Chips Davis, and
he recommended and supervised the construction of the rooms and air conditioning. The console sits in front of four large

The
Essential

The new stereo console
The new control rooms for studios 1 and
3 occupy a recently completed building
addition fronting on Alameda Street. This
building stretches the entire length of the
two studios and was designed exclusively for control rooms and a new studio 1
lobby and audience holding area. The second floor houses "The Tonight Show" of-

Tools.

On July 26, 1984, NBC
beat ABC with stereo by

two days.

new equipment, including
cameras, switchers, monitors and audio
equipment, is being installed in these control areas.
The new audio console is again the SSL
6000 video production console equipped
with the Total Recall computer. Many of
the studios at NBC have rotating shows
and different people are assigned to mix,
as needed. With Total Recall it is possible
to take an electronic "snapshot" of all settings of the console modules (fader
assignments, reverb send levels, EQ settings, etc.) and record them on floppy disk.
When the same show returns to the
studio, this information is read back from
the disk and gives the mixer a color
graphic representation on a video monitor
of each fader module and where every
control was set when the data were
recorded. This computer notepad
simplifies setup of ongoing shows that
move from studio to studio.
For ease of operation, the console is configured in an "I: shape, with the first 16
fices. All

GML PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER
The analog equalization reference standard.

GML MICROPHONE PRE -AMP
Two or four channel, high-resolution, discrete, bipolar circuitry.

GML FADER AUTOMATION SYSTEM
Fast, reliable, and accurate. Outstanding flexibility and
functionality. The only choice in an open architecture system.

GEORGE MASSENBURG LABS

There is no comparison.
1517

20th Street. Santa Monica. California 90404 213/453 -5350 FAX 213/453 -3031
Circle (29) on Rapid Facts Card

appear on the control room patch panel.
Built into the patch panel is a custom made Jensen transformer microphone splitting system. Each of the 48 inputs has
a loop- through to pass phantom power
from the audio console. Each has two
secondary outputs-one designated for
feeds to the PA console and the other for
feeds to the foldback or monitor console.
There is also a +4 input, which is padded

Photo

7. Music

room adjacent to main audio control room, with 15 NAB stereo cart machines

and a Studer mixer.

to mic level for splitting of line level feeds.
A total of 48 tie trunks run from the
audio console patch panel to the PA console at the rear of the studio. Two loopthrough connectors allow these lines to appear at panels on either side of the studio
if a different PA console location is
needed. The same is true for the 48 trunks
to the foldback console. They normally
terminate in front of the audience area
where the foldback mixer is located; but
by using the loop -through connectors, the

trunks can appear on either side wall as
needed.
At this time, "The Tonight Show" is

Tonight Show
Microphone List
Trumpets, trombones and saxes:
Milab DC 96.
Drums:
Kick: EV RE-20.
Snare: Countryman !soMax C.
High -hat: Scheops CMC 5/MK 4
Rack toms (2): Scheops CMC
5/MK 4.
Floor tom: Scheops CMC 5/MK 4.
Overhead (2): Milab DC 96.
Piano: Crown cardioid PZM.
Rhodes: Direct, Audiotek DB1
with Jensen transformer.
Bass: Direct, Audiotek DB1 with
Jensen transformer.
Guitar: Direct, Audiotek DB1 with
Jensen transformer.
Doc Severinsen: RCA 77 DX.
Johnny Carson: AKG 414 EB P48.
Ed McMahon: Shure SM 63.
Boom mics (2): Scheops CMC
4/MK 41.
Vocal mics: Sennheiser 431.
Additional microphones:
Neumann KM 88; Sennheiser 416,
421, 441 and 816; AKG 45a; RCA 77
D; Scheops assorted Collette series
and plate mics; Milab DC 96 and
DC 63; Altec M 51 tube mic; Countryman IsoMax C and B.
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video monitors and two UREI 813 C
speaker systems. Boulder 500 power
amplifiers drive the main speakers. Two
small Auritone cubes are mounted on the
meter bridge for TV-type monitoring. A
separate switching bus of the Grass Valley
300 switcher is installed in the audio console enabling the mixer to "punch up" any
of the video feeds on a separate video
monitor.
Behind the console are five low racks,
which contain the patch panel and some
of the outboard equipment. All the SSL
consoles have their internal patch points
integrated into the main patch area and
are not above the producer's desk. The
three racks of patch rows contain 3,360
mini TRS patch points
rather large
number for a broadcast control room!
Adjacent to the audio control room is
another room designated the Music Room.
(See Photo 7.) This room has 15 stereo
NAB cart machines and a Studer stereo
mixer. Tie lines are available for the Otari
MTR -90 24-track tape machines, which
can be used for recording split-outs from
the audio console. A small announce
booth is in the corner for voice -over
recordings.
Eight broadcast service panels are
mounted around the studio itself -two at
either end of the studio and three on each
of the two side walls. Each one of these
panels has 24 microphone inputs as well
as numerous high-level trunks, power
amplifier lines to drive speakers, intercommunications and video tie -trunks. Twenty additional mic lines terminate at various
locations in the grid for boom-drops and
applause mics. More than 225 mic lines

-a

1988

recorded on four 1-inch tape machines.
There are two sets of stereo lines leaving
the studio -regular and emergency. Three
of the tape machines record from the
regular line and one records from the
emergency line. The regular line is fed a
composite stereo feed. The emergency
line gets band only until after Ed
McMahon has introduced the guests and
says, "Heeeere's Johnny:' At that time, the
emergency line is switched from the bandonly feed to the composite feed. If one of
the scheduled guests does not appear on
the show, this band music is edited into
the spot where Ed billboards the name of
the "bumped" guest. Since all four tape
machines have the same time code, it
makes for a simple edit.

The transition
NBC will carry the 1988 Olympic Games

from Seoul, South Korea, this September.
"The Tonight Show" will be pre-empted,
and the move into the new control room
complex is to be completed at that time.
The first show from the new area will be
Monday, Oct. 3. Plans are now being completed for a smooth transition to the new
facilities.
In a way, I'm really going to miss the old
control rooms and equipment. They
served faithfully for many years. When I
recently visited NBC in New York, I could
feel the ghosts of the past. Here, as well
as there, TV history was made. And I am
still in awe of the enormously creative
pioneering efforts made by so many during those early years of live television.
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FULL -DIMENSIONAL TRANSPARENT ACCURATE IMAGING
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Dallas

Flim & the BB's
in Concert
By David Scheirman

Precision microphones and dual -channel signal analysis help
make live sound "as good as the record:'

. - --

_

Figure 2. The Ordway's Main Ha!! can accommodate 1,815 persons, and features several high
balconies.

In the early

1970s, a group of musical
friends regularly met to jam at a small
nightclub in Minneapolis. At the same
time, 3M technicians were working on the
research and development of that company's first digital audio recorder. Sometimes,
the technicians would invite the musicians
into the plant to play live music through
the newly developed audio circuits.
In 1978, a collaborative effort resulted
in a direct-to-digital recording, using a prototype machine. Then, in 1982, producer
Tom Jung invited the group to do a com-

pact disc project for the newly formed
DMP label (Digital Music Products). Released in 1983 and entitled "Tricycle;' the
resulting CD was attributed to a mysterious group, Flim & the BB's. It received
Audio magazine's award for jazz compact
disc of the year.
Because of the group's use of musical
passages that offered an exceptionally
wide dynamic range, the disc became a
standard favorite of many sound system
technicians and was often used to demonstrate stereo equipment by in -store
David Scheirman is RE/F's live sound consulting editor and
is president of Concert Sound Consultants, Julian, CA.

Figure

1.

Exterior view of the Ordway Music Theatre, St. Paul, MN, site of the Flim & The BB's concert.

salespeople. It was also used extensively
at pro sound industry events.
With the CD earning so much praise,
many people began to wonder about Flim
& the BB's. Were they actually a band?
Where would they be appearing in concert? Stumbling across a Flim & the BB's
concert was no easy task. In the six years
that have passed since the recording of
"Tricycle;" the group's live appearances
can almost be counted on one hand.
"We all have our own projects going,
and much of our work takes place in the
recording studio," says drummer Bill Berg
(one of the BB's, along with keyboardist
Billy Barber, plus bassist Jimmy "Flim"
Johnson and saxophonist Dick Oatts).
"Getting us all together in one place at one
time is quite a feat. I guess we've averaged
about one concert a year, you could say!"
[Editor's note: The group has scheduled a
rare concert appearance in Los Angeles
to coincide with the fall AES convention.]
Live at the Ordway
The most recent live event took place
in June at the Ordway Music Theatre in
St. Paul, MN. (See Figure 1.) Because the
group members had met and lived in St.
Paul in the past, the idea of a hometown
concert was appealing, particularly in light
of the fact that the group's latest recording
("Neon ") featured three of the musicians'
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fathers. A cut titled "Fathers And Sons"
gives us a clue. Bill Barber Sr. played
acoustic piano, Cliff Johnson (Flim's father)
played acoustic bass and Jack Oatts played
alto saxophone. "The Dads" agreed to participate in the live concert at the Ordway
Music Theatre. Regularly used by the Minnesota Orchestra and the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, the Ordway's main hall is
a well-equipped multipurpose facility with
a proscenium stage and 1,815 seats in an
audience area that features several high
balconies. (See Figure 2.)
Completed in December 1984 with a
$45 million construction budget, the Ordway Music Theatre's grand opening took
place on Jan. 1, 1985. Since then, the facility has hosted a wide variety of music and
dance events. The theater's in -house
sound system, designed by consultant Jim
Gundlach through Lawrence Kirkegaard
& Associates, handles most events that
take place at the Ordway. It was installed
by AVC Systems of Minneapolis.
"There are at least 60 dates a year that
we use nearly all of our available sound
gear for musical concerts," says Jim Pfitzinger, the theater's sound department
head. "We have something going on here
several days a week, but not every show
requires full sound reinforcement. We
have quite a classical musical schedule;
there are perhaps 200 classical dates, but

1988

at least half of those need no sound system

at all:'
Pfitzinger notes that the sound department is required to respond to the needs
of many different types of musical performances. "For the big bands, things are
pretty simple. They usually need about
three monitor mixes and a little bit of
reverb on the vocalists. Nothing complex
there:'
Country music shows also make use of
the Ordway. `Another concert room in
town recently closed down, and we are
picking up those bookings now" Pfitzinger
says. "For those shows, we rent a monitor
board, a power distribution system and
stage stacks, and a few outboard effect
devices. We are starting to get more complex shows in here, where they want maybe eight stage mixes. So, we have to find
rental items when a show is booked in to
use house sound. Because of the nature
of this facility, rock-oriented performances
are uncommon:'

House sound system
The Ordway's house sound system includes left-, center- and right-cluster arrays
installed over the stage in the proscenium.
These arrays are driven by signals originating in the 32- channel console's output
mix matrix. A total of one dozen 18 -inch
JBL 2245 bass speakers are installed in

vented boxes, and handle audio program
material up to 200Hz. A JBL model 6230
dual -channel power amplifier is bridged
to mono and connected to each driver.
Reproducing lower midrange frequencies in the room is no problem, with a total
of 15 Community Light & Sound M -4 units
installed, five per array. A single channel
of a JBL 6260 amplifier is connected to
each M -4. For frequencies from 2kHz to
12kHz, 15 JBL 2445 compression drivers
(mated with 2380 and 2385 horns) are
available. For high frequencies, 27 JBL
24041-I tweeters units have been included.
"The overhead clusters do a pretty good
job of getting the sound out there, but we
find that some small fill units on stage are
necessary to keep the 'image' of the show
sound in perspective", says Pfitzinger. "I
know that the owners of sound systems
in public buildings like this prefer to see
everything 'nailed down' and installed, but
some portable speaker units that can be
used in various configurations are essential, in my opinion. It is a real challenge
to do contemporary, popular shows in a
room like this with an installed house
sound system:'
For the Flim & the BB's concert, additional rental sound equipment was

Figure S. Richard Craig, B&K field applications engineer, observes the acoustical response of
the sound system in the room. Meyer CP -/0 parametric equalizer
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Most often, the equalization process for
live sound reinforcement systems includes
the use of broadband pink noise, and this

obtrusive test signal must be used prior
to the audience's entrance into the auditorium. Thus, not only is the annoying
noise required prior to showtime, but the
audience will actually change the acoustical environment, making much of the
previous EQ work less valid.
According to B &K users of such devices
as the 2032, FFT (Fast Fourier Transform)
analysis can give excellent results when
this measurement technique is applied to
the investigation of the acoustical performance of a particular speaker system
in a given room environment.
Traditional '/a- octave measurement devices average the acoustical energy found
within /s- octave band; the high- resolution 2032 accurately depicts the acoustical
energy in very narrow bands (6.25Hz resolution when using the 5kHz range, for example). This analyzer, when combined
with an accurate and versatile parametric
equalizer, enables very fine adjustments
to be made on the sound system while it
is in use during the musical program.
"It is worth our time to bring this equipment out into the field and work with live
music, particularly when the group is so
concerned with audio quality :' says Richard Craig, a field applications engineer for
B &K who lives in Minneapolis. (See Figure

a'

Figure 12. Jimmy Johnson (Flim) adjusts his AMS stereo digital delay.

Figure 11.

A model 4011 directional micro
phone was positioned near the snare drum's top
head and the high hat.

Figure 13.

brought in from Anicom Sound of Minneapolis and Pi Audio/Design. Four subwoofer enclosures were used on stage
along with Meyer UPA -1A boxes. The JBL
Concert Series sub-bass units, each box
loaded with one or two 18 -inch loudspeakers, were driven by JBL 6290 amplifiers
operating in a bridged mono mode. A
Rane crossover was used to supply the
subsystem with an 80Hz low-pass mono
feed, with a selective low-bass mix obtained from an auxiliary send on the
house's Wheatstone /Audioarts mixing con-

3M, with Tom Jung. I've

sole. (See Figure 3.)
"When Flim & BB's first began talking

about doing this hometown concert, and
I got involved, my first concern was the
sound reinforcement system here :' says
soundmixer Scott Rivard. Contacted by
the group to handle the live mix for the
concert, Rivard first was exposed to the
musicians seventeen years ago.
"My background is primarily in multitrack recording :" he says. "I got started
when 4-track was evolving. I guess I first
did a session with Jimmy Johnson [Flim]
and Bill Barber in 1970 or 1971. Then, I
worked on the direct -to -disc project for
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A B&K accelerometer was attached to the bottom of the bridge of the acoustic
bass. Note tiny transducer head near fingertip.

been interested

in the group and their music ever since :'
Currently, Rivard is a partner in a
24 -track facility [74th St. Studio] in Minneapolis, and is technical director for Minnesota Public Radio. He has been responsible for the audio on "A Prairie Home
Companion" with Garrison Keillor.
"In checking out the system here at the
Ordway, I felt that we'd really be fine in
terms of the primary sound reinforcement

system, but I was concerned about reproducing the low bass, so we've added this
auxiliary system :' Rivard says. "My other
concern was the input to the system. I really wanted to get things as clean as
possible.
"We've had some real help from Bruel
& Kjaer on this production; because the
group used B &K microphones to record
their music, we've gone ahead and obtained the same devices for the live show
here. Bruel & Kjaer also has been using
Flim & the BB's as something of a 'field test' project, so for this concert, they
brought in the Model 2032 FFT dual -channel signal analyzer to look at the system's
response in the room:' (See Figure 4.)

1988

5.)

"We learn a bit more about how effective this measurement process can be
each time we use it," he says. "Dual-channel FFT analysis has been used by engineers and scientists for many years for
research and development in a wide variety of industrial fields; applying a known
technology to the concert scene has
proved to be exciting for us."
During the band's sound check in the
main hall of the Ordway, Craig observed
the sound system's acoustical response in
the room. A few room resonances were
obvious, along with some "holes" in the
sound. (See Figure 6.) Some initial equalization adjustments were made with a
Meyer CP-10 complementary -phase parametric equalizer. (See Figure 7.) After filter
adjustments were completed, another
room -sound analysis showed the extent to
which these anomalies had been corrected. (See Figure 8.) Throughout this process, the band was performing live music
on stage, and no test signal was audible.
The music was the test signal.
People not familiar with this method of
system /room equalization are often curious about the validity of these measurements. Isn't the music (and thus the test
signal) different at every instance during
the process? What about background
noise such as audience applause?

To get around these potential problems,
system operators average several sets of
data, which help to eliminate the random
time-varying signals. The 2032 also provides the system operator with the ability to check measurement reliability by
looking at the coherence function. A low
coherence reading means that measurements are not valid and further averaging
should be performed. [For more information on this subject see "Acoustic Measurment Techniques for Sound System Equalization" in the June issue.]

Stage instrumentation
With only four musicians on stage in a

contemporary jazz format, Flim & the
BB's typically has minimal microphone input requirements. With the addition of
"The Dads" for the Minneapolis concert,
several additional instruments were on
stage, but the entire ensemble still required less than 24 stage lines to the mixing console. Of these, a total of 13 were
open microphones, with the balance being direct inputs. All microphones used
were B &K 4000 series microphones. (See
Figure 9.)
"Traditionally, omnidirectional microphones have not worked well for live
sound technicians, particularly when a full
rhythm section is involved," says B &K's
Adrian Weidmann. "This has been perhaps more a function of the frequency response characteristics of those omni
mics used in the past, rather than the
omni -directional pickup pattern of the mic
itself. The 4000 units used here, such as
the 4003 and 4007, are prepolarized condenser units, and they have a great ability to handle high peak sound pressure levels. For example, the 4007 can take 155dB
before clipping its internal pre -amplifier
system."

Drums and percussion
Drummer Bill Berg's kit, located center
stage, was picked up with only four microphones: a 4007 for the kick drum, a
unidirectional 4011 for the snare /high hat,
and a pair of 4003s for the toms. (See Figure 10.) One 4003 was positioned between
the 8 -inch and 10 -inch toms; another was
located near the floor tom.
"I really enjoy the sound I can get from
smaller toms:' says Berg. "These are a
suspended -mount and have a cushioned
metal frame, with rubber grommets so the
drum is attached by the frame instead of
the drum shell. I'm using a 12 -inch floor
tom here; I often also use a 14 -inch, but
didn't have room to bring it with me on
the plane!" (See Figure 11.)
A pair of 4011s, with console inputs
panned to the left and right, was positioned over the hand percussion table, located near the drum set.
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Bass
Flim's Alembic 5- string bass was enhanced with an AMS dmx 15 -80S stereo
digital delay, located onstage. (See Figure
12.) An active direct input box from Simon
Systems with power supply received left
and right summed signals from the Alembic 1N -2 input module /power supply unit.
The output of the AMS was padded down
to guitar level, and mixed with the pad-

ded dry level out from the IN -2. The DI's
output went straight to the house mixing
console, and Johnson monitored his own
playing through a foldback speaker
onstage.
"It's a pretty odd way to wire it up, but
it works well for me:' says Johnson. "I can
carry this setup with me easily on the
plane. I tend to travel light. I do have a
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Figure 9. Microphone
Input
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

list.

Function

Mic

Kick
Snare /hat
Toms/cymbals
Fl. Tom /cymbal
Percussion
Percussion
Acoustic Bass
Electric Bass L
Electric Bass R
Sax, Alto (Dad)
Sax, Alto and Tenor
Sax, soprano
WX7 Yamaha (wind)
Piano Low
Piano High
Synthesizer
Synthesizer
Synthesizer
Synthesizer
Synthesizer
Synthesizer
Vocal
Vocal

4007
4011

4003
4003
4011
4011

Accelerometer
DI

Dl
4006, modified
4007, modified
4007
Dl

4003
4003
Dl
Dl
DI
DI
DI

Dl
4011
4011

couple of bass rigs with speaker cabinets
to take with me on the road, but when you
stop and think about it, playing in concert
situations with a large, full -range PA system gives you the chance to use the PA
for your bass rig. If you have a separate
amp and speaker on stage that's just for
you, but it can clutter up the stage sound
as well. I like to rely on the main system:'
Johnson's father played a vintage upright acoustic bass that was equipped with
a Bruel & Kjaer "accelerometer" (a precisely calibrated, pressure- sensitive transducer used in critical acoustical measurement applications). Mounted beneath the
wooden bridge, the tiny transducer head
was pointed at the instrument's body. (See
Figure 13.)
"So far as we know, this is the first time
this transducer has been used for the digital recording of a musical instrument like
this;" says Weidmann. "This was the unit
that Tom Jung found really satisfied him
during the recording of `Neon. "

Keyboards
Billy Barber's grand piano (for the Minneapolis concert, a 7 -foot Baldwin) received a pair of 4003 microphones. (See
Figure 14.) The pair of mics was factorymatched with respect to frequency re-

sponse, phase response and sensitivity
(within 1dB). B &K's 3530 A-B stereo microphone mount held the matched pair
above the strings. In addition to the grand
piano, electronic keyboards were also in
use.
"They're getting closer, but the various
electronic keyboards still haven't replaced
the acoustic piano:' says Barber. "Not even
the Kurzweil. You're talking about a lot of
digital information to accurately reproduce all the subtle nuances of a grand
piano:'

Saxophones
Dick Oatts' saxophone was equipped
with a modified 4007 mic element, removed from the microphone case and suspended in front of the instrument's bell.
(See Figure 15.)
"The omni mic cartridge gives us higher
sound quality;' says Oatts. "It works really well for my tenor sax. For the alto sax,
I am playing into a modified capsule from
a 4007, with a measurement microphone
pre-amp. Putting just the mic element at

Figure 3. Soundmixer Scott Rivard at the facility's 32-channel
Audioarts/Wheatstone mixing console.
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the saxophone gets the weight and mass
of the rest of the mic unit away from the
instrument, so I have a lot of freedom as
I am playing.
"I've really been happy with the way the
instruments are sounding now. The soprano sax, though, can present an interesting challenge. You can't just put the mic
down in the bell because the sound radiates from the body of the instrument in

that frequency range:'

STAGE LIP

STAGE LIP

For the second alto sax, played by Dick's
father, Jack Oatts, a 4006 (with 16mm capsule) was used. (See Figure 16.)
"The outputs are slightly different for
the 4006 and the 4007;" says Weidmann.

"The 4006 has a bit more output and is
more directional. Having two instruments
playing together live, with the two different units, gives us a good chance to compare them to each other:'
On some selections, Oatts also performed with a Yamaha WX7 electronic
wind instrument.
Although Flim & the BB's perform instrumental jazz, a pair of vocal microphones were placed onstage for announcements and acknowledgments. A
4011 was used for this purpose. A directional microphone with a 19mm-diameter
element, this cardioid mic is transformer less and will accept a 158dB peak soundpressure level before clipping.

Mixing the show
During soundcheck, soundmixer Scott
Rivard took care to locate the optimum
position for each microphone on stage,
and mic pre -amp sensitivities were set. As
the sound of each instrument was "dialed
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Figure 10. Stage chart.

in;' it became apparent that the input to
the sound system was extremely clean.
Between numbers, every tiny move of the
drumsticks and each squeak of the piano
stool was audible throughout the audience
area, testifying to the sensitive mics and
high system gain potential.
"We're working with pretty low monitor
levels on stage, so as to not contaminate
the house sound any more than neces-

sary," Rivard says. "If too much reinforced
sound is present, it will really be evident
in the mix, particularly on the drum

sound:'
Because Flim & the BB's is primarily a
recording studio group, no effort was
made to make a critical live recording of
the concert.
"I'm running a cassette tape recording,
of course, for the group to listen to after
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Figure 4. The Bruel

&

Kjaer model 2032 dual-channel FFT signal analyzer.

A B&K microphone element was removed from the mic housing and suspended in
front of the saxophone's bell.

Figure 15.

the show," Rivard says. "Doing a live recording for commercial purposes is not
really a priority, though. And, the EQ I'm
using for the house mix is somewhat inappropriate for doing a recording. Because
the available console does not have extra
outputs to do a separate record mix, I'm
not really concerned about documenting
the show as much as I am attempting to
let the audience receive the same impact
from the live show as they do from hearing the recorded product at home:'
Before the event, I found myself thinking that I did not envy Rivard his appointed task of attempting to interface a
small stage- stacked system with a permanently installed house system, even one
that was apparently capable in terms of
room coverage and headroom. Many installed cluster -type systems are cornpromise design projects that are meant to
serve many functions, and just do not
work well for all contemporary musical
events. With a live concert on tap that was
of such a critical nature with regard to
audio quality, I was eager to witness the
attempt to present the group's music live.
The excessive amount of attention that
had been paid to microphone selection
and placement, and to system equalization, paid off. While this particular setup
would probably have been much more difficult to use if the level of the program
material had been higher, I felt that this
group's jazz format worked quite well in
the Ordway Music Theatre.
Jim Pfitzinger agreed. "It sounds best in
here when we have an act on stage that
doesn't expect to get 115dB coming out
of the stage monitors:' he says. "In this
room, too much stage sound washes out
the audience mix, and nobody hears anything but noise:'
This particular concert event proved to
be a success. It was an interesting chance
to see what sort of results can be expected
by a musical group when relying primarily
on a permanent in -house sound system at
a performing arts center. For many acts
that do not travel on a regular basis, or
do not tour with a consistent production
package, this approach to concert sound
can work very well if special attention is
paid to detail.
Microphones and signal processing gear
can be compact enough to be carried with
guitars and other band gear on an airplane; such specialized equipment as detailed here can make the difference between a mediocre event and a memorable
one.
Photos by David Scheirman.

Figure 14.

A ,patched pair of 4003 microphones were suspended above the piano strings
(lid set on short stick).
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Figure 16. Mic element used for saxophone
pickup rests against sheet music; key shown for
scale.
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This article has been written with reader interest and education in mind. The mention of specific brands of manufactured sound equipment is not to be taken as an endorsement by the author, RE/P or Intertec Publishing.

Producer Interview;
Patrick Leonard
By Jeff Burger

In six years, Pat Leonard has gone from being Chicago studio

musician to one of the top -selling record producers in the
world.

Madonna. Bryan Ferry. Peter Cetera.
Julian Lennon. Jody Watley. Kenny Log gins. Hiroshima. Fee Waybill. Christopher
Cross. Carly Simon.
What do these artists have in common
other than being consistent chart -toppers?
Production by Patrick Leonard. And
almost every one of those relationships
also includes co- writing credits.
Just six years ago, Leonard was working the Chicago jingle jungle while honing his songwriting and production chops.
The opportunity that shifted his musical
endeavors into high gear was his role as
keyboardist on the Jackson's 1984 "Victory" tour. The biggest stepping stone of
his career presented itself the following
year in the form of musical director for
Madonna's "Virgin" tour. That relationship
blossomed, as he found himself co- writing
and co-producing six songs on Madonna's
album "True Blue:'
After working on the scores for "At
Close Range" and "Nothing In Common :'
Leonard garnered BMI's award for Most
Performed Motion Picture Song of 1987 for
"Live To Tell :' Next came the production
and co-writing of Bryan Ferry's 1987 "Bete
Noire" LP, and numerous writing credentials for other artists.
Last fall, Leonard opened his own
private studio, Johnny Yuma Studios, Burbank, CA, to fill his production needs.
While the live micing areas are certainly
respectable, the main attraction is a
MIDI /keyboard production center behind
the traditional engineering station. A
custom MIDI patchbay provides access to
approximately 150 MIDI outlets located
around the facility. A bank of synthesizers
and drum machines line the rear wall, all
Jeff Burger is RE/P's computer consulting editor and is the
president of Creative Technologies in Los Angeles.

controllable from Leonard's master
keyboard /sequencing station.
This custom world (complete with
weight room, sauna, entertainment center
and security parking) has become a comfortable second home for Peter Cetera and
Julian Lennon while creating their new
albums. Up next: you guessed it, another
Madonna LP.

RE /P:

To what do attribute your success?
PL: It's the old 15 -year instant success
story. There are a lot of things that people attribute success to. A lot of people will
say it's luck or being at the right place at
the right time and having the talent to
back it up. But I've always done just one
thing and I'm still doing it -1 write songs
and record music. That's what I attribute
it to. I've always been a writer. I've never
done other people's songs.
I've always thought that creative work
was my strongest thing. Whether it's an
artist looking for a producer or songwriter
looking for a partner or a person looking
for overdubs, they know that when they
call me, they're going to get something

creative. If they want something that's
generic, don't call me because I don't
know how to do that.

RE/P: Is there anything in particular that
helped you make that transition from
player/writer to producer?
PL: It was sort of a natural thing. Artists
were paying a lot of money to other producers and then looking me in the eye and
saying "the demo was a lot better!"
Obviously, "True Blue" didn't hurt. Doing those songs and that record with her
[Madonna] happened because she said,
"Oh, yeah, this will definitely be better if
we do it together than if we get some
other producer to do it :' From that, I

started collaborating with other people.
The nice thing for me is that the records
don't resemble one another. The Bryan
Ferry album sounds completely different
from Madonna's album. Peter Cetera's
album has nothing to do with those other
two and Julian's is a street rock 'n' roll
record.
It's coming from different backgrounds.
It's loving Jethro Tull, Led Zeppelin, Chick
Corea, the Beatles.

RE/P: What differences do you find in
working with such a wide variety of
artists?
PL: Because they're all complete artists,
it's a relationship based on who they are
as people, and who you are. If you don't
give them room to be who they are, it's
over real quick. I'm just letting them be
who they are and finding out what I need
to do -what they need from me.
It's easy to do with somebody like Julian
because he came to me with finished
material. I said, "OK, I see what you're trying to do with this and I think I know what
we need to do to make it happen. He's
very soft in his approach. Peter, on the
other hand, is much more direct in terms
of ideas and says "I hate it" or "I love it"
or "Let's try this:'
Bryan is much more esoteric, so the approach is not direct. Once I saw that he
doesn't approach things directly, I learned
not to approach them directly. I don't say,
"We need to do this:' I just sort of let it
evolve. It's much less focused music, but
that's Bryan Ferry. He's unlike Madonna,

who is very focused. That's just the way
she is.

RE/P: How do you select the songs for a
record?
PL: By feel. By what
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myself. As things go along, it depends on
the project. For the live rhythm section on

Julian's project, I didn't even play
keyboards. I brought in a keyboard player
because I didn't want any responsibilities
except listening. I didn't want to deal with
my part and my sound. I wanted to listen
to the whole thing. So, on that record I
didn't really do any engineering at all.
With Peter's album, I engineered all of
the basic tracks that he and I recorded in
the writing stages. Then I brought in a different engineer to do the drums, a different engineer to do the tracking and a
different engineer to mix. This was done
because each engineer had a different
forte.

RE /P: Are you picky about monitors?

record, my wife and went of vacation and
I had his demos. I kept playing them in
the car and she'd say, "I like that one" or
"I don't care for that one very much:' I
listened to what she said, put it together
with what I thought and what I could see
past what the demos presented and came
home with a list. I said to Julian, "Out of
the 20 you played me, I think we should
cut these eight:' He agreed and what he
didn't agree with, he didn't mention until
we got into it.
We started recording and working with
the songs I had selected, and on a couple
of them we said, "It ain't happening:' So,
we tried doing a couple of the other songs
I hadn't picked in a different way, and they
worked.
1

RE /P: Some producers will purposely pad
the hit songs on a record with lesser songs
that make the hits stand out, while others
seem to go for as many hits as possible.
What's your approach?
PL: I don't look at it that way. I hope that
we have singles and usually we do. With
Bryan Ferry, I thought we had singles, but
felt that radio just wasn't going to play
them no matter what they were. It's a
shame that really good creative music
doesn't get past Debbie Gibson, Tiffany or
Run DMC -and if you want a list I've got
one! We just hope there are singles, but
I would never ever try to do an album that
was just singles. With Madonna, for example, that wasn't what we were trying to do.
We were just writing songs and recording
them.
I'm not a singles producer and I don't
get called for that. There are people who
do that and that's what you expect from
them. Not that there's anything wrong
with that. I just don't see myself that way,
and I don't want that pressure on me.
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RE/P: Do you do all your work here at
Johnny Yuma now?
PL: Other than mixing, I do everything
here. There are no limitations as far as my

record making. It's the room I wanted, I
built it the way I wanted, it sounds the way
I wanted it to sound, and the gear is wired
and set up the way I wanted it to be. This
is pretty much my home. I had the studio
in my house before, so I knew what I didn't
want and what gave me a hard time there.

RE/P: Where do you mix?
PL: I leave that up to the engineer. The
first day of a mix, we go in and get
oriented. This is what this project sounds
like in this studio. I always feel it's best that
we're all there for the first mix, even if we
sit in the lounge and watch TV most of
the time, just so we get used to what the
music is going to sound like in a different

PL: Yeah, I've gone through so many
things. I have a shelf in the storeroom here
with 10 sets of expensive speakers. Like
a lot of other people, I keep trying to find
the missing link and it doesn't happen. A
set may be OK for six months, then I
realize there's something about them I just
don't like.
The last speakers I had were KRKs
handmade by some guy here in town [Los
Angeles]. I loved them, but they're so big
that I can't use the big speakers when
they're set up. The engineer I did Bryan's
album with uses a combination of an
Auratone and a Radio Shack speaker
hooked together in series.
There's absolutely no reason why they
should sound any good at all, but if you
get things to sound good on them, it really translates brilliantly! [Editor's note: For
more information on setting up small
speakers in series, see "Close Field
Monitoring" by Jeff Blenkinsopp in the
May issue.] I go through phases of speaker
fanaticism where I'm pulling my hair out
trying to find the speaker of my dreams,

room.
That way, we don't come in for the first and I wind up with Yamaha NS-10s every
time and the engineer says, "Here's the time.
mix, it's finished:' He may have been
working for two days and we say, "What RE/P: What are you using for larger
is this?" The first day in a new environ- speakers?
ment is so disorienting.
PL: UREI 813C with Boulder power and
While I'm back at my studio working on White EQ.
something else, the mix engineer will send
DATs over from the other studio when he
RE /P: Do you see things through the
feels he's at the right point for us to listen. mastering phase?
The artist and I will make a bunch of notes PL: At some point, mastering becomes
and send them back or call or go over sort of a gray area for me, because
there, depending on how critical it is. I nowadays you're mixing to digital, and
don't need to be there for all the mixing, you're not so concerned with cutting a lacespecially if it's the same engineer that quer disk anymore. Lacquers are tough
recorded the tracks.
because you need to EQ a lot, change
levels, compress and de -ess to get it right
RE/P: Do you do any engineering for vinyl.
yourself?
Other than that, get them to CD and
PL: For the writing stages, which is where leave my tapes alone. The engineer I'm
a lot of the stuff gets recorded, I do all the using now puts an EQ across the 2 -mix
engineering myself. It's just the artist and bus, so when we're mixing, he's EQing the
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overall track anyway -and doing kind of
what might be done in mastering. It seems
to work real well.

RE /P: It looks like you're fond of DATs.
PL: DAT is such an amazing format. I don't
use cassettes at all. DATs at home, in my
car and here in the studio. It's also great
for field work -samples and that type of

thing.
Cassettes are so inconsistent. Judging
mixes from cassettes is so ludicrous,
especially considering everything's going
to CD anyway. By next year don't think
records will even exist.
That's the pain in the ass about making
records-the records themselves. Albums
are terrible. Plus they're dusted at the
manufacturing plant. They have this fine
powder that is put on the record to keep
the surface noise down and make it go into the sleeve faster -so they can run the
machines faster. The dust also cuts off
everything above about 12kHz because all
the high end is at the bottom of the groove
and that fills up with dust. On the records
make, call up the plant and say "You
dust my records and I'll be down there
with a shotgun!"
I

I

I

RE /P: Let's chronicle the evolution of a
project start to finish.
PL: We typically lay SMPTE time code first
with a 2 -bar count -off starting at 20
seconds. Then I usually use an SBX -80 running a drum machine with a sidestick

sound because it's easier to play to than
a metronome going "dink -dink-dink." It
depends. I'm seriously thinking of trying
the next Madonna album with a rhythm
section and no click. Tape rolling...good,
here we go...count one, two, three, four.
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RE /P: It also sounds like you're still fond
of your Minimoog for bass.
PL: Yes. I have a really good bass patch
on the Super Jupiter that we used on just
about everything on the Madonna record.
We would blend it with different things
and EQ it differently to make it appropriate for each song. But it would never

stay stable- sometimes you'd get OVU
levels, sometimes -3 or -6, and then
you'd see it come back up. I have since had
my Minimoog MIDIed. Now the Super
Jupiter bass patch has dust on it.
The Minimoog is consistent -it never
dips. I was in search of the ultimate bass
sound for the past few years and now that
the Minimoog's up and running again,

that's it.

We can always erase it. I think people are
starved, by about now, to hear people

playing music.

RE/P: What's next?
PL: The usual is to start writing the songs
and do them as sort of drum
machine/synth /MIDI demos-putting the
stuff on multitrack. In the case of Madonna, it'll all go down in one day, each with

lyrics and everything.
Once all the material's written, we look
at which songs should stay synth songs
and which ones need to be cut with a
rhythm section. Everything gets real
drums. If it's drum machine stuff, it's in addition to the drummer. I don't use drum
machines even though it sounds like it.
Next, we go through the process of overdubbing whatever's needed.
We'll spend a few days doing guitars.
We'll bring in a guy we like and have him
play on all the songs that are right for him.
Then we'll bring in another guy and do
the same thing. There's never one person
who is good for everything. The lead
vocals and background vocals are next.
Periodically I'll do a synth overdub that
just pops up.
I usually work from three tapes. First is
the master, then you make a multitrack
slave of it bouncing the master material
down to, six tracks on the slave -drums,
guitars, bass, keyboards. The second reel
is for overdubs. I'm a track -eater; I like to
do things in stereo. I also like a lot of little
things going on and I don't like them on
the same track. If you've got two guitar
players and they each do two passes, 24
tracks don't last long. Once the second
tape is full, we make up a third tape, which
is used exclusively for vocals. When we
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go to mix, we take tapes two and three
and bounce them to a digital 32-trackthen mix from the 24 -track analog master
and the 32 -track digital.
The theory is that the first 24 -track

master hasn't been run since the day you
cut it and made the work slave. The stuff
that has been run quite a bit you're
bouncing to digital so that you're not
wearing it out anymore as you're mixing.
And, this way you also have automatic
safeties.

RE/P: What kind of guidelines do you use
when interacting with musicians?
PL: With a drummer I usually say, "Play
this kick pattern, this snare pattern, this
high hat figure, then put fills where you
feel they're appropriate:' The guitarists
and I usually sit together and come up
with a part. It depends on the situation
again. If it's a real rock 'n' roll thing I just
say, "Play and have a good time until you
find something that's killing all of us."
Sometimes I just say, "Play anything you
want to play front to back, five tracks,
thank you, goodbye;' and then we comp
it together. It just depends on the kind of
feel that's needed. If it's loose rock 'n' roll,
then I don't tell anybody what to do. If I
want something esoteric, I might have 10
people play what they think without telling them and then pick a note from this
guy and a note from that guy, etc. Then
you listen to it and say, "What is that ?"
That's the Bryan Ferry school; you don't
even know what you're hearing. That's
because it isn't anything that was done by
any one person. It's something that was
done by a lot of people, so there are a lot
of thoughts flowing in and out of each
other.
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RE /P: Do you have any other favorite
pieces of gear?
PL: Yeah, I love the TC 2290 digital
delay /chorus/sampler. I have two of them
linked together in stereo with a fast trigger modification and 22 seconds of sampling in each one. We can fly-in stereo
guitar parts, background vocals...anything.
They have 48kHz sampling rates, so the
frequency response is CD quality. They're
quiet as a mouse, with signal-to -noise of
100dB and the trigger time is around 4s.
They're amazing.
They save us a lot of time with
background vocals, lead vocals and
doubles. The new Eventide H3000 Ultra Harmonizer is an unbelievable machine,
too. I love the Akai MPC -60 for writing,
sampling and replacing drums. There
might be a little section in a tune where
there's a flam or a long tom -tom fill and
a couple notes are just not quite dead -nuts
on. If you start putting other things around
it, you can really feel the flaws. So we'll
sample the whole kit into the Akai and just
do a running punch. You never hear a
change because the sampling's that good.
It's saved me on a couple things.

RE/P: Let's talk about the role of
machines in the music-making process.
PL: What do you want to know -how
much I love them or how much I hate

them?

RE/P: Both.
PL: That's a difficult one. Philosophically,
I hate them. Technically, I love them.
I

don't think they've done anyone a

favor or helped the state of music-they've
hurt it considerably. That's a very loaded
statement for someone who's made
records with machines for five years. I
don't think there's any reason to listen to
something a machine did more than once
to hear how cleverly it was done because
there's no performance value. It's not a
person doing it, so it's not a performance

in the real sense. Not if it's quantized. Not
if the dynamics have been corrected. Not
if all the note values have been changed
by a computer. Not if you can't make a
mistake. A performance is all those things.
Machines also make it very simple for
anybody to copy anything. All you've got
to be able to do is tap. Bass line, the same
thing. It's giving people who can't really
play the ability to copy what others who

can play are doing. Consequently, the
radio is full of people copying what other
people have done. In that sense, it's bad
and I think it's taken music three giant
steps back. The problem for me is that I
can't listen to mechanical music. I don't
think music is a machine -music is a
person.
The upside is obvious. You have a lot of
people who are really capable of doing
brilliant things because they can get the
stuff down so quickly. Their minds are just
flowing with ideas and, bang, you get
these brilliant arrangements.

RE /P: How do you reconcile all that in
a room full of machines?
PL: I don't use machines to make records.
The sequencers and drum machines are

BIG BOOST
SMALL BOX
._

Only Aerco provides a microphone
preamplifier with world -class performance in a 22 cubic inch package.
The 500 KHz switching power
converter provides standard Phantom power for 12 to 48 Volt microphones and delivers 8to 12 hours of
continuous operation from the
internal 9 Volt batteries. Thenoise
performanceof our nV -f Hz amp
is truly phenomenal. Great quality
at a small price- $429.00

reason they're able to do it. It's all done
on machines, you just do the same program that was used on someone else's last
hit. If you're not even remotely capable
of it, you just use step time. It's a pretty
scary thing.
Does this sound familiar? "You've got
nice legs, so we'll use a drum machine and
sequencers to copy everything that's
already been done, we'll fix your vocals
and you're going to be a big star.' The drag
is that it works because people are listening to the radio saying, "Oh, yeah, I've
heard this before. I relate to that-that's
'that' snare sound I love :' You listen to the
radio and you're digging something and
then about halfway through you realize
you're listening to the snare sound
because the song is terrible. The song isn't
even a song, but the sounds are so good
and so precise that you listen to that. Now,
whether you're going to buy the record
and listen to it again depends on what you
think music is.

I
do use synths on
everything. But I don't use factory sounds.
I do all my own programming so that the
sounds fit the parts.
Sometimes I'll use the Macintosh computer as a tape recorder so that can do
layers of things and hear them without
recording them and maybe have three or
four parts of a synth arrangement all go
to two tracks because they've worked out
individually. Sometimes I'll do a part that
I think needs to be quantized and I will
quantize it. It's not that I can't play it, it's
that I think the quantization is more appropriate musically. In that sense, it's
great. If you want a drum machine sound,
use a drum machine for effect. If you want
drums, use a drummer.

writing tools.

1

RE /P: Do you have real drummers triggering electronic sounds?
PL: On every record. I have trouble with
drum machines and sequencers, not synthesizers. That's mostly because I can't
listen to the radio. I can't take it. There was
an article in last week's Billboard saying
that everybody's copying everything
everyone else is doing and cloning it exactly. What they didn't mention is the

RE/P: Is there anything that we haven't
covered that you'd like to say?
PL: Yeah...wanna buy a Dr. Click?
RE/P
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Glass Apples:
Philip Glass Uses

Macintosh Computers
for Concert
By Rosanne

Soifer

Held in conjunction with the recent New Music Seminar, this
concert marked Apple Computer's official entry into the
music business.

74
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Music and technology continue

to

demonstrate the strength and success of
their marriage in yet another format at
this year's New Music Seminar. On July 19,
Philip Glass' "Music in Twelve Parts" was
"performed," so to speak, via Macintosh
computers. Co- sponsored by Apple Corn puter and Sam Ash Music, the concert officially premiered Apples entry into the
music business.
Says Caroline Donahue, Apple district
sales manager for the New York area, "We
looked at the music market and saw that
the demand for our computers was
already there -we didn't even have to try
creating interest:'
It's no surprise to anyone even remotely connected to music, audio, video, or
recording that computers are increasingly entering our professional lives. RE/P incorporated a regular computer column into its monthly format last March, recognizing the need for those in professional
audio to understand basic computer applications and terminology. The pro audio
community, in terms of computer use, appears to be developing a vertical market.
In other words, all levels of the audio industry are employing computers in some
aspect of their work.
Apple's initial involvement with Philip
Glass seems to substantiate this observation. Says Donahue, "We signed on with
Sam Ash Music to teach them about corn puters and found they knew more than we
did! Most of the sales staff were computer
freaks and MIDI experts. Sam Ash
manager Paul Rice had previously worked with Euphorbia -Philip Glass' production company -and that's how Apple got
involved with him and the New Music
Seminar:'
Glass, incidentally, had been using
Macintosh computers for at least four or
five years, according to his producer Kurt
Munkacsi. Munkacsi, who's been with
Glass since 1971 (they met when he was
working for John Lennon and Yoko Ono
as an engineer) says, "Most studios are a
bit behind the times, probably because it
takes a while to develop really good software. For example, when it first came out,
Mark of the Unicorn (which was used for
the concert) couldn't operate in multiple
time signatures.
"On one hand, automated consoles and
digital delay lines have been around for
a comparatively long time, yet the same
studios using them are not picking up on
using basic computers:'
"Music in Twelve Parts" was composed
between 1971 and 1974 for live performance on conventional instruments.

Rosanne Soifer is
and musician.

a

Brooklyn, NY -based free-lance writer

Because it was originally written in "open
score" (meaning any combination of instruments can be used), the instrumentation is somewhat flexible. The 1974 Virgin
Records recording (scheduled for rerelease later this year) features electric
organs, soprano sax and flute, alto and
tenor sax, and voice.
The July 19 concert demonstrated
another version of the piece, this time arranged for and sequenced with 10
synthesizers.

Technical notes
The music was recorded into the Macintosh using the Mark of the Unicorn Performer 2.3 sequencer software. Says sound
designer Miles Green of Euphorbia Productions, "The computer is capable of
playing all of Michael Goldray's synth
parts, which he had played and recorded
individually:'
All together, four Mac II computers were
used during the reproduction processes.
One of the Mac Ils was linked to two racks
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Digidesign: FX Designer (PCM 70).
Kurzweil: MidiScope.
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and D550 patch editors.

II

MAC II

SOUND
MASTER
SCOPE
MAC

SMPTE

Figure

1. The

Philip Glass Non -semble system configuration.

Synthesizers
Yamaha TX-816.
2 Roland D550s.
2 Oberheim Matrix 6Rs.
2 Oberheim DPX-1s.
2 Akai S900s.
1 Roland MKS -70.
1

Signal processors
2 Lexicon PCM-70s.
2 Alesis MidiVerb Ils.
1 Korg SDD-3300.

of synthesizer modules, which received

the incoming note information and turned
it into sound. In general, the independent
modules are paired to produce a complex
composite synth sound for each of the instruments in the score.
As the piece progressed, Performer
sent patch change and volume commands
to the synth modules, thus changing the
timbres and relative levels of the instruments. For quadraphonic panning effects, several synths were patched into
Megamix
bank of MIDI -controllable
VCAs -which in this application controlled
the feeds to the quad system. Also used

-a
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for quad flash were two Lexicon PCM 70s
set to change their parameter values in
response to MIDI controller information
sent by Performer.
Using computers in pop music for or-

chestrating, sampling, editing and tapeless
recording is becoming fairly commonplace. Now that computers and
classical /non -pop music have discovered
each other, the ramifications for both industries, as well as for the synthesizer assisted live concerts of the classics are
becoming more frequent, and concert
music composed for such combinations as
flute, violin and computer are no longer
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novelties. It may now be up to the pro
audio field to educate both the computer
industry and the classical /non -pop music
community about each others' potential.
Pro audio stands to gain much, both
economically and in terms of good will.
Apple Computer is evidently ready to
enter this market at a rather allegro tempo. Says Donahue, "People are really doing incredible things with some of our
productions."

Photo by Andy Freeberg.

Hands On:

Kurzweil 1000 Series
By Paul D. Lehrman

The 1000 PX is a rack -mount version of the K1OOO sampling
keyboard, containing sounds described as "Kurzweil's
greatest hits;' such as grand piano, orchestral strings, choir

and baritone horn.

When Kurzweil

Music Systems started
delivering the K250 a little more than
three years ago, it caused a tremendous
sensation, followed by equally great controversy. Many who used the multitimbral
orchestral- simulation machine praised its
sound, but loud grumbles arose about
many aspects of its operation.
Paul D. Lehrman is RE/P's electronic music consulting editor
and is a Boston -based producer, electronic musician and

free -lance writer.

It was hard to program new sounds
(very hard if you wanted to do your own
samples); off-loading sounds onto a computer was a tedious and unreliable process; the sequencer was small and clum-

sy; there weren't separate outputs for different instruments; the MIDI implementa-

tion was a disaster and only 12 voices
were available.
Worst of all, the price was almost universally agreed to be too expensive, and
Kurzweil was one of the only American

synthesizer manufacturers in history actually to raise prices after a model's initial
release.
Because of its price, the K250 was attractive to only a couple of markets: the
rich hobbyist with $15,000 to blow on an
elaborate, high-status, high-tech toy and
the well -heeled production or recording
studio with a need for convincing orchestral sounds-at any cost. Over the
years, Kurzweil has addressed many of the
K250's initial problems with software op-
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tions and various add -on devices, but the
instrument is still beyond the reach of
most studios. Competition from companies
like Roland, Korg, Ensoniq and E -mu
Systems is closing the performance gap
quickly.

The 1000 series
The 1000 series is Kurzweil's answer to
the low -cost sampling synthesizers. It
maintains the high quality of the K250's
sounds, offers improved functions for
modifying the sounds, substantially increases the number of available voices and
brings the MIDI implementation out of the
dark ages. And it does all this at one -sixth
the price of the original.
What's missing is the internal sequencer,
which most users will never miss, and the
ability to sample new sounds, which is
probably the most important contributing
factor to the low price.
There are five models in the 1000 series:
the K1000, a full -size keyboard instrument
containing a collection of sounds that can
be described as "Kurzweil's greatest hits,"
such as grand piano, orchestral strings,
choir and baritone horn; the 1000 PX, a
keyboardless rack -mount version of the
K1000; the 1000 SX, a rack -mount that

contains a wide variety of solo and ensemble string sounds; the 1000 HX, a rack mount with brass and saxophone sounds;
and the 1000 GX, a rack -mount with
acoustic and electric guitar sounds. Their
prices range from about $2,000 to $2,600.
Architecturally and operationally, the
five models are essentially identical. Our
review unit was a PX, but most of what
follows applies to the other models as well.

Architecture
The 1000s are a cross between samplers
and wavetable synthesizers. Each unit contains 50 "soundfiles," which are the basic
building blocks of the sounds. A soundfile
can be a sample (actually, most are
multisamples, covering a range of four octaves or more), or it can be a digital
representation of a useful wave, such as
sine or sawtooth. Most of the samples are
present in several variations, such as grand
piano, hard -strike piano and mellow piano,
which give plenty of variety.
The soundfiles reside in ROM, and they
are what differentiate the various models.
They can be changed only by swapping
out or adding chips. Kurzweil has announced an optional upgrade for PX
owners, with the installation of an extra

ROM board (about $500) that will add a
number of new Soundfiles, including flute,

drum kit and Rhodes piano.
When a sound is generated, a soundfile
is passed through a set of effects, such as
chorus and vibrato, and then through a set
of envelope and performance parameters,
much like a conventional synthesizer. The
result is called a "layer." Many of the stock
programs consist of just one layer, but as
many as four layers can be combined into a single program. Because different attack times, transpositions, velocity sensitivities and volume levels can be
assigned to each layer, as well as different
soundfiles and effects, complex split and
layered programs can be created.
There is a price for using multiple layers,
however. The total polyphony of the unit
is proportional to the number of layers
used in each sound. So while the 1000 PX
has 24 voices available for single -layer
sounds, only 12 voices are available for
two -layer sounds, and so forth. (The HX,
SX and GX models start with only 20
voices total.) Some of the effects, such as
chorusing, create an extra "invisible" layer,
so that just using one such effect can cut
the total number of available voices in
half.

REPRINTS
Interested in ordering article reprints out
of this or another issue ?* Reprints can be
excellent learning tools for your technical
staff and great marketing tools for your
sales staff. Call or write Cindy Baker at
Intertec Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212; (913) 888 -4664.
*Minimum order 500 copies.
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Depending on the model, between 100
and 120 programs are provided in ROM,
with 64 slots in non -volatile RAM for user defined programs. (In an unusual approach, Kurzweil varies the size of its programs according to their complexity, and,
thus, it is possible to create programs so
complex that the program RAM is used up
before all 64 slots are occupied.) Because
the number of programs exceeds those
available through MIDI program changes
(128), a software map to assign the internal programs to incoming MIDI program
numbers

is

provided.

The envelope stages
Generally speaking, each sample sound file comes with its own native amplitude
envelope, and when using the samples in
their natural state, these envelopes do not
have to be dealt with at all. However,
envelopes can be imposed on the sound files so that new types of sounds can be
created, and these envelopes can be very
complex.
Up to seven attack segments can be
described, each with a time (10ms to 10s)
and level (0% to 100 %) parameter. At the
end of the attack segments is an Attack
End segment that can be set to sustain,

decay immediately or loop over the
previous segments, either forward or
bidirectionally. The number of segments
that get looped and the number of times
the loop occurs can be specified.
Following the attack segments (unless
Attack End has been set for immediate
decay), up to seven release segments are
available, also programmable for time and
level. At the end of the release segments
is a Release End segment that can also be
set to decay immediately or to loop -but
not to sustain.
After all that is set up, you can modify
the overall attack and release rates in real
time over MIDI or use one of the 1000's
internal control sources, which we'll address later.

Effects
Each layer of a voice can be assigned
one effect. These come in two flavors:
"compiled;" which are factory-preset combinations of delays and LFOs, set up as
vibrato, chorusing, echo and Leslie-type

and "modular," which are
user -definable.
Modular effects let you change a program's sound in real time by specifying
control sources to change various aspects

effects;

i
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appeal.
We are confident that the majority of
our readers appreciate this controlled use of our mailing lists. A fbw
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An envelope generator, for example,
with its rising and falling segments, can
be set up to control the rate of an LFO,
which, in turn, controls pitch modulation,
with the result that the vibrato rate of the
sound evolves over time. Channel pressure
can be sent to a slow LFO and then
negated and sent to a second LFO so that
it creates a phasing effect.
A square wave can be sent to a pitch
modulator and that same square wave
sent to a balance control so that a siren
effect, which alternates channels, is pro-

duced. By using multisegmented
envelopes and various delay and repeat
functions, many note patterns can be triggered from a single keystroke, with waves
evolving over time to other waves, changing in pitch and moving across the stereo
field.

The modular effects can be so complex

that it seems even Kurzweil's own
engineers aren't sure how to take full advantage of them, and even the wildest factory presets use only a small fraction of
their power. In some ways, they might
even be considered overkill. In the LFOs
themselves, the variety of waveforms that
can be generated is positively staggering,
but I doubt that many users will have
much call for some of them, such as green
noise.

Multiple timbres
A more immediately useful feature of
the 1000 series is its multitimbral

capabilities. Kurzweil virtually invented
the concept of a multitimbral polyphonic
instrument with the K250 -the company
even devised a new, unofficial MIDI mode
called "Multi" -and the 1000s follow that
philosophy with a vengeance. The 20 or
24 voices can be spread over as many
MIDI channels as you like, with each channel set to its own program and capable of
receiving individual controller and program changes.
Limits on the number of voices each
channel can play can be set manually, or
the instrument's built -in "stealing"
algorithm can allocate voices dynamically. The stealing algorithm seems to be
similar to the method used by the K250
(although it is not as programmable as it
is in the older model), and is completely
unobtrusive in normal use.
The multitimbral capability means that
the device can be the equivalent of 16
separate polyphonic synthesizers. The only drawback is that 16 separate audio outputs don't exist; there are only two. Programs, or even individual layers, can be
panned hard left or right so that they only show up in one output channel, and
thus can be processed individually, but this
is useful only to a point.
Also, hard -panning to one side
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neutralizes the unit's various stereo effects,
such as the clever "auto pan" feature, in
which the low notes of a program appear
at the left output and, as you go up the
scale, the image moves to the right.
But much of the inconvenience of cramming everything onto the same audio outputs is made up for by the total independence of the channels when it
comes to incoming MIDI data. Each channel responds separately to controller No.
7 (MIDI volume), for example, so that mixing and balancing the voices can easily be
done externally.
One software design mistake does exist, however, which shows up when you
want to use the 1000 in conjunction with
other MIDI synthesizers. In the "Multi"
mode, you can program the unit not to respond to the MIDI channels your other
synths are set to, but when you turn the
unit off and then on again, it forgets which
channels you have turned off, and so you
have to go through the procedure all over
again. Admittedly, it's minor, but it is
annoying.
There are many other tricks you can do
through MIDI. You can enable or disable
sustain (controller 64), sostenuto (66) and
Hold 2 (69, called "freeze" in the manual)
pedals, and set the value by which the
volume will be decreased (or even increased) when the Soft (67) pedal is
pressed. A "keyboard tilt" feature assigns
a progressive change in volume from one
end of a layer's range to another, so, for
example, the lowest keys can be 18dB
louder than the highest ones, or vice versa. Note that all of these assignments are
by layer, so within one program, a MIDI
command can affect various parts of the
sound quite differently.
You can adjust the velocity response of
the instrument to whatever keyboard controller you happen to be using. Provided
are several "velocity maps" for use with
the K1000 keyboard; a Yamaha DX-7
(which doesn't cover the full MIDI velocity range); or a generic keyboard. You can
also set up your own, either
automatically -the unit prompts you for
a "ppp" keystroke and then an "fff" one
or manually, in which case you assign a
MIDI velocity number to each of eight
dynamic levels.

-

In addition to the MIDI -receive programchange map described earlier, there is a
MIDI- transmit map, in which the unit
sends out a MIDI program change different from the one it has received. This
can be helpful when you are using the
1000 with a MIDI effects unit that has fixed
program locations and you want to
associate a particular effect with a particular 1000 sound. Finally, a special combination of button presses turns the unit
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into a "Midiscope;' and displays the last
incoming MIDI event in terms of command type, channel and data values.

Alternative tunings
A fascinating feature of the 1000 series
is microtonal tuning. Within an octave,
each semitone can be detuned in values
of a cent (1 /100 of a semitone). Seventeen
alternative tuning tables are provided in

ROM, including various Arabic, Indian,

Balinese, Pythagorean and Just tunings,
and you can create your own and store
them in non -volatile RAM. Although the
default reference note for all tunings is C,
that can be changed so you can move
your alternative tonalities around to different keys freely. In fact, the reference
note can even be changed in real time
over MIDI, using the bottom octave of
MIDI notes (0 -11) to set it. No existing MIDI
controller can actually play these notes,
but many can be set to transpose down
into that range. Unfortunately, separate
tuning tables are not available for different
instruments or channels; whatever the
current tuning table is, the whole instrument uses it.

Using the 1000
With so much power packed into a small
box and with a limited front panel, you'd
think the 1000 series would be hard to use.
In some ways, you'd be right. Fortunately, the stock sounds are superb, and I
would imagine a good proportion of users
will never feel the need to go beyond

them.
Those who wish to delve into programming the device, however, will find a few
confusing aspects. First, just getting to the
right menu can be difficult. Taking an unfortunate lesson from the Japanese, Kurzweil has equipped the 1000's front panel
with only eight multifunctional buttons,
and a two -line LCD for moving through
and editing a couple of hundred
parameters on more than a dozen menus.
(There is also an output- volume control,
and the K1000 has a data slider.)

The

difference

between

some

parameters (such as local LFOs and global
LFOs) is subtle, and yet must be
thoroughly understood if the modular effects are going to be used intelligently. Two
parameters, "Modulation Source" and
"Modulation Depth;" seem as though they
should do exactly the same thing. Even
the company's own technical support staff
had trouble explaining the the difference
between them.
Many functions appear in more than
one place and can get in each other's way
if you're not careful. For example, you can
specify a pan position, both inside a particular layer and at the "channel editing"
level. The latter can either take

precedence over the former or not,
depending on the setting of a "pan override" switch. The same pseudo redundancy shows up with upper- and
lower-note limits, volume controls, voice
allocations and other parameters.

The manual
The manual, as is unfortunately typical
for Kurzweil products, is a problem. Instead of providing an overview of the intricacies of the various menus, it simply
serves as a slave to them. The main body
is a "dictionary" of menu items, listing
them in the order they come up, which
is not at all the order in which you'd want
to use them. There is no index, so if you
want to find out about a specific function,
you have to figure out what menu it's on
and then find it. The various functions of
the modular effects are explained fairly
well, but no examples exist on how to use

them.
When the original K250 came out, a
Kurzweil employee and a user got
together and wrote an article, which
described the unit and contained an invaluable "road map" for the various
menus. Someone should do the same for
the 1000. (Actually, one of my college
students last semester -who was working
part-time in Kurzweil's warehouse
started such an article. He should be asked
to finish it.) Kurzweil says a new manual
is being prepared and may be out by the
time you read this.
Kurzweil makes available, for a $50
charge, a Macintosh software program

-

called Object Mover, which is useful for offloading user presets onto disk and sending
them back into the 1000. (It will soon be
available also for Atari and IBM computers.) With only 64 RAM presets (or
fewer) available within the unit itself,
serious programmers will find this utility
a big help. There are some editing facilities
within the software, but they simply
duplicate the unit's own front -panel control. They, therefore, represent no real advantage. Also, some more sophisticated
functions are reportedly buried in the program, such as the ability to change volume
curves and LFO wave shapes, but they are

not documented.
Much talk has arisen, both within Kurzweil and without, of third -party developers
writing sophisticated editing software, but
so far nothing appears imminent. One
developer reportedly made an attempt but
gave up when confronted with the 1000's
unique system-exclusive format.

Is it for you?
I'm glad to say that the sound quality,
the main criterion for deciding whether
one or more of these boxes should go into your studio, is just fine. The sounds are

Specifications
Note channels: 1000 PX: 24.
1000 GX, HX, SX: 20.
Dynamic range: 100dB.
Sample format: 16-bit floating
point. 7X oversampled, with 20-bit
sample accumulation. 17-bit D/A
converters, processed with pre-/
de- emphasis.
Outputs: line -level stereo.
MIDI: In, Out, Thru. Omni On,
Omni Off and Multi Modes
(independent program assignments
for all 16 MIDI channels; Multi-

timbral with dynamic voice
allocation). Programmable destinations for all MIDI control sources.
Programming RAM: Batterybacked RAM for up to 64 user defined programs. Programs may
consist of up to four layers /splits.
Front panel: Eight multifunction
buttons. Audio Output Knob. Power
Switch. 32- character LCD.

Programmable functions: Two
program editing levels: Compiled
and modular effects for each of up
to four layer/splits. Compiled
editors include preset configurations
of stereo chorusing, vibrato, tremolo,
phasing, stereo Leslie simulation,
echo delay, doubling and amplitude

envelopes. Modular editors include
two Local LFOs per layer; two Local
ASRs per layer; two Global LFOs

not identical to those of the K250, but
they're very close. Some users have complained that the piano is a bit dull, but I
think that's only because they haven't experimented enough with the alternative
piano samples. There's plenty of bite in
many of them. (There's even one particularly obnoxious program called "Chain
Saw Piano"-so named because "it cuts
through anything:') Long string pads are
sometimes a problem because you can occasionally hear the sample looping. Used
judiciously, however, and with some good
processing, the sound is entirely workable.
Kurzweil set out to bring the quality of
sound that its products are noted for into
the smaller studio. With the 1000 series,
it has succeeded admirably. Although the
user interface is almost as confusing as the
K250's, the combination of multitimbrali-

per program; two Global ASRs per
program; two Envelope Generators
with eight attack and eight release
segments; loop functions; attack
and release rate controls; two
mixers for combining the signals of
various modular effects; two
inverters and two negators for
inverting and reversing the function
of a parameter; Pitch Control
(source and depth); Amplitude
Control (source and depth). Master
parameters include MIDI Program
Mapping, basic MIDI Channel,
Master Tune, Transpose, Velocity
Maps, Intonation Tables and MIDI

Channel Override for Layer
parameters.

Computer interface: ObjectMover program for off-line storage
of RAM data on Apple Macintosh
or Atari computers, including
programs (patches), velocity maps,
MIDI program maps and master
parameters. Also provides graphic
display of the 1000 series' front
panel for remote control via
keyboard or mouse.
17 x14 x3':
Weight: 16 pounds.
Consumption: 30W
[Editor's note: Specifications are
taken from manufacturer's
literature and have not been
independently verified.]

Dimensions:

superior MIDI implementation, excellent sounds, high potential for creative
control and reasonable price makes the
1000 series all winners.
Within the limitations imposed by the
single pair of outputs, they are tremendously flexible machines that can perform
the work of a number of more -expensive
devices put together. I am particularly
looking forward to the new sound block
for the PX, which will make it even more
useful. Kurzweil's perseverance has paid
off, and we are all the beneficiaries.
ty,
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Studio Policy, Rates
and the "Arts"
By David

Porter

Operating a studio is no different than running any other
business except for the perception that the studio's business
policies should not interfere with the "art:'

Many of us enter the recording business
with little or no business sense, armed only with the desire to make a living doing
something we truly enjoy. We often make
some bad assumptions about how to
operate our businesses and suffer the consequences. This article will offer the studio
owner/manager some guidelines based on
data and experience derived from actual

operations, combined with some

Table

1.

Expenses expressed as a percentage

of gross.
Advertising
Amortization
Auto
Depreciation
Entertainment/Promo
Equipment Rental (Leases)
Interest
Insurance (General)
Insurance (Health)
Janitor
Legal and Accounting
Maint. and Repairs
Officer Salary
Office Supplies
Postage- Freight
Rent
Taxes (Property/Business)
Taxes (Payroll)
Phone
Travel

Utilities
Total % of Gross
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1.5

2.5
0.6
6.1

0.4

4.6
1.8
1.6
1.4

0.3
1.1

31.3
4.8
0.7
0.4
9.7
1.3
2.1
3.8
0.3

3.2

81.7

hypothetical models to help explain how
rates are arrived at, how billing procedures
and policies are developed and, most importantly, how to get paid.
I'm always amazed when I visit my attorney's office and look at his capital investment as compared to my own. But
what's more important is his return on investment as compared to my own.
In his office, you will find the obligatory
law library, a sophisticated PC -based word
processing and accounting system, some
very nice furniture and a photocopy
machine. The total capital investment for
his office, for two attorneys and three staff
members, is approximately $80,000, and
his billable rate is $150 an hour. Amazing!
Determining studio rates is always a controversial subject, one that will often bring
otherwise stable human beings to the
brink of despair. If one is to use the attorney's office as an example, then the
ratio of $80,000 yielding $150 and hour
could be applied to a studio investment of
$1 million, yielding $1,875 per hour!
Obviously, we can not use the legal profession as a guideline for establishing
studio rates, but it should be noted that
studio rates are often undervalued with
respect to how capital- intensive they are.
A more practical method with respect to
what the market will tolerate is one based

on the actual cost of operations including
debt service and the desired return on
investment.
The reality, of course, is that rates are
most often a function of what the studio
across town is charging and are not based
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on economic principles. My company, like
most other studios, initially established
rates based on what the competition was
charging. We soon found that we were not
making even a reasonable return on investment and set out to remedy the problem by analyzing our expenses and our
historical, not hypothetical, studio usage.
We found that our studios, on average,
billed 5.6 hours a day, based on 27 work
days a month. From this calculation and
the actual expense data, we determined
what hourly rate provided the break -even
point. We were then able to set rates based
on our own profit goals rather than what
the studio down the street was charging.

Determining expenses
Table 1 lists some sample expense
guidelines. No two facilities have the same
structure so keep in mind the percentages

and ratios described are not necessarily
applicable to all markets and situations.
A practical rule of thumb: Gross in 12
months what the studio cost to build. As
an example, if the studio cost $250,000 to
build, it should gross at least $250,000 in
the following 12 months.
Conversely, if you spend $100,000 on
new equipment, the gross in the following 12 months should show a $100,000 increase. We use the last five years of "costto-build" (equipment plus leaseholds) with
no provision for depreciation as a basis for
David Porter is the president of Music Annex Incorporated,
Menlo Park, CA.

this calculation. If you are buying an existing operation, you might apply this rule
to the purchase price. Did, or can, this
operation gross in 12 months what you
paid for it?
Example: Assume one room and a
$250,000 investment and expenses are
81.7% of gross. Total monthly expenses
are $17,020.
$17,020 divided by 27 days =
$630.37/day, divided by 5.6 hours /day =
$112.57 /hour to break even.
Rate: A rate of $125 /hour x 5.6
hours /day = $700 /day x 27 days =
$18,900 and yields a nominal 10% profit
($18,900 x 12 months = $226,800).
A rate of $150 /hour x 5.6 hours /day =
$850 /day x 27 days = $22,680 and yields
a 25% profit ($22,600 x 12 months =
$271,200).
Try substituting your own historical data
into the formula and test your profit
margin. You may be surprised to see

where the economic reality is and where
the competition left off. If you are starting
a new venture or buying an existing one,
these models may prove useful to you
when the "blue sky" approach to projecting revenue and income has you

coming up with numbers that look too
good to be true.

Billing and credit policy
We have all heard the phrase "credit is
a privilege;' but most of us make some

fundamental assumptions about where
credit is available. Do you expect credit
at the department store without a charge
card? Is there, then, an assumption that

were able to set rates
based on our own profit
goals, rather than what
the studio down the street
was charging.
We

recording studios should, as a matter of
course, extend credit without the same
credit checks that Visa or Mastercard
might run?
A comprehensive credit report should
include a minimum of three vendor
evaluations, a report from a bank and information as to the structure of the company (sole proprietorship, corporation or

partnership). See that they include their
federal ID number, state resale license
number, who the principals are, where
they live and their social security numbers.
Make sure to supply a bank information
release form, to be signed by one of the
principals, allowing the bank to give you
information as to how they manage their
account.
Keeping this information on file will be
valuable to you in the event you need to
take legal action. You may also request
personal guarantees from the principals.
It has been my experience that loose
credit practices are often a result of
desperation on the part of the studio
manager to keep the studio filled with
clients even when a client may be a bad
credit risk.
What happens then when a session
books on short notice and there is no opportunity to do a credit check? Just like
the department store, you should demand
payment either in advance or upon completion of the session, especially if the
client is an individual.
Many companies use purchase orders
when buying studio services. A PO may
be for a predetermined amount, or it may
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have a "not to exceed amount:' On some
regular accounts, you may obtain a
blanket PO that is good for a given period
of time for ongoing projects. If you don't
get one of these, be careful of small
unauthorized amounts such as cassette
copies and safeties that are requested by
the producer. Unless they are paid for individually or you get it added to the PO,

Sample business letters
Our company uses the following
letters
when
establishing credit with potential
customers. If you are not using
something like these letters, you
should seriously consider doing sa.
Having standardized letters makes
the process much easier on you, and
ensures that you have the same
information on everyone.
Letter No. I is addressed to the

standardized

you may have a difficult time getting those
charges paid.
It is advisable to call the purchasing
department and ask what the policy is for
processing your invoice. Sometimes at ad
agencies, the line producer must have the
creative director sign off on the invoice
before the accounting department will
make payment. If you are not familiar with
their procedures, you may have to wait
longer than your stated terms for payment. In other words, when the line producers says, "Don't worry about it, I'll turn
it in for payment;' you should be asking,

accounting department, and

"To whom ?"

Find out the hierarchy of each company
you extend credit to because many invoices may live in what I call "A /P
purgatory" waiting for approval. This
same problem occurs at record companies,
as well. Here too, be especially careful
when billing for services that exceed the
initial purchase order agreement. It may
be necessary for an additional PO to be
issued to authorize payment of the excess
charges. Many times, a well -meaning
record producer has led the studio to
believe the extra charges would be,
according to Joe Isuzu, "no problem:' Setting policy, therefore, is part of the
economic reality.
Many studio operators, in highly dis-

counted and competitive markets, are so
thrilled to have any business at all that
policy is often the last consideration. One
area that is a perennial enforcement problem is getting the engineer to have the
client sign the work order. This procedure
becomes especially important in disputes
regarding start and stop times, setup
charges or equipment rentals.
The problem increases exponentially as
the engineer and client become more
familiar with each other. Engineers need
to be reminded that your ability to pay
them is based on the studio charging and
getting paid for all the materials and services it supplies. Work orders that are filled
out the next day from memory with no
client signature are useless in the event
there is a dispute.

Cancellations
Charging for a cancellation is another
area where a dispute may arise. Do you
enforce the cancellation policy on a longtime client? That long -time client may be
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"Our terms of sale are net 30. No
discounts are allowed. A service
charge of 11/2% per month will be
added to all accounts after 30 days.
"We appreciate your business and
look forward to serving you in the
future."
Letter No. 3 is used if you deny
someone credit. With this letter, be
especially diplomatic.
"Thank you for your recent

for

requests credit information for your

application

potential client:
"Recently, I received an
application for credit from (insert
name). They have listed your
company as a credit reference and
have authorized us to look into
their account records. I would
appreciate it if you could fill in any
information that pertains to this

appreciate your cooperation in
taking the time to complete the
application. Unfortunately, we are
unable to extend credit to you at
this time.
"We look forward to doing
business with you in the future, but
ask that all studio sessions and all
duplication jobs be paid in full upon
completion. As you continue to
work with us, we may establish a
line of credit on a trial basis. If this
term of trial basis becomes
acceptable, we will establish an
account for you with 30-day terms.

company. A self-addressed envelope
is enclosed for your convenience.

"Thank you for your help."
The form that we enclose includes
the following questions:
When was account established?
Sales terms?

Discounts?
Recent high credit?
Credit limit?
Current balance?
Current past due?
Date of last purchase?
Last payment?

Are payments: Prompt, 30-45,
45-60, Over 60?
Any problems?
Recommend this account?
Comments.
Letter No. 2 is sent to the client to
whom you have decided to establish

credit:

"Thank you for your recent
application for credit. We are happy
to inform you that your request for
an account has been approved and
a credit limit of (insert amount) has

habitually booking and cancelling studio
time with little or no notice. Do you get
tough and risk losing him, or do you enforce policy and charge for the time
booked? A meeting with the studio
manager or a published policy document
followed by a letter of warning may need
to be sent. Sometimes that "good client"
can be hurting you more than you think.
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been set.

"Thank

you

credit.

for

We

your

cooperation."
Letter Na 4 asks for a state reseal
card and goes to the client's
accounting department:
"We currently do not have a state
reseal card on file for your
company. Please take a few minutes
to complete the enclosed card and
send it back to us in the envelope

provided. Without it, your file with
us is incomplete, and we will be
required to charge you sales tax.
"Thank you for your cooperation.
"This does not include tax
applicable to materials."
An important reminder: the key
to determining and granting credit
is to have a polite, but firm tone.
State your business as concisely as
possible and finish.

Operating a studio is no different than
running any other business except there
is a perception that the studio's business
policies should not interfere with the "art:'
It is the true professional who can implement good business policy while maintaining an atmosphere that is conducive to the
creative process.
RE/P
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(212) 753 -3234, TRF Production Musk Libraries,
Dept. R988, 40 E. 49th St., New York, NY 10017
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YOU DEMAND THE BEST
WE SUPPLY THE BEST.

A three -step method to restoring old records. This sequence of photos shows a record with a paper
sticker over certain cuts being readied for radio airplay. The method also works for restoring
records for a variety of uses. Upper left: Wash the record in warm, soapy water. Upper right:
The paper has been removed, but the glue remains. Lower left: Spray WD-40 over the affected
area, and work the glue loose using a brush. Lower right: Wipe away the WD-40 and apply warm
soapy water using a circular motion.

A chief engineer at a San Diego radio
station has stumbled on a way to resurrect old records. Although primarily
beneficial for radio stations, the method
is helpful for engineers in a variety of applications, such as archiving sound effects
from album to a digital format.
The engineer, Jack Dobbs at KSON
AM /FM, needed a way to restore album
cuts that once were banned but now are
considered classics. At the time, the offending cuts were covered over with adhesive stickers. Through the years, the
glue hardened, and now had to be removed without damaging the record. After testing several cleaning products,
Dobbs discovered a three -step process using WD -40.
1. Apply warm soapy water to lift the

sticker's paper off the glue base. Using a
clean cloth, gently wipe away the loose
paper.
2. Spray the glue area with WD -40, let
it soak for a few minutes, then work the
WD -40 into the glue using a toothbrush
or hard nylon or plastic brush. According
to Dobbs, this will not harm the record and
is often necessary to work the glue loose.
3. With a clean cloth, wipe away the
WD -40, then apply warm soapy water into the record grooves using a circular
motion.
Dobbs adds that WD-40 can also be used
as a record restorer, enhancing the quality of the music, reducing unwanted noise
and making the music suitable for professional use.
RE/P

Cal Switch And Switchcraft®

The Popular Demand
Audio Connectors

Cable Assemblies
Jack Panels
Multi- Switch® Switches

(800) CAL -SWCH
CAL SWITCH
13717 S. Normandie Avenue

Gardena, California 90249
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STUDIO UPDATE

MAKE MONEY
BUY THE SECOND
... or the third.

Studio News

Making money

Northeast

is habit forming.

Our user facilities
keep buying EDITRON.
We perform, they grow.
It's good for business.
The EDITRON range of time code
editing /synchronisers is designed
and configured for maximum
flexibility and earning potential.
Get into the habit, call us now.

John Alberts, audio mixer at Howard Schwartz Recording
(New York) was awarded two 1988 International Teleproduction Society International Monitor Awards for audio work.
In the entertainment specials category, he won for "Bette
Midler's Mondo Beyondo Show." In the musical performance
category, he won for "Graceland: The African Concert:' 420
Lexington Ave., #1934, New York, NY 10170; 212-687-4180.

Sound On Sound Recording (New York) has installed Digital
Creations' Diskmix Moving Faders automation system on its
Neotek Elite console. Other equipment additions include an
AMS RMX-16 reverb, AMS DMX -15 -805 delays, an Atari 1040ST
computer with Creator sequencer software, E -mu SP-12 drum
machine and an Akai S900 sampler. 322 W 45th St., New
York, NY 10036; 212 -757-5300.

Southeast
Disney -MGM Studios (Orlando,

FL) has announced two appointments. Ted Kaye has been named vice president of film
and tape production. Robert M. Allen has been named director of film and television productions.

Memphis Sound Productions (Memphis, TN) has purchased
a Neve V Series console with Necam 96 automation. 315 Beale
St., Memphis, TN 38103; 901 -525-5500.

Miller Recording (Starkville,

MS) has expanded to 16 tracks
with the addition of a Sony MCI JH -16 recorder and Neotek
Series II console. Route 5, Box 447, Starkville, MS 39759;
601-323-0728.

Midwest
Master View Recording (Otsego,

MI) has announced two
appointments. Richie Dekker has been named chief engineer,
and Brent McDonald has been named music production coordinator. 2236 Jefferson Road, Otsego, MI 49078; 616- 694-6322.

Freedom Sound & Light (Owatonna,

MN) has expanded to
tracks. New equipment includes a Tascam MS-16 recorder,
Tascam AQ-65 autolocator, Soundcraft 600 24x8 console, and
an Atari 1040ST computer. 1520 Ninth Ave. NE, Owatonna,
MN 55060; 507-451-9085.
16

Sound Images (Cincinnati) has named Terry Dean as vice
president of sales for New England and the Middle Atlantic.
The facility hopes to expand its services to include East Coast
clients, and Dean will head an East Coast sales office based

ieccwoe, Zÿrxe

in New London, CT. 602 Main St., Cincinnati, OH 45202;
513- 241 -7475.

0 n 4:41.

Southwest
Omega Audio and Productions (Dallas) has celebrated its

748 Seward Street, Hollywood 90038
0 Ca
Telephone: (213)4648723 Fax: (213)464 5786

15th year in business. 8036 Aviation Place, Dallas, TX 75235;
214-350-9066.
WCB 1134a
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Southern California
Intercut Editing Studios (Hollywood) has announced a new
Betacam-to -1 -inch CMX A/B roll day rate, which also includes

Series 4000

Chyron, DVE and add-ons. The facility added the rate to allow
clients more flexibility and creativity without sacrificing
quality because of budget considerations. 6363 Sunset Blvd.,
Suite 716, Hollywood, CA 90028; 213-466-0104.
(Los Angeles) has promoted Bill Frazee to vice
president /general manager.

Editel /LA

Devonshire Audio/Video Studios (North Hollywood) has
installed a Neve V Series 60 -input console with GML automation in Studio 3. Studio 4 has been updated with a Neve 8128
56 -input console with Necam 96 automation. Both studios
have custom George Augspurger monitoring systems. 10729
Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601; 818 -985-1945.

Northern California
Savage Studios (San Francisco) has recently opened 24 -track
facility. Construction features a spacious control room and
variable studio acoustics. Steve Savage is the owner. 372 Brannan St., San Francisco, CA 94107; 415- 546 -1374.
Mobius Music (San Francisco) has installed a Neve 8068 console in its recently remodeled studio. 1583 Sanchez St., San
Francisco,

CA 94131; 415 -285-7888.

Dave Wellhausen Studios (San Francisco) has purchased
an E -mu Systems Emax with an internal hard drive and a
library of more than 3,000 voices. 1310 20th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122; 415-564-4910.

North west
OR) recently shared
three IBA awards for work completed with the Spaghetti
Factory, Portland Adventist Medical Center and agency
Wagner, Wiecks, Smith & Lapel. The studio also received two
Telly Awards and a Clio for work on Norm Thompson with
Brown- Dugan. 1634 SW Alder St., Portland, OR 97205;
503- 248-0248.

Spectrum Sound Studios (Portland,

You've heard it all before, of course.
Or have you? Try listening to the
microphones and not the publicists.
Hear the true sounds and not distorted facts. Then you'll realise you
haven't quite heard it all until you've
heard a Brüel & Kjær Series 4000
Professional Microphone.

Manufacturers'
announcements
Soundmaster International has installed Soundmaster InTV, Hollywood; Cherry
Beach Sound, Toronto; Cinar Films, Montreal; Magno Sound
& Video, New York; Mix Magic, Los Angeles; Sound Venture
Productions; Ottawa, Ontario; Video One, Boston; Weddington
Productions, Hollywood; and Zenith /dB Studios; Chicago.

tegrated Editing Systems at ABC

AKG Acoustics has sold ADR 68K reverbs to Yale University
School of Music, New Haven, CT; Lakewood Studios,
Jamesville, NY; and Alpha Star Studios, McKeesport, PA.

Sony has installed an MXP -30306 console and two APR-5002
recorders at the University of Miami's recording studio in Coral
Gables, FL.
REA)

,lyln
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Brüel & Kjær
Bruel

8c

..r%1.

a

Kjaer Instruments,'Inc.

HEAD OFFICE: 185 Forest Street Marlborough
MA 01752 -3093 (508) 481 -7000 TWX: 710 -347 -1187
Fax.: (508) 485 -0519
WORLD HEADQUARTERS: DK -2850 Nærum Denmark
Telephone: +452800500 Telex: 37316 bruka dk
Fax:

+452801405

88-137
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HI-TEcH
NOISE KILLER

NEW PRODUCTS
Analog Solutions
18 -bit D/A converter chip
The ZDA1801A provides three functions: a digital /analog
converter, a deglitcher and reference function, simplifying the
design and manufacturing of devices needing an 18 -bit chip.
The built -in proprietary deglitcher circuit offers guaranteed
front -to -back THD +N of 98dB, from 20Hz to 20kHz, and the
chip is able to perform 4x oversampling. The module is packaged in a electrostatic and electromagnetic shield; dimensions
are 3 "x1.6 "x0.45 ".
Circle (176) on Rapid Facts Card

SONEX acoustic foam is deadly to distracting background
noise. And it'll look great in any hi -tech studio or pro audio
facility. Simply hang sheets of this patented, professional
foam to control reverb, eliminate stray reflection, and kill
standing waves. Call or write us for all the facts and prices.

Olptiaeudio
,4COuSt%C5
2049 West Broad Street

Richmond. Viginia 23220 USA (804) 358-3852

Tek.: 469037 (ALPHAAUD

CO FAX: (804) 358 -9496

Amek ESM32 interface
Designed for Amek's BCII consoles, the interface allows external control from all major video editing controllers and
switchers through RS-422 or -232 connectors and cable. The
rack -mount unit plugs between the video editor and the console. Audio levels from the BCII can be assigned as crosspoints
from the host editor, with communications between the two
via ESAM H, the serial interface protocol used by Ampex, CMX
and Paltex editing systems. A reprogrammed version of the
unit can be used with Grass Valley and FOR -A systems.

Acoustic Products for the Audio industry

SONEX

.iu.m

m.,:,.:._

bc AIp ^..:

S..,n.
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PROFESSIONALS DEMAND
THE BEST TOOLS AVAILABLE.

MANNY'S SUPPLIES
THE BEST SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NECESSARY TO HELP
ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE

-

PROFESSIONAL TOOLS
TO ASSIST
IN CREATING
THAT EXCELLENCE

Manny's

-

The Professional Choice

MANNY'S MUSIC
156 West 48th Street
New York, New York 10036
(212) 819 -0576

Mon.- Sat. -9:00 - 6:00
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Tannoy AV Pro monitors
The AV Pro is a reference monitor 15 inches tall and is constructed around heavy vertical and horizontal internal bracing. Using Differential Material Technology, the monitor's high
frequency unit has deep drawn duralumin diaphragms and
skirt with a separate silicone based suspension, giving the
piston rigidity associated with titanium but without HF
breakup modes in the pass-band. Magnetic flux density is less
than milli -tesla outside the cabinet, making the monitor suitable for use with video equipment.
1
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Carvin EQ2029 graphic EQ
The 2029 is a '/- octave graphic equalizer that provides
smooth band-pass filtering for low distortion and transparent
operation. The 29 bands are centered on standard ISO frequencies, and the unit has switchable ultrasonic and subsonic
filters to eliminate ultrasonic noise, oscillations, stage rumble and wind noise.
Circle (179) on Rapid Facts Card

Digital Music Services
DMP11 PRO software
DMP11 PRO is an interactive intelligent mixing assistance
program for use with the Yamaha DMP 11 digital mixer and
an Apple Macintosh. The program graphically displays setting for every mixer parameter, and functions can be controlled with the Mac mouse or from the DMP11. Also included are functions not found on the mixer, such as automation
assistance, solo and muting functions, naming of channels,
disk storage of mixes, and filtering or adjusting of MIDI sequences. The program is compatible with MultiFinder or any
MultiFinder-compatible sequencer and can run simultaneously with it on the Macintosh, eliminating the need for an additional sequencer.
Circle (180) on Rapid Facts Card

D &R Stylyx console
The Stylyx starts with a basic frame and
can be customized to fit individual needs
using various modules, including mic/line,
stereo line, subgroup, master, meter
bridge, rack-mount power supply and automation. The automation package is a
soft muting system that can be manually,
sequencer- or time code -controlled.
Circle (137) on Rapid Facts Card

Neutrik plugs and jacks
Connectors the company recently has
introduced include Bantam plugs using
hard plating material formulation, 'A-inchlong frame phone plugs with solid brass
shells and a latching phone jack available
in either chassis-mount or cable -connect.
Circle

(111)

on Rapid Facts Card

AKG D9OS, D95S dynamic mics
The 90 cardioid and the 95 hypercardioid both are designed for studio and
sound reinforcement purposes. Both come
with integrated wind and pop filter, lockable on-off switch and polar response pattern. Frequency range is 70Hz to 18kHz;
SPL is 130dB; and sensitivity is 1.3mV/Pa.
Circle (102) on Rapid Facts Card

LIMN,

Audio /Digital PAD -300/18

delay system
The system, said to be the first 18-bit
delay for alignment and synchronization
applications, features a dynamic range of
105dB. Other features include one audio
input and three audio outputs, RS-422
ports, front -panel bypass control, and failure detection and reset /bypass control.
Delay range is Oms to 650ms, in 15µs steps;
frequency response is 10Hz to 22kHz, and
distortion is less than 0.01% at 1kHz.
Circle (105) on Rapid Facts Card
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Bryant Electric studio wiring
Studio-Tech is a line of NEMA-con-

figuration wiring devices for studio and
stage uses. Features include color coding,
nylon materials, special wire adapter
sleeves and locking devices.
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MicroAudio MIDI POD
'/s- octave equalizer
MIDI POD is a 28 -band, '/- octave
equalizer programmable by MIDI controllers. Taking up a single rack space, the unit
has no front panel controls and features
a 100 -year, non -volatile memory with no
internal batteries. It uses combining filters
to give a smooth response and a noise
floor greater than 90dBm.
Circle (116) on Rapid Facts Card
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Sound Genesis "Essential
Percussion," Vol. 2
For use with the Fairlight, the sampling
collection contains four 60 -Mbyte data
streamers of percussion samples. Each
sample has been tuned, mapped to the
keyboard, assigned function curves, and
tested for consistency of color, tonal quality and sonic realism. The company adds
that all sounds are fully protected, elimi-

nating

the

threat

of

copyright

infringement.
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Canare

7512

flush -mount

Korg QI MIDI workstation
The Ql 16- track /16- channel, MIDI/SMPTE multitrack sequencer acts as a full function MIDI control center and has a
16 -bit high -speed CPU and 512Kbyte of
RAM. Two mergeable MIDI Ins can record
data onto any channel of the 16 tracks. Sequences can be recorded in Patter mode
(drum- machine style) or in continuous
play /record mode (tape-recorder style).
Two separate MIDI transmitters and two
pairs of parallel MIDI outputs allow users
to address up to 32 channels.

MORE Musician's Organizer

BNC connectors
The new line features a recessed design
that protects the housed connector, allowing users to punch one hole for audio and
video panel mount connectors. Other features include low VSWR characteristics,
correct impedance match when using 75(2
coax cable and compatibility with other
BNC connectors.

Musician's Organizer is a personal
organizer designed for musicians and
other professionals in the music /production industry. Sections include a monthly
calendar, personal resources, player resources, itinerary planner, notation writing
pad, venue resources, instrument inventory, studio resources, floppy disk holder
and a zip lock envelope.

Circle (118) on Rapid Facts Card
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Audio-Technica 900 series

headphones
Three units make up the series. The
ATH909 and ATH911 are open -back designs allowing users to hear outside sounds
while monitoring program material. The
910 has a closed -back design that allows
on -mic operation at high levels without
feedback. Specs include 96dB sensitivity,
412 to 2412 matching impedance and 3052
actual impedance. Frequency response is
20Hz to 20kHz for the 909 and 910, and
20Hz to 25kHz for the 911.
Circle (109) on Rapid Facts Card

Gefen Systems cataloging

software
The company has released two programs for Apple Macintosh computers for
cataloging and searching production music and sound -effects libraries on cornpact disc. The programs integrate the listing catalogs and offer selection in one location. Retrieval can be by key words, category words and synonym descriptions.
Interfacing with a multiCD changer to audition and play the desired selection is also
possible. Hardware requirements are 128K
ROM, 1Mbyte of on-board RAM and two
floppy drives.
Circle (123) on Rapid Facts Card
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NEW PRODUCTS
Publications
SSL G Series
Computer manual
The operator's manual is designed for both new users and those
who have already worked with the
computer system. Included are explanations of the concepts and operations of earlier versions of the
computer and an explanation of
new operations specific to the G
Series. Sections include basic computer operation, the mix system, Total Recall, the Synchronizer system,

Solid Support Industries

tape recorder stand
The TR-10 is designed for rack -mount
tape recorders and features a two-position
top piece that allows for recording or editing positions. The top piece is 14 rack
spaces high with an open back, which allows larger machines to fit within the confines of the rack. The stand is constructed
of 1 "x2" heavy -wall steel and comes with
four casters (two of them locking). Overall
height is 30 inches.

Keyboard Technologies
GZ keyboard series
According to the company, the GZ -1000
the first electronic keyboard to contain
true piano hammer action. Percussive key
sensors and the MIDI operator control system allow users to design multiple keyboard response parameters simultaneously transmitted over MIDI. An edit foot switch transforms the keyboard into a control panel for data entry. Also included is
a 3.5 -inch disk drive to dump and save
MIDI setups and patches.
is

references.
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Klark-Teknik audio
system designer handbook
Titled "The Audio System DesignTechnical Reference," the

er-A

handbook contains more than 100
pages of technical data needed for
maximizing the performance and
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Sencore Electronics
Tech Tips
Tech Tips are technical bulletins
designed to provide information on
Sencore products and also to provide new troubleshooting applications. Topics include microprocessor
and VCR troubleshooting, and ca-

pacitor testing.
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3M Audio Setup Card
The card is a laminated reference
that lists optimum bias selections
and operating levels for all 3M
analog mastering tapes. Included
are graphs, cross -reference charts,
written explanations, and information on proper bias settings, speed,
record head gap and 10kHz overbias information.
Circle (136) on Rapid Facts Card
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programmable equalizer and

characteristics of audio installations.
Sections include general acoustics,
sound insulation and absorption,
room acoustics, psychoacoustics,
speech intelligibility, sound system
engineering and physical data.

the program provides two sets of MIDI inputs and outputs, one set running from the
printer port and the other from the modem port. For studio work, the SMPTE
read and write capability enables sequences to lock to audio or videotape. The transport sits beneath the computer and provides modem and printer through ports
and corresponding front panel switches to
enable modem or printer operation without reconnecting anything.

Circle (107) on Rapid Facts Card

Fluke TL20 test lead set
The TL20 features long, heat -resistant
test leads, interchangeable safety- designed
alligator clips with retractable jaws and
stainless-steel needle-point test probes.
The set consists of black and red pairs of
alligator clips, needle -point probes and test
leads with right -angle connectors at both
ends. Test probe tips are 19mm long and
have sharp points for piercing insulation
coatings.
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Digidesign Turbosynth software
A Macintosh program, Turbosynth performs a variety of digital- synthesis and
sample -processing functions using a
graphically oriented user interface. The
program produces 16-bit samples that can
be transferred to most brands of samplers
for performance. Users design sounds by
using a palette of modules, any number
of which can be placed on the screen and
arranged into any configuration.
Circle (112) on Rapid Facts Card

Passport Designs
MIDI Transport
Passport's MIDI Transport is a Macintosh
interface that bridges MIDI and SMPTE for
recording applications. For sequencing,

Recording Engineer /Producer September 1988

Celestion SR series
The SR series is a sound reinforcement
system with an electronic controller. A single- driver design produces full -range frequency response with no intermodulation
distortion. Phase and time coherence
problems are eliminated because there are
no separate tweeters, compression drivers
and crossovers. The controller monitors
amplifier distortion, voice coil temperature
and cone excursion.
Circle (100) on Rapid Facts Card

Otani T-650 R -DAT loader
Said to be the first fully automated RDAT cassette loader, the unit winds, cuts
and splices 0.15 -inch metal particle or bar-

ium- ferrite pancake onto empty, preleadered, R-zero cassettes. A rotary -type

splicer provides consistent, precision
splices with no overlap. Cycle time is less
than 39 seconds at a winding speed of 8
meters per second for a two -hour tape.
Loading speed is variable and provides
three preset positions.
Circle (122) on Rapid Facts Card

payables and receivables on a 30-, 60 -, and
90-day basis. The system is designed to run
on Macintosh computers with more than
1Mbyte of memory and a hard disk.
Circle (125) on Rapid Facts Card

FANSIM software
from TUTSIM Products

quency domain audio processing, sample

The program provides frequency analysis of open -loop and closed -loop response, finds transfer functions of real or
simulated systems and finds poles and
zeros. Users can take real, simulated or internally synthesized data to find overall
frequency response. System requirements
are IBM PCs or compatibles with at least
330K of RAM (512K recommended). The
program supports CGA, Hercules and color EGA cards.
Circle (121) on Rapid Facts Card

Southworth Max Audio
processing cards
Three cards, all using the Motorola
56000 signal -processing chip, have been
released for use with the Macintosh II

Yamaha FMC I

digital format converter
The unit is a dual -channel, digital- audioformat converter that transforms the Yamaha- proprietary format to the three commonly used digital audio formats: unbalanced SDIF-2 (Sony), via three BNC connectors; CD /DAT (S /P), via an RCA-type
pin jack; and AES /EBU, via an XLR connector. The unit converts the digital outputs of the company's DMP7 and DEQ7,
which allows it to be used in existing
digital recording and processing systems.
One rack space high, the converter includes an on -board master word clock,
switchable to 44.1kHz or 48kHz.
Circle (117) on Rapid Facts Card

Words & Deeds
studio management program
Archie is a recording studio software system that automates studio paperwork.
Functions include tracking clients and producers, controlling inventory, creating
tracksheets, generating instant timesheets,
producing invoices and statements, analyzing studio performance, and tracking

NuBus system. The Max Audio Analog
Card performs all A/D and D/A conversions using a 20 -bit proprietary converter.
The Max Audio Quad 56000 DSP Card
provides additional signal processing for
reverberation and effects processing, fre-

playing and additive synthesis. The Digital
Audio /SMPTE Card sends and receives
data in the AES /EBU format and provides
a SMPTE time code reader/generator.
Circle (120) on Rapid Facts Card

Sunn SPL series monitor

systems
The SPL1282 and SPL1285 employ vented-baffle, low- frequency sections for clear
bass response and a HF horn for smooth
reproduction and controlled dispersion of
high frequencies. The SPL1282 has a
12 -inch woofer with 2.5 -inch voice coil;
the SPL1285 has a 15-inch woofer with a
3 -inch voice coil. Both feature ribbon -wire
voice coils and polyimide Kapton voicecoil bobbins with cast alloy baskets.
Circle (106) on Rapid Facts Card

"The good news is...
business is great!
We landed a major album project
and picked up 2 new post -production

accounts.

The bad news...
We need to find 4 vintage mics, a portable
R -DAT, and a 24 -hour equipment rental

service.

Where do we start?".
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NEW PRODUCTS
Studer A730 CD player
The unit allows direct access to track
and index, minutes, seconds and frames,
as well as elapsed and remaining track
time. The Autocue feature determines and
stores both start and end of modulation
information. Also included is a disc recognition feature, using non -volatile memory for up to 100 CDs. It can be used either
on a desktop or flush -mounted.

First 25 CD Volumes
now in stock.
This is the iibrtry thut- turning everyone's head ...the music themes of our
times for the times you need an excellent
selection of moods and styles...everything from rock to romance, to action!
And new releases on a regular basis.
The Sound Ideas Production Music
Library sounds incredible. Call and ask
for a free demonstration.
In Canada (416) 977 -0512.
In U S.A -800- 387 -3030.

Circle (101) on Rapid Facts Card

1

IDEASPRODUCTION
MUSIC

86 McGill Street. lbronto. Ontario
Canada. M5B 1H2

Korg MI Music Workstation

,
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The M1 is a 61 -note digital synthesizer
that the company says is the first instrument to use all- digital processing with
high -resolution sampled sounds, which enables it to combine sampling and synthesis technologies in a single workstation.
A total of 4Mbytes of 16 -bit ROM -based
sounds are available, with additional libraries available on ROM or PCM cards.
An eight-track sequencer is included, with
room for 10 songs, 100 patterns and 7700
notes.

a

three -band Constant -Q

JBL G -718 subwoofer
Featuring the JBL E115 -4 18 -inch transducer, the G -718 is designed to be added
to a sound reinforcement system as a sub woofer to augment bass performance. The
unit is rated at 600W continuous, and the
vented -box enclosure is constructed with
high -grade multi -laminate cross -grain material. Dimensions are the same as the
G-732, 33 "x243/4 "x173/4"
Circle (190) on Rapid Facts Card
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The 4051 is a cardioid mic that is
transformerless and externally polarized,
with interchangeable head capsules to
meet a wide range of micing applications.
The polar pattern can be changed by replacing the unit's element with the AT
4049 omnidirectional capsule or the 4053
hypercardioid capsule. Other features include an 80Hz high -pass filter, windscreen
and turned brass housing plated in black
chrome.
Circle (183) on Rapid Facts Card

Fane Acoustics coaxial speakers
The CX10 and -10PA incorporate a two way, full range transducer that incorporates the bass driver and a concentrical1612) 339 -6303
212 3rd Ave. N.

Minneapolis. MN.

ly mounted, independently driven tweeter
in a signal unit. The design allows the
speakers to be suitable for both stage and

55401
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Audio-Technica AT4051 mic
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Orban 787A mic processor
The 787A is a programmable mic processor designed for mic or line -level applications where the ability to store and
recall processing is needed. The unit

Circle (189) on Rapid Facts Card
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equalizer, compressor with adjustable
release time, de- esser, noise gate and /or
compressor gate, and effects send and
return ports. Control setups are stored in
99 memory registers. A Jensen
transformer mic pre-amp with 48V phantom power is optional.

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE!

SOUND
DESIGN

studio use, according to the company.
Power handling for the CX10 is 150W into 811, and 200W into 811 for the CX1OPA.

September 1988

Wheatstone TV -500 console
Designed to address the stereo routing
requirements for television, the unit includes four stereo subgroup buses, two
separate stereo master buses, a mono bus
for SAP and mono sum outputs. Four stereo aux buses are also included for fold back, mix minus and special effects. Mainframe configurations range from 16
through 56 inputs.
Circle (104) on Rapid Facts Card

ROAD

Hardware,
software updates
Retrofit for Korg DSM -1
The DSM -HDK retrofit allows an
SCSI interface port to be connected
to the DSM -1, allowing sample data
to be loaded and saved to hard disk
drives. With one or more SCSI -compatible hard disk drives connected,
full megaword DSM -1 systems can
be loaded and saved in less than 14
seconds. The retrofit, which is available from authorized service centers, supports up to seven drives,
and has been tested with Macintosh-compatible 20 -meg drives from
General Computer and CMS.

TYPE 85 FET DIRECT BOX
INST.
AMP.
PICKUP
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Passport update of
Master Tracks Pro
Version 3.0 now syncs to MIDI
Time Code and SMPTE time code
as well as MIDI Song Position
Pointers. A SMPTE window provides continuous time -code readout
while synchronizing sequences to
audio or videotape. For audio -forvideo work, the Marker window
now displays each marker's song
position and SMPTE time, allowing
it to act as a cue list that can be
printed out. The update is available
for the Macintosh, Atari ST and IBM
PC computers.

ASSOCIATES INC.
COUNTRYMAN
AVE.- RECWOOD CITY, CA.- 9-063 -PHONE 495 -384. 9988
424
STANCFORD
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...Start with REIP's New
PRO AUDIO
CLASSIFIED

Section!
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New accessory
for AKG 68K

Our New Lower Rates
$35 an inch
are the most cost -effective way
to communicate your message.

-

AKG has introduced a Master MIDI ROM cartridge for the ADR

68K, which consists of 50 presets,
each containing all the settings necessary to use the full power of one
of the unit's programs and MIDI
control features. With the cartridge,
users can create a useful MIDI setup
quickly, without a lengthy learning
process. Examples include key-

An ad in RE /P's PRO AUDIO CLASSIFIED section
reaches the highest concentration cf pro audio hardware
buyers.

board notes trigger samples, mod-

And our new format
makes your classified ad
easier to find for a greater response.

ulation wheel controlling DDL feedback gain and aftertouch (channel

pressure) controlling chorus rate
and depth.
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-

Call Mary Ann Wiedeman, National Classified Marketing Manager
at (913) 888 -4664 to reserve your classified space.

is

Deadline for space reservations and materials
the first day of the month prior to issue publication date.
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Hardware, software updates
Ampex 672 industrial
audio cassette
The cassette now features an improved tape formulation that delivers superior frequency response
and higher output, according to the
company. The tape also has a new
pad design that improves azimuth
tracking, and a color -coded leader
tape is included in bulk product,

allowing

easy

play

and contains '/a- megasample of
RAM for up to five seconds of
storage at 50kHz, 10 seconds at
25kHz or an addition 30,000 notes
of sequencing storage. The cartridges fit into the slot directly
beneath the keyboard in the center
of the machine.
Circle (195) on Rapid Facts Card

General Devices cooling
module

length

identification.
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ART ProVerb memory

update
The ProVerb upgrade allows owners of older units to upgrade memory capacity from 100 presets to
200, and also includes 90 new reverb presets. The retrofit involves
adding an auxiliary circuit board
and an EPROM that replaces the
RAM system with a RAM chip with
a built -in battery backup board.
Units must be returned to ART to
be updated.
Circle (192) on Rapid Facts Card

Graphic Notes software
upgrade
Version 1.1 of the company's
Music Publisher program has been
released, which allows users to play
back the compositions on MIDI devices and also accepts input from
MIDI keyboards. Also upgraded are

The company's redesigned D-4118
cooling module now has finger
guards. The module fits a 19 -inch
cabinet or rack and contains nine
fans, all of which are user controlled. Other features include an
aluminum extruded frame, black
enamel front panel and circuit
breaker protection.
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Passport Master Tracks Jr.
for Apple IIGS
The sequencer program is now
available for the Apple IIGS, and it
includes the same features as the
Macintosh and Atari ST versions, including 64 recording tracks, a Conducter track for continuous tempo
control, automated punch -in and
punch -out recording, and tape recorder -style controls.
Circle (128) on Rapid Facts Card

part extraction and transposition
functions. For use with Macintosh
computers, the upgrade is free to
registered users.
Circle (131) on Rapid Facts Card
dlimilülïim.

Sunn SPL 7000 power amp
The SPL 7000 has received UL
approval, according to the company. Features include combination
circuit breaker/on-off switch, efficient cooling system and logic circuits in each channel that protect
the unit from improper loads.
Circle (126) on Rapid Facts Card

cartridge for
Kurzweil 250

RAM

The new RAM cartridge enhanc-

Software enhancements
for dbx RTA -1

Recording Engineer /Producer

The company has released new
versions of the Macintosh editor/librarian software for the Yamaha TX81Z and TX802. TX81Z PRO
2.0 and TX802 PRO 1.1 feature faster running times, MIDI echo options
and new multiple selection features.
PRO 2.0 also has an on- screen

graphic envelopes and an expanded utility editor. PRO 1.1 now reads
Opcode format files.
Circle (197) on Rapid Facts Card

JL Cooper update
of MSB Plus
Revision 2.0 of the 8x8 MIDI
switching box includes a programmable program change manager, a
program advance mode capability
using the Panic Button foot switch
jack and the ability to initiate a
sysex dump from the front panel.
For existing owners, the revision
can be purchased from local dealers. For new owners, the suggested
retail price has been reduced.
Circle (198) on Rapid Facts Card

New software for Opcode

Timecode Machine
Called Timecode Machine Desk
Accessory, the new software is a rewrite of the Timecode Panel software and allows users to stripe a
tape with any format of SMPTE, test
an existing track of time code, display the current DIP switch sittings
on the Timecode Machine, and display the version number of the
ROM software. On -line help instructions for all procedures are also included. The software is free to all
Timecode Machine owners.
Circle (199) on Rapid Facts Card

ART RS -232 interface

Version 1.5 of the professional
real -time analysis system includes
enhanced room -response curve
capabilities, improved microphone
calibration and customized printouts. The price has also been reduced, and present system owners
may upgrade by retrofitting the new
software.

The RS-232 option allows the
company's '/3- and 2/3-octave IEQ Intelligent Equalizer system to be connected to external computers. The
interface is available as retrofit
package for user installation or can
be factory fitted.

Circle (127) on Rapid Facts Card
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es the 250's user memory facilities,
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Digital Music Services
software updates
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CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE

Advertising rates in Classified Section
are:
$1.00 per word per insertion. Initials and
abbreviations count as full words.
"Blind" ads $25.00 additional. Minimum
classified charge $20.00. Classified is
also available at $122 per inch. Order
must be accompanied by payment to en-

sure publication.
Classified columns are not open to
advertising of any products regularly
produced by manufacturers unless used
and no longer owned by the manufacturer or distributor.
Classified Advertising should be sent
to RE/P, Advertising Department, 9221
Quivira Rd., Shawnee Mission, KS 66215.

EMPLOYMENT
IN HOUSE MUSIC AND AUDIO PRODUCTION Talented

Composer /Producer with extensive commercial production
and management experience seeks director level position
with busy production house or agency. Relocation, no problem. Box 354, 2120 Crestmoor Rd., Nashville, TN 37215.
8-88 -3t

-

FOR SALE AMS RMX -16 Digital reverb $6,800.00,
DRAWMER 1960 2 ch. tube comp /lim.- $950.00,
DRAWMER DS -201 (2) 2 ch. freq. selective gates
$400.00,AKAI MG1212 12 ch. console w /built-in 12

THE MOST COMPLETE

SELECTION OF

-

track recorder- $4,000.00,Anvil flight case for Akai
MG1212- $500.00, LEXICON 95 Prime Time II$1,450.00, VALLEY PEOPLE 415 Dynamic sibilance
controller $450.00. All of the above are in excellent
condition. ANVIL CASE, 27 SPACE -$400.00. This one
is in good condition. Call for details 619 -299-6655.

-

A

NI] TEST

9-88 -1t

ATTENTION ENTREPRENEURS. Former Dynaco:ESS
research lab for sale. Many esoteric products prototyped but never marketed. Products include "PAT -10"
.0007% THD,
pre -amp, 200W bi- amplifier with
unique /cheap active crossover, and others. All scheincluded.
Extraordinmatics included. Pilot -run parts
ary opportunity for right person(s). Negotiable. (415)
9-88-1t
968 -0206 John.
HARRISON MR4 CONSOLE: 40 mainframe, light meters, producers desk, fully automated, with 24 track
wiring harness. Extremely well maintained by Hard son & Valley Audio. This console is just like new & is
priced for a quick sale. Call for price & particulars.
(904) 743 -7131 or(904)744 -3726.

TAPES
All formats including cassettes

Write or phone for free catalog

STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
26120 Eden i.anding Road

14151

9 -88 -1t

WANTED: PULTEC EQ's. We will pay $1,000 for almost
any Pultec program EQ models EQP1 /EQP1A/EQPIA3.
Also wanted EQH2/EQH3/MEQ5/MAVEC /MB1 /any tube or
ribbon microphones and limiting amps. Please call or write
to: Dan Alexander Audio, 2944 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley,
CA 94702, (415) 644-2363
7-88 -4t

WANTED: Old studio/theatre gear by Westrex/Western
Electric, Marantz, McIntosh, Tannoy, Jensen, Altec, JBL,
Langevin, etc. and all late model hi-end related items. Contact Charlie Dripps (818) 444 -7079, FAX (818) 444.6863.
7 -88.31

Direct Metal Mastering
Audiophile LP Pressing

Valley Xfmrless mic preamps, Phantom Power Supply
& 24TRK/EFX wiring harness. This is a very clean, very
quiet, very reliable console. Photos & specs available.
9-88 -1t
$8500.00(407)832 -2148.

Compact Disc Pressing
Cassette Duplication
Digital Tape Studio

CD Master Tapes
Digital Format Conversion
Analog -to- Digital Transfers
Digital Clones
Neve Digital Console
Sony Editing
DAT Cassette Dupes

Classified
is your low -cost, multi -purpose
advertising opportunity

EUROPADISK, LTD.
75 VARICK STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 226 -4401

AVR GROUP

The Widest Selection of Used Gear
Neumann Pultec' UREI Teletronics

PCM SOI'DATIN STOCK'

Moving?
Take us with you.
Just peel off the subscription mailing label and attach it to the address change card located at the
front of this issue. Please allow 6 -8
weeks to process your address
change.

ENG I NEERi PPODI.1C EI2

Hayward. CA 94545
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MCI 416 24/16124 Console w/light meters, 5534 IC's,

MISCELLANEOUS

715,

786-3548

Circle (54) on Rapid Facts Card

Otani MTR 90 (1 yr. old) call; Otani Mk 111- 2- $2.7k;
Otani Mk111- 4 -3.3k; Otani Mk111- 8-$3.7k; Otani B-116
auto locator -$700; Otani MX5050 B w /remote-$1.2k;
Sony TCM 5000 EV (new )-$325; Revox A77 -$650; MCI
JH 114/24 -$14k; Ampex MM1200/16 track -$9k;
Ampex AG 44013 -$1695; T acam ATR 60 /8 -$5k;
Tascam MS-16 (w /everything )-$10k; Ramsa WR
8118- $2.2k; Harrison MR- 4- $48.5k; Necam I w/32
faders-$21k; Neve 8058 20x16 -$84k; Neve 8028
24x8x24 -$35k; API 24x24-call; dbx DX5 CD Player
(new) w /compression; ambience -$299; JBL 4411 -$500;
Neve modules w/1091 eq (4- band)-$1.5k; Soundtracs
MRX 32x8x16 (as new)-$10k; dbx 166 -$400; Lexicon
224 (latest rev. )-$3k; EMT 140 stereo plate -$3k; EMT
240 "Gold Foil "-$4k; Neumman U-87 (mint )-$1.3k; EVRE -15 -$150; AKG 414EB-$650; AKG C- 34-$1.6K.

We BUY and TRADE!!
and calibrated to factory specifications or your $$$ back. Call for discount prices on new items.

All used gear warrantied

Free Applications
Engineering!
We'll make sure you get the right transformer,
and show you how to improve the rest of the
circuit, too. Same day shipping from stock.

jensen c transformers
o
I

R P

N

O R A T E D

10735 Burbank Blvd. North Hollywood, CA 91601
FAX (818) 763 -4574 Phone (213) 876 -0059
TELEX 6502919207 MCI UW

(Mon -Thurs, 9am -5pm Pacific time)

(617) 332-1441
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Use the

VIDEO SUPPLIES
:.

:MILES

Rapid Facts Card
in the back
of this issue!

CONNECTORS

thxL/

CANnBr

BELDEN

SWITCMCRAfT

:' A

TIES

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY
145 Ulster Ave , Saugerties, NY 12477 U S A

Mt 1- 800-522-2025
In NY: 914-248 -3098
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Overland Park, KS 66212
Telex: 42 -4256 lntertec OLPK
Telefax: 913-888 -6697
SANTA MONICA, CA
213 -393-9285

Jason Perlman
213 -458-9987

Chris Woodbury Leonard
213 -451-8695
501 Santa Monica Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Telefax: 213-393-2381

NEW YORK, NY
Stan Kashine
212 -702 -3401

29th Floor
866 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10022
Telefax: 212 -702 -7802

OXFORD, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House
New Street

Deddington, Oxford
OX5 45P England
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telephone: (0869) 38794
Telex: 837469 BES G

FREWVILLE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
John Williamson
Hastwell, Williamson, Rep.
Pty. Ltd.
109 Conyngham Street

Frewville 5063
South Australia
Phone: 799 -522
Telefax: 08 79 9735
Telex: AA87113 HANDM

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101

22
24

913 -541 -6637 or
913 -888-4664
P.O. Box 12901

Herbert A. Schiff
206/775 -1202
301/695-0200
415/364 -9988
800 /CTAUDIO
818/766 -3525
201/487 -1026
305/746.2222
415/558 -0200
213/464 -8723
212/226 -4401
213/921 -1112
213/453 -5350
800/537 -5199
213/876 -0059
201/579 -5773
415/883 -5041
516/249 -3660
212/819 -0576
800/522 -2025
609/327 -3113
203/744 -6230
415/957 -1063
714/895 -7278
312/298 -5300
213/770-2330
714/540 -4229
312/358-3330
800/635 -SONY
800/387 -3030

5
41

OVERLAND PARK, KS
Mary Tracy

206/282 -2555
213/726 -0303
418/835 -1416
612/887-5531
212-753-3234

Grand Maison

Shimomiyabi-Cho, 2-18
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: 03- 235 -5961
Telex: J -33376 MYORIENT

It's Pure Fidelity.
It's Pure Enjoyment.
It's Pure Quality Sound.
R -DAT: Yours now with

DIC Digital Tapes.

Ir///

D/qT
oyy:.,»z+oo

Digital AudioTape

DIC-60XRDAT

//

_gil
vicv47raf
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DIC DIGITAL SUPPLY CORP.
2 University Plaza,
Hackensack, NJ 07601, USA
Phone: (201) 487 -4605
Fax: (201) 487 -1026

Facts Card

[hytal

Lic Tape

Every recorder in the C270 Series
comes loaded with professional features
that aren't available not even as options

-

-on "comparable" machines from other

manufacturers

.

.

.

Dolby HX Pro® Headroom Extension and proprietary phase compensated audio electronics
Seamless and gapless punch -in and punch -out
Integral scrape -flutter filter in head assembly
Constant tape tension on both spooling motors
One -hand cueing under full servo control
Fully modular audio electronics allowing quick
interchange of individual circuit elements
Front access to all audio electronics, even when
rack- mounted
Plug -in record and reproduce equalizers for
optimal performance and easy speed pair
conversion
3 peak LED indicators: +6, +9, +12 dB (C270)
Adjustable Mute -to-Play time of audio output
from 50 to 990 msec
Built -in variable speed allows -33% to +50%
range
Selectable library wind and record inhibit
Optical End -of-Tape Sensor
1 -year parts and labor warranty

Plus, other features standard on the
C270 Series that are available only as
options on other machines .. .

-

-

Fader start circuitry
RS 232 serial port allows full control of all
machine functions
Rack mount adapters

The C270, 274 and 278 all have 3 tape
speeds (3 3/4, 7 1/2 & 15 ips), any pair of
which can be selected and quickly
changed in the field.
Low speed versions (15/32, 15/16 & 1
7/8 ips) of the C274 and C278 especially
suited for logging applications come
with a built-in time and date code generator and reader with search capabilities.

-

-

The C270 Series is designed to giv
you what you need, included on ever
machine
pro transport -functions, pr
audio quality and pro construction (rug
ged die-cast deck -plate, head assembl
and chassis). Add.: overall value toc
because that's very Mira what the C27
Series is about giving the professions
more for less. (Accessories and options, i
you need them, are available- autoloca

...

-

tors, remote controls, floor consoles any
SMPTE center track time code.)
But one feature built into the C27
Series no one else has ever been able t1
offer
the Studer Revox 40 -year reputa

...

tion for reliability and unequalel
performance.
Available from Studer Revox Professions
Products Dealers. Or contact: Studer Revox Americs
Inc. 1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. (61!
254 -5651

All audio electronics fully accessible through front panel.

Circle
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STUDER REVOX

